flbtmtmimrnt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

J. P. Bimonton, of the Methodist church,
Rev. J. M. Adams, of the Congregational church, united with Rev. P. A.
A. Killam, of the Baptist church, in the
service.

KRKSHKT AT FKANKIJN.

County Road Mating.
To-morrow at the court house the Hint
Much Damage Done as Result of county road meeting will be held. Thii
NKW A 1>V KKTIhKM »• NTH Til IK WKFK.
meeting is provided for under the law
Sunday’* Heavy Rain.
Kill* Stan* field- Application for naturalisacreating the office of State highway comWkbt Franklin, April 18
tion
(special)
OF ELLSWORTH.
Admr notice— E*t Thomas Milan.
Annie F., wife of Eugene Hastings, The heavy rain of Sunday caused a freshet missioner, and is under the direction of
Gro Cl Clows— Lady or gentleman wanted.
formerly of Ellsworth died at her home on the mill stream at West Franklin State Commissioner Sargent, and the*
Statement—Boston Ins Co.
Authorized to commence business October 24.I8s7, the pioneer National Hank
in Mansfield, Mass., Monday, aged thirty- which resulted in great damage.
county commissioners of Hancock county*.
l>artd friend—Closing out sale.
of Ellsworth, Maine.
Eastern Steamship Co—Change In scheduleIt is hoped there will be a large att endThe trouble began Monday when the
eight years. Mrs. Hastings' maiden name
M (Jnllert— Urv goods, boots and shoe*.
was
McMullen. Besides her husband, upper dam, between the two ponds, gave ance of highway commissioners from tha
Musical Inatru
8tapio« Plano A Music Co
ACCOUNTS
OF
SOLICIT
ments.
WE
she leaves four children.
way. The water thus released, tore away tow us of the county, as much valuable
.1 A H»yne*—Meats, fish and groceries.
information will be obtained at the meetam) OFFER EVERY
asi>
Patrick Kearns
Ments, groceries, canned:
Rev. Charles L. White, D. I)., president the booms and with ice and logs came
etc
goods,
and the exchange of ideas between
CONSISTENT
of Colby college, will spiak at the Baptist sweeping down upon the lower dam at ing,
WITH
SAFE M A Clark—Greenhouse.
the commissioners of the several ton nm
.1 L Floyd—New market
church next Sunday morning and even- Seammons' mill, which was carried out.
ban KINO.
J A Thompson—stationery, wall paper, etc.
The Main street bridge was next to go, will, in itself, be of great value.
ing. Special music will be rendered.
Fast HuRHr, Mr.:
State Highway Commissioner Sargent
Correspondent*, National HlmnmntHank of Boeton; National Com- M I) Chat to—Farm for sale; eggs for hatch- Both services will be in the auditorium. and the old Coombs grist mill was carried will
address the meeting, and there * ill
New York.
ing
While in the city President White will be down stream with it.
mit-' ial Hank. Albany,
Mr. Scammons is the heaviest loser. be general discussion on the subject of
NOHTHKAST tlARHOR
the guest of Mrs. Charles. W. Mason.
Mis mill was not damaged, but his entire road building.
I K Ralph—Architect and builder.
The steamer Percy V. of the Ellsworth
IlAXGOK
stock of logs for the season’s saw ing was
&
Swan’s
Island
line
made
the
first
of
trip
Rlnes Co—Spring opening at Manning tlock.
and is now strewn about the
CHURCH NOTES*
ELLSWORTH, IVI El
the season yesterday from Ellswori h, re- scattered,
Augusta, Me
banks of the pond and stream, and over
BAPTIST.
Taxea on townships In Hancock Co.
turning to-day. The season was inaugu- fields where carried
by the high water.
rated most auspiciously, the steamer carryRev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
No accurate estimate of the number of
ing a full complement of freight and
Sunday, April 22—Morning service at
SCHKDULK OF MAILS
PARTIES IIAVIKO MONEY TO INVEST Wll.l. KIND
logs lost, or the cost of collecting those
10.30. Berinon by Rev. Charles L. While*
passengers on her outw ard trip. The line
AT ELLSWORTH rOdT OmCl.
ADVANTAGE TO CAM. ON ME.
IT TO THEIR
scattered about, can yet be made, but it is
D. 1)., president of Colby college, Sunday
In effect December 4, 1906.
promises to be a popular one this season.
probable that Mr. Scammons’ loss will apschool at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meetMiss Bassie Stack pole, formerly of proach 15,000.
at 7.
MAILS RECEIVED.
West Ellsworth, died at her home in
Evening service at 7.30; Mr*
The carrying out of the main bridge 1 ing
From WhST—7.16 a m, 6.13 p ns.
Somerville, Mass., Sunday, aged fifty-five cuts off travel between Franklin and Ells- | White.
From East-IUG a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p m.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.301
years. Miss Stack pole had been in the worth by team except by the roundabout I
For INSURANCE of
MAIL CLOAKS AT POATOFFICK.
Friday evening.
and dry goods business there way of Kastbrook and \V#ltham.
millinery
an*i hunly. Burglary ami Plat*- LUnh Inttur* Gowo Fast—7 a m and 5.30 p in.
UabltttT
lf*.
I
Accident,
Fire.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
many years. The remains arrived here
ant e.
It will cost the town fl,500 to build a i
Surety Ilomls of all «lf»Horl|>tlon* furnUnr<l on *l»ort notice,
Going West— 1140 a m, 5 and 9 p m.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor
an«l all at the lowest rate* po**U>le.
Tuesday night and were taken to W’est new bridge. It is probable that a tempoSo Sunday mall.
4 Main 5t.. f'.lleworth, Me.
Room* 2 and J riret Nat Rank Rl*J*
Friday, April 20-Prayer service at 7.3QU
Ellsworth to-day. Funeral services were rary bridge will be built.
C4II, write or trlr(>hoM
Sunday, April 22
Morning service at
The Coombs mill was an old structure, I
Mrs. Arthur Shute is visiting in Boston. held there this afternoon, Rev. J. P.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Simontou officiating.
and the loss on it is about fl,000.
at 11.45.
George Paine is at home frqm Harvard
Epworth league at 7. Easter
ftlS3 ETHEL WARD.
fTR. HARVEY W. BOWELS.
nR. UEO. P. OOULD.
The City Hose company for its annual
concert at 7.30.
for the Easter recess.
There will be a service at Jordan’s river*
Easter Monday ball this year introduced
Marlavllle Man Missing.
of
The 6 o’clock whist club met with Mrs.
Trenton, Sunday at 2 p. m.
the “Wayback ball” feature, and scored a
Mariaville, April 17 (special)—George
F. W. Rollins last evening.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Dress
hit. The galleries were sold out before
Whittier, of this place, has been missing
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor
Leon R. Moor is at home from the Uni- the
Laces and
evening of the ball by those who more than two weeks, and ail efforts to
Sunday, April 22— Morning service at
versity of Maine for the Easter recess.
wished to see the fun when the Way- locate him have so far
proved unsuccess- 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Charles W. Campbell is at home from backers got on the floor.
And fun there ful.
The police of Bangor have been
Prayer and conference meeting on FriAT
the University of Maine for a few days.
was.
The first part of the dance proday evening at 7.30.
notified, but as yet have found no clue.
UNITARIAN.
was
to
those
in
cosgiven up
Miss Bertha Raibour, of Bar Harbor, is gramme
Mr. Whittier left here over two weeks
Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
The
visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. A. Alexander. tume, while those in civilian dress looked ago for Bangor to attend to some busion.
In the second part all joined in the
Sunday, April 22—Morning service at
William J. Russell, of Rockland, is visitness, and nothing has been heard of him 10.30.
(Room formerly occupied by Miss Mabel Joy)
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
The evening was an enjoyable since. His
dancing.
fear
foul
as
he
on
Lincoln
his
family
play,
Henry
Ruseell,
ing
son,
one.
APRIL 25 and 26.
carried quite a sum of money with him.
WEDNESDAY AND
street.
atrfjcrtfatmn’.ta.
Mr. Whittier, with his wife and his
Sunday trains will begin running on the
You are especially Invited to call.
Irene chapter, O. E. 9., gave one of its
Desert branch May 6. The train will wife’s brother, Mr. Grover, moved here
Mt.
pleasant sociables at Lygonia hall last
leave Bangor at 6.10 a. m. for Ellsworth about a year ago. His family relations were
Friday evening.
and Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with apparently happy, and no cause can be
The tug Little Round Top went into
steamer for and arriving at Bar Harbor at assigned for his mysterious disappearance.
commission to-day, and is now ready for
8.56 a m. Steamer will leave Bar Harbor
tne season's business.
Sundays at 1.30 p. m., connecting at Mt.
COMING EVENTS.
Edward Sllvy broke his right collar bone Desert
Ferry with train leaving at 5.25 p.
ELLSWORTH.
last Friday by a fall from the hayloft at m., arriving iu Bangor at 7.15 p. m. ComWednesday, April 18, at Congregational
the Branch Pond mill.
mencing Saturday, May 5, ferry steamers
and supper by ladies of sewBANOOR, MAINE.
The ladies of the Congregational sewing will leave Bar Harbor week days at 8.35 p. vestry—Sale
circle; 25 cents.
V B.
circle will hold a sale and supper this in., connecting with train leaving Mt. ing
Mis.* Ward, our Corset PUter, will be with ns. and will be glad to give
Desert Ferry at 9.30 p. m., for Portland
Thursday, April 19, at Ellsworth—ConSpecial Fittings.
evening at the vestry.
vention of
highway commissioners of
Mrs. Stephen B. Woodward has gone to and Boston. The summer train schedule
and
27
28.
and
at
Bar
Harbor.
Hancock county, with the county comFriday
Saturday. April
Opening
will go into effect June 4.
Cunwith Mrs.
N.
; and

The Burrill National Bank

—

MAINE,

CORPORATIONS,

FIRMS

—

INDIVIDUALS,

—

ACCOMMODATION

Jm>

lkoitimate

W.

O.

INSURANCE

TAPLEY,

INVESTMENTS.

and

C. W. & F. L.

MASON, Agents
Every Description.

j

—

Suits, Coats, Waists,
Goods, Silks,

Neckwear,
Trimmings

Manning Block, Ellsworth, Me,
THURSDAY,

Prunes

—

are

Nancy
J.,
Westfield,
missioners and State
commissioner of
On Faster Sunday evening for the first
ningham whom she will visit.
new electric lights were lighted ! highways.
The Epworth league of the Methodist time the
Thursday, April 26—Anniversary celein ihe auditorium of the Baptist church.
church served a New England dinner at
With one or two changes the upper room bration by Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows hail at

SUGAR 3!, C. LB.
Compare this Grocery order at Griudal’s Water
street store with prices you are paying elsewhere:
30 lbs. Sugar,
>1* I .OO
.40
t lb. Baker’s Chocolate,
.04
l pk. California 1’ea Beans,
1

URGE SHIPMENT OF GROIN OF ALL KINDS JUST
15

Edmunds

for

New

Monday

York

prettiest

RECEIVED^

Bought advantageously, and
will be sold at narrow margin.

concert

at the

“A

GRINDAL.

W.

on

account

left

yesterday

Harter’s A No. 1 Flour costs a few'
cents more per barrel than the ordinary Hours

weight.

do,

but it’s WORTH more ; “spends” better,
longer, gives better cooking results. In-

lasts

vestigate to-day.

HAYNES

The FLOYD & HAYNES STORE,
34 Main Street.

city, and much
for their good

the

1060

pounds.

He

has

won

and

when the

bulletin

was

shipped

return

sent.

KLL8WOKT11 FA LLS.
Judson Fox and wife
Harbor for two weeks.

are

over

Sunday

and

was

here

Monday.

Isabelle Flood is at home
Bangor for a visit of several weeks.
Elmer Blaisdel! and Asa C. Flood were
home from East Maehias over Sunday.

stay of two weeks.

Whitcomb, Haynes &

Trusses,
Supporters,
Patent Medicines,
Poultry Powders,
Corn Cures,
Tooth Brushes,
Shaving Brushes,
hair Brushes,

Co.

were

Send your

you

and

meated,
visions

are

of

*

£

(Baby brand).

ought

you

reality right

these prunes

ing
ing

this

the

giving
a

are

on

prunoffer-

the entire lot at

4 lbs. for

<

price

special

week;

away !

25c

G. A. PARCHFfR,
APOTHECARY.
Maine.

Ellsworth,

EVERYTHING FOR THE SICK.

<

PATRICK KEARNS, Propr.

on

A

PHONOGRAPH
is not

hardwood factory, has gone
survive him have the sympathy of all. He
voluntary bankruptcy. His liabilities
was a member of Lejok lodge, I. O. O.
are placed at |3,304, with assets In stocks
services were held Tuesday,
and bonds of $6,805, and unliquidated F. Funeral
Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
claims of fl,500.
Levi B. Wyman and wife are preparing
Huilneii Notice*.
to move to North Conway, N. H., where
Sllvy A -cott are aching out their stock of
home
their
son
make
with
will
their
and
meats
they
groceries, preparatory to going out
George. Their daughter Julia will accom- business.
David Friend is selling out his entire stock of
pany them. They expect to leave Ells-

an

expense but

an

invest-

ment in the world’s best music

—it’s like

resi-

Ellsworth

that

to us.

age. Mr. Rollins was an esteemed
dent of the community and w ill be greatly
missed. His widow and four sons who

for the

We’re

Perfumes,
Toilet Articles,
Combs fall kinds),
Hot Water Bottles,
.Soaps fall kinds).
Cigars fa full line).
Condensed Milk

prescriptions

Mrs. Walter Thompson, of Waltham,
Mass., came Monday for a visit of several
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Ada McCarthy,

this issue.

to make a

by

you

vision

*

obliged

shut down the Tisdalt* mill Tuesday,
account of the high water.

blue

-j-

in these

sauce

We can save you money.

A poem by Miss Paulene Foster,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis K. Foster,
LAKEWOOD.
of this city, a student at Wellesley college1,
Charles F. Rollins died at his home here
was printed in the Wellesley Magazine
of his
for April. It is reprinted elsewhere in Sunday in the sixty-second year
salesman

as

from

Miss

to

us

Bath Brushes,
Flesh Brushes,

[ Wash'((Compounds.
>

and wife have moved
into the house of M. M. Moore.
Will Saunders

is

*
>

Samuel Rogers, of Bangor,

sum

>

home from Bar

to

—a

by

mail.

Crutches,

ribbons.

George H. Hardman,

There

luscious Prune

---1
We Carry

cut off, and to add to the disaster tire
had broken out and was raging unchecked

She will

several

saw—full

clean.

Can be filled

was

premature.
E. L. Drumraey has purchased of Stafford Bros, the running horse Hickory
Leaf. This horse is eight years old, stands
fifteen and one-half hands, and weighs
once

ever

Mail Orders

San

Kliakim Jordan, of Bangor, was here
Tuesday, the guest of Mrs. Mary Dunham*
ing Co., has purchased a shore lot at
Mrs. C. J. Treworgy and Miss Lura
Pleasant Beach, adjoining the Grinds 1
Treworgy went to Boston last week for a
he
announcement
that
would
The
cottage.
cottage there at

Society Floral Emblems
art* nhvay* correct.
AtltlreHR ISAK tlAltllOH only.
Open all the year ’round

equipment.

ton, in the presence of a few friends.
George P. Smith, of the Reliable Cloth-

a

As fine a lot of prunes

MOSES’

Francisco great damage was
done, with great loss of life. Many buildings were wrecked. The water supply
In

Miss Edith Grover, of Aurora, and Olin
Jordan, of No. 21 plantation, were married this forenoon at the Methodist parsonage in this city, by Kev. J. P. Simon

build

‘‘telephone girls”.
Tickets,
couple; extra ladies, 25 cents.

fornia.

return to North Dakota in the fall.

We want YOU to know that our HARTER’S
A No. 1 FLOUR is actually the finest all-round
Hour that ever came into Ellsworth. Our “say
so” may not convince you, but the “say so’ of
scores of Ellsworth’s best cooks ought to carry

the

terrific earthquake this morning in Cali-

Methodist

for her

of

Earthquake in California.
bulletin received by the Postal Telegraph Co. at noon to-day announced a

from last Sunday evenof the storm, will be given

home at West Brooksville.

men

one

A

Fellows
give their annual dance
It w ill
hall Wednesday evening, May 2.
be a “shirt waist” party.
Miss Caroline Joy, w ho has spent the
past six weeks with her uncle, Calvin Joy,

Ellsworth,

now

fixtures in the

completes

at Odd

in

is

Sun-

SibrctiaracnU'.

Sunday evening.
The Ellsworth “telephone girls” will

mer

IS MEANT FOR YOU.

“Peaches P

at Odd Fellows hall—

entertainment and

making so acceptable a change.
pagoda cluster” at each end of the

room

next

C.

Friday, April 27,
!

work in

church, postponed
ing

it

is due these

credit

Coi. J. F. Whitcomb, who has been confined to the house the past week by illness, is out again, but not yet able to attend to business.
The Easter

so

lights,

meridian

Park street.

on

farther elsewhere?

lighted. The old electrolier
unsightly was taken over

Fair,
supper by
|
ing by the burning
to the power station, where, under the I rise council, D. of L.
stack at the creamery on Church street.
L.
H.
skilful touch of Supt.
Cushman,
Wednesday evening, May 2, at Odd FelThe schooner Melissa Trask finished Walter Cushman and Andrew Moore, it
lows hall—Shirt waist party by Ellsworth
loading her staves and lumber and sailed was completely renovated and fitted with
50 cents a
that looked

The firemen were called out at 3 o’clock
this afternoon by a brush fire on the lot
opposite Justice L. A. Emery’s residence

amount of money go

same

will be well

even-

Chief Engineer Leonard, of the Bar
Harbor A Union River Power Co., has
just returned from a business trip to New
York.

1.00

Can you make the

to-day.
called out last

noon

out of the smoke-

from

albs, iteliableCoffee a hot water
.50
glass in every package,),
•Jibs. Tea,

were

last.

.2X

gal. Good Molasses,

The firemen

nent

buying

a

perma-

theatre ticket with the

into

SEED PEAS
The

G radus and Thomas
Laxton Varieties.

ELISWORTH~OREENHOUSE.
ALICE

M.

HOOPER,

BRK88MAKEK

ami

LADIES' tailor,
8 School
8t.,

Ellsworth.

Franklin Street

POOL ROOM.

worth this month.
E. E. DOYLE, Manager,
clothing and furnishing goods, preparatory to
of business. Mr. Friend has been In
Luther Morris, the Welsh revivalist, going out
ELLSWORTH.
business many years, first with the late Lewis
gave an interesting description of the
Friend, and later for himself. A lire in the
recent great revival in Wales, at the Baprooms above Mr. Friend’s store recently caused
Up-to-date appointments.
Conveniently located. tist vestry last Friday evening. Mr. some damage to bis stock, and he inaugurated a

singers thrown in.
WE CARRY A LARGE STOCK OF

EDISON & COLUMBIA
PHONOGRAPHS & RECORDS,
Also VICTOR DISC MACHINES.
Write for

Franklin Street,

Drop In and enjoy yourtelf.
and
We carry a full line of Cigars, Cigarettes
Tobaccos.

of the revival.
an
interesting and convincing
speaker, whose heart is in his words. Rev.
Morrir
He is

is

himself

a

convert

1

j

fire and clearance sale combined, which opened
this morning. He will seil out his entire stock
at greatly reduced prices.

Catalogue

and terms.

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC
Franklin St.,
Telephone 53-5.

ELISWORTH, ME.

CO.,

I

CHRISTIAN

KNDKAVOR.

iMtlnx1 Topic For <hc Week
BcKinuinK April -2.
By REV. S. II. DOYLE.

EDITED BT “ADBT

It* Motto:

Topic. -The Lord’s day; ho* to keep it
Ex. xx. 8-11; Rev. i.
holy.-Luke vi. 8-1
The Lord s day Is the title given in
the New Testament to the Sabbath
day. Ry the example of Hod and by
His command it was observed in the
Old Testament dispensation and until
the resurrection of Christ on the seventh day of the week. But from the
vast

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The pbtinm^ cf this column are succinctly
stand in the title ami motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, am! atn.a to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It l*f>rthecom
n.on use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It aollclta
communications, and It* success depend* largely
Comon >he support iclven it In this re-pcct
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not lie minted except by permission
Communication* mill I* subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
AdtlrtM
will be reject*<■ without good reason
all communications to
The amekicak.
KlUworth, Me.

t-lS.

day of the resurrection the

MADOI”-

body

of Christians have observed the first
day of the week as the Christian Sablife’s MlK i«»BN'o definite command for a
bath.
There arc lojal hearts. line are spirits brave.
change from the seventh to the first
There arc souls that art pure ami true!
day of the week Is recorded in the Then
give tv the world the best >OU have.
the
of
fhe
actions
s;
aposScripuir
yet
And the bt si wM cc me I ac t to you.
Christ’s
following
tles immediately
and love to jour life will flow,
resnrro.-C.il and their references in Give ‘ove,
A strength In your utmost need.
their vrr' ::-s to “the first day of the
Have faith ami a score of heart will show
the I. ; Ts day” are conweek' a.
Their faith In your won! and deed.
* »fs
that such a change of
vincing
Give truth, ard jour gifts wll! te paid In klnd^
the
to
commemorate
vva
made
days
And honor will honor meet.
nt in human history- the
greatest
And a smile ;hai Is sweet w'H surely find
Tlie Jewish
-n
of Christ.
reenrrec
A smile that Is just as sw«et
Sabbath < uumemorated the finished
Give pity and sorrow to those who mourn.
; i -n and the Christian Sabwork of
You will *a»h» r In fl. wers again
bath may w it commemorate the last
The scatter*d seeds item your thought outaswhich
in
Christ’s
act
life,
great
sures ns of the finished work of reThough the sowing teemed hut vain.
.rough Jesus Christ. Indemption
or life Is the mirror of Mrg ard a!ave—
stead ot qv hiding over the question of
*Tl» just wi at we are ard do.
the change let us rejoice in it as a new Then
give to the world the beat you have.
of
the
>r
one
f
reason
day
keeping
And the best will come ack to you.
:id sacred unto God.
week I
Selected.
The duty of keeping the Sabbath
Dear M. B. Friends:
be
cannot
reasonably questioned.
holy
Queer, isn't it, that the above poem is
God commands us to do it. and FI is
true? But then, you and I know it is so.
commands should all be obeyed. lie
Did you ever meet the man or woman, apHimself first kept it, as an example
well and mentally
and an inspiration to all men to do so. parently physically
established and as
comfortably
sound,
in
the
Sabbath
also
observed
Christ
well off as the average of their neighbors,
to
do
men
so.
and
and,
His day
taught
who talked as if he or she hadn't a friend
as He lived to give ns a pattern of true
in the w orld, no one they would trust, and
the
for
Sabbath
His
living.
regard
j never a nod or a smile for the passer-by.
reason
for
our
an
be
added
should
never a theory word of greeting for a
keeping it holy. Moreover, human his- j
1 neighbor, never a simple gift to the little
that
man
needs
tory abundantly proves
child?
the Lord's day. It was “made for
“It is a hard world,” they say. “Everyman” and is absolutely necessary to
B s. pity
his best physical, moral, mental and body is for self.” How the M.
there is such a
spiritual development. The man who such people. Oh! yes!
is really such
Strikes the Sabbath day out of his life thing as ingratitude. There
Is not only disobeying the command of a thing as selfishness. We do not doubt
or
God, but is doing himself an untold in- it. But whether you stay at home
travel afar, keep watch, and see how often
jury.
The method of keeping the Lord's those you meet, and those you observe
it back inday holy is the most difficult of all give of their best and receive
creased according to the tkriptural promconnected with the Sabbath
<

—

_

COUNTY NEWS.

2M)rrttsnnmtn.

Mutual benefit (Eolnmn.

!

other pope*

for additional County .V#w*

STOP, WOMAN!

BROOK LIN.
Nelson Griffin Is very ill.
H. 8. Kane was in Ellsworth last week.

AND CONSIDER
THE ALL-

Grace

Miss

IMPORTANT FACT

ill

is

Tapley

the

with

measles.
Warren

Ford spent several days at Sun-

That in addressMrs. l*inkham you are con-

MKa

ing

ySjfej

fidingyour private
ills

to

woman—

a

^

whose axperi
ence with women’s disa
eases covers
great
many year*.
Mrs. Pinkham is the
daughter-in-law of
Lydia E. Pinkhan
and for many years
under herdirection,
and since her deccase.sbe has been
advising sick women free of charge.
Manv women
a

woman

nuffer
bad to

m

silence

ana arm

It was never “made for
license.
man” in the sense that on that day a
man can do as he pleases—spend it in
seeking personal pleasure or in visiting friends who are well and prosperous.
But how many make it a day of
pleasure seeking, a day of visiting
friends, when the time is spent in idle
gossip and In discussing secular affairs'.
And how many excuse themselves by saying, “It is the only day I
have.” Thi-j is not true. It is the only
day man has not got. This day God
has kept to Himself. Nor is it true so
far as the man himself is concerned.
Ten hours are a long working day in
our age.
Add to this eight hours for
Bleep and the average man has still
Bix hours a day. or thirty-six a week,
a day and a half In which to visit his
friends and seek pleasure. Why. then.
Bhould he steal time from God for these
things and In many instances keep otbers from God's house and service on
this day?
Sabbath visitation is one
of the curses of our age.
Hundreds
are kept from God’s house every Sabbath because friends “drop in” for the
day or for the evening. Such visitors
not only break God’s law. but make
themselves a nuisance to friends.
8. Tne Lord s day should be spent In
Christian worship. The Bible should
be read at home and prayer offered to
God. The church should be attended
by all. Unless prevented by a good excuse no one should be absent from
God's bouse on His day. There are privilege. power, joy, instruction and Inspiration In regular church attendance
on the Sabbath.
4. The Lord's day should be spent in
the spirit. John was “In the Spirit on
the Lord’s day.”
He was under the
control of thn Holy Spirit. Put yourself under the Spirit's direction,
especially upon the Sabbath. John saw
visions. So will you—visions of what
to do and what not to do.
5. The Lord's day should be spent In
Christian service; not in Idleness, not
in secular pursuits, but in Christian
service—service to suffering mankind
In His name. Go on the Sabbath, if
you must go, where you can do good
and not where you are a nuisance.
Visit a hospital.
Take flowers to a
■lckroom.
Go to some unsaved man
and ask him to be a Christian. Be a
member of the church and serve it in
the Sabbath school or some other of its
organizations ami you’ll find the Sabbath day a day of worship, of rest and
of glory, and when yon kneel in prayer
at the close of the day you will thunk
God for the day and arise on Monday
morning refreshed In body, mind and
spirit for the toil of the week, with
God’s blessing upon you and your labors.
of

:

there

have immediate assistance. but a natural modesty impels
them to shrink from exposing themselves to the questions and probable
examinations of even their family
physician. It is unnecessary. Without
money or price you can consult a woman whose knowledge from actual experience is great.
Mrs. Pinkham’s Standing Invitation.
Women suffering from any form of
female weakness are invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. Pinkham. at
I.vnn. Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women
only. A woman can freely talk of her
private illnesa to a woman; thus has
been established the eternal confidence
between Mrs. Finkham and the women
of America which has never been
Out of the vast volume of
broken.
experience w hich she has to draw from,
it is more than possible that she haa
gained the very knowledge that will
help your case. She asks nothing in
return except your good-will, and her
advice has relieved thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish
if she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance.
If you arc ill. don't hesitate to get a
bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’sVegetable
Compound at once, and write Mrs. Pinkham Lynn. Mass for special advice.
When a medicine has been successful
in restoring to health so many women,
you cannot well say. without trying it,
I do not believe it will help me.”

111. €

to go
1

horse.
I am ready to take the pin that suits the
others, but hope we will agree to have one. I
am willing Aunt Madge shall choose for me.
Dell.
I

am

sorry you

passed by

on

the

other

If you had not observed how
to the limit of my letter supply
for the column, and come to my rescue, no
letter would have appeared this week, and

aide,

Dell.

near

I

waa

for your good help.

4. U

SOlTHWEtfT

&olnmn.

HARBOR

Friday evening, April 6, Ya

were

enter-

by Miss Lain Mayo. Number
present, twenty-five. The president appointed the following superintendents of
departments: Scientific temperance instruction, Susie Houston; medical temperance, Ervin Bracy; mercy, Lloyd Carroll;
social, Grace Clark; flower missions, Kath
Freeman and Marion Sawyer;
musical
director, Rebecca Gilley; white shield,
Leman Mayo; white cress, Jessie Lawton;
press, Esther Dixon; anti-narcotics, Fred
HigginS; sick committee, Grace Clark,
Louise Freeman and George Lurvey.
tained

the feature of the evening. The lawyers were I>r. Neal and Ervin Bracy, A-hile Seth Norwood acted as
judge. They took their parts in a creditable manner, and much thanks is due
A mock

them for

trial

so

was

1

The

ably assisting.

ices in the

sen

heavy storm, there were no
Baptist church last Sunday.

Miss Alice Judge arrived Wednesday from
Boston, where she has spent the winter.
Everett Kane has returned to Charleston to resume his studies in Higgins classi-

last

me.

Grindie,

Mrs. G. A.

w

ho has

Sedgw ick

inter in North

w

Mrs. M. L. Elwell,
last week.

w

in tow

was

spent

the

itb her sister,
few

n a

days

Nutter, w ife and grandchild left
Pro*peel Harbor Friday to spend the

R. W.
for

Frank

fever for live

better.

Charles Beede came home from Tagus
Friday. Mr. Beede has been gone

since last fall.
Mr. Paine, a ho has been boarding at
Mrs. Mills'since last summer, has returned
to his

Mr. Nutter is watchman in the
sardine shop at that place.
Mrs. G. H. Dority has gone to Winterport for a few weeks, to visit her daughter,
Mrs. George Grant. Mrs. Edith Phillips,
of Five Point, is keeping house for her.
season.

valuable

a

week.

last

cowr

The fair and sale

of clams in it.

AMATEUR
B.

characters follows:
Mr Am TompkUt.HarokJ Rabson
.Charles Staples
Dlxey.
John Retr.lugton.
Forest Cunningham
Wallace Kane
Jerry.
Louise.Miss Gertrude Jordan
JulU..Edith Allen
Ruth..
Miss Carrie Nutter
Mrs Sarah Tompkins
Ml** Florence Harriett
..

All of the

parts

were

well

taken, and

J. F. Staples, wba was sitting on the
grand jury last week, drove to Ellsworth
and back night and morning. He says it

tered upon
and happy

hat then looked to be

w

wedded

twenty-three
a
family

of

He

life.

was

present

8. A.

Miller,

of

He
loved

was a

April

and

young

All

excepting Mrs.

respected by

c

haracter,

old and young.

for the family, especially for his young
wife and widowed mother.

16._

C.

8ARGENTV1JLLE.
Mrs. Cora L.

Sedgwick

Harding visited

friends

at

last week.

Charles Billings left Saturday to join
the steamer City of Rockland.
School at district No. 8 began Monday,
April 16, Miss Phebe Durgain teacher.

Mrs. Harry Dority, of Bangor, is visiting her mother, Mrs. A. L. Billings, of
this village.
Reuel

Dority

Miss Jennie
friends in Blue hill one

and wife and

Clough called on
day last week.

called to Cape
Rosier last week by the death of her father,
Andrew' Black.
Mrs. Ida Jordan

the

saw

—

of

same

8.
_

NORTH DEER ISLE.
on

the steamer

to

join the

Miss Linnie Powers has returned from
Rockland.

a

was

Kidney Diseases
for Ellsworth

are

too

Dangerous

People to Neglect.

The (treat danger of kidney trouble,
j,
a nrm hold before
the ,Uf.
lerer recognise* them. Health la
that they (fet

gradually
Baekacbe, headache. net.
lameness, soreneea, lumhagn

undermined.

vousness,

urinary trouble,, dropsy, diabetes
Bright', disease follow in mereiless »uceesaion.
Don’t neglect your
kidney*.
Cure the kidneys with the certain and
safe
remedy, Doan’* Kidney Pills, which ha*
cared people right here in Ellsworth.
A. M. Franks, carpenter, of 27
High
Street, Ellsworth. Me., nays: “About two
yeara ago I noticed my bark was

growing
lame, and aa time went on it became
regular thing to have backache and finally
I was compelled to lay off from work for
I was in this condition
several days.
when I got Doan's Kidney Pills. The
first
few dnaes helped me and, when 1
had
taken a couple of boxes, I was
entirely
cured.

This last tail I contracted a cold
hich settled in my kidneya and caused
another attack. I remembered bow Doan's
w

Kidney Pills bad

cured

me turn years
ago,
E. <1. Moore's drug store and
got a box. They sood removed the ac hing
in my back and I have not lieen aunnyed
with it since."
For sale by all deaiera.
Price 50 rents.
Foater-Miiburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sols
agents tor the United States.
Remember the name—Dunn's—and take
no other.
so

I went to

fcultoi&f ant

Sunmtsoa.

visit in

Gapts. Ralph Gray and Jack Stinson
yachting.
Mrs. George L. Holden and Atholton

have gone away

Holden have returned from

Rockland.

The steamers J. T. Morse and Cimbria
their first landings here for this sea-

made

Friday.

son

Mrs. Arthur Powers was called to Rockland last week by the illness of her sister,
Mrs.

Wesley

Kokes.

Jones and daughter, Mias
Friday, and are visiting
Mrs. George W. Small.
Mrs.

Mabel

Ethel,

arrived

Capt. Charles Gray has gone to Beverly
join the yacht Athene. Marsh Thompson has joined the same yacht.
Francis lloldcn, wife and son, George H.
Holden, reached hotix Friday from Port
Jefferson, I* I., where they spent the winter with their daughter, Mrs. Albert
to

Haskell.

April

SORRENTO.
John E. Kane will tx<gin
house

his

on

new-

soon.

MissJosie Fenton is working at Mrs.
Allen Hall's.

Workman,

Oscar

P.

of

Franklin,

is

visiting

L. Aiken's.

at P.

L. Aiken has been in Ellsworth
few days.

on

business fora

George E. Robertson purchased
horse of Frank Noyes last week.

a

new

Mrs. Frank Haskins is visiting friends
relatives in Rockport, Mass.

confined to the
past week w ith a broken rib.
Ernest Perry and wife will move in part
of Luther Pinkharn’s house on Fairtleld
Austin Stover has been

house the

avenue

this week.

April

T.

16.
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and
of noble

Not from his home only will he be missed,
but from the community where be was
ever ready to lend the assisting hand.
Services were held at the Baptist church
Saturday afternoon. Grindstone lodge, I.
0.0. F.j of which he waa a member, attended in a body.
Much sympathy is felt

April

ever

16.

George Hill ia employed
J. T. Morse.

about

Boston.
man

travelling

he

snow.

en-

long

a

brothers and two sisters survive him.
at the funeral

worst

about six inches of mud and

a

years of age, the youngest
of eleven
children.
Four

were

the

was

year ago

Cow perthwaite, of this village, and

success.

At the next meeting of Arbutus grange
following question will be discussed:
“/?esofred. That a neat, scolding wife is
preferable to a clever, slack one.”
Mrs. Daniel McKay arrived home last
Sunday from Greenport, L I., where she
has boon spending the winter with her
husband, w ho has charge of a yacht that
he has been getting ready for the summer.

DRAMA.

B. B. club, of Brook!in, presented the drama “Tompkins’ Hired Man ”,
at Odd Fellows hall, April 4. The cast of
The

Methodist

the

George Knight left last week
yacht Evelyn.

Use Femme.

16.

in

the

few

A

days later his clam house at the shore
caught fire and burned, w ith quite a quan-

tity
April

home in Eden.

chapel Tuesday night was a
Quite a large sum was realised.

Rodney Allen had the misfortune to
lose

entertainment committee for next
;
meeting is Rebecca Gilley, Mary WhitMrs. Vesta Chatto and Master Leroy
From the clippings which have been more and Grace Lunt. Cake and cocoa Chatto
spent part of last week with
sent by the sisters from time to time, were served.
Phkhs 8UPT.
friends at Brooksville.
some of you will find some helpful hints
Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell, who has been
and suggestions. Aunt Emma furnishes
The Ys. inet at the home of Mr. and
her mother, Mrs. P. B. Billings,
Mrs. Fred Young last Friday evening. After visiting
the following;
returned to Bluehill Friday.
the
usual
roll
and
call
reading,
scripture
HOUSEHOLD ITEMSMrs. Grace Kane, accompanied by her
Sterilize figs soil dates by dipping in boiling business, the programme consisted of a
Las gone to Clinton,
mock town meeting, several of the arti- daughter, Miss Agnes,
water before using.
Conn., to spend the summer.
cles
in
the
warrant
being
amusing.
not
when
very
Keep lids of coffee and teapota open
Him.
April 16.
Refreshments were served, and the Ys.
in use to prevent muslinesa.
thank
Mr.
and
Mrs.
lor
kind
their
Young
and
Honey eating Is one of the most certain
OCEAN VTLLE.
hospitality.
agreeable ways of growing fat.
little
daughter of James
Katherine,
are
The
ladies
to
make
young
requested
water
Tbe mistake of giving plants too Mule
aud wife, is very ill with bronchial
one, if possible two, comfort bags before Morey
Is not as bad as giving them too much.
the next meeting, which is to be with pneumonia.
To prevent a lamp smoking, soak tbe wick In
Miss Flora Gilley April 20.
Capt, Albert Rich and wife, and Russell
strong vinegar and dry thoroughly before using.
Paris, of Boston, are visiting Mrs. Rich’s
Hold a piece of Ice to a burned finger until
mother, Mrs. Mary Greenlaw.
the smanlog ceases, and no blister will form on
MINTURN.
the skin.
The lobster fishermen are all .enMrs. Austin Sadler is very ill.
in patting their traps down. ThadPieces of sponge packed Into a mouse hole
gaged
James Moulden, who has been very ill.
will Induce the rodents to permanently vacate
deus Gross and Everett Hatch have had
is much better and able to be out again.
the house.
gasoline engines put in their boats.
Reuben Btewart, of Brooklin, spent a
Half a lemon dlipped In salt will do the work
Quite a large sum of money has been
few days in town last week with relatives.
of oxalic ac'd In cleaning copper boilers, brass
raised towards building a hall here. Every
tea-kettles, etc.
Oliver Bow ley, first selectman, has been
Tbe white substance that accumulates in the here for a few days working up the town
Human Blood Marks.
tope of fruit jars can be removed by bulling the books.
A tale of horror w as told by marks of
tops In strong soda water.
human blood in the home of J. W. WilSchool began Monday, April 16, taught
liams, a well known merchant of Bac,
A feather brush Is preferable to a cloth for
by Mrs. Alpha E. Stewart in the grammar Ky. He writes: fckTwent\ years ago I
dusting gilt picture frames, as tbe cloth wears and Miss Ethel Johnson in the
had severe hemorrhages of the lun^s, and
primary
and deadens the gilt.
was near death when I
began taking Dr.
grades.
It
Absorbent bath towels, which have a smooth
King s New Discovery.
completely
MBIJE KEAm.VGS.
I17.
April
remained
well ever
and
I
have
me
cured
surface on one side and a rough one on the
G«
ii. 1-3; Ex. xxlll, 10-12; Xum.
cures Hemorrhages, Chronic
It
since.”
other, are now made.
earache in two minutes; toothache or
|
and
Stops
Colds
Bronchitis, and
Coughs, Settled
XV, 3_-36; XXvlib 1-9: Deut. v. 12; Xeh.
If you are buying new boots, oil well all over pain of burn or scald in five minutes; hoarseis the only known cure for Weak Lungs.
X, 31; Isa. lvili, 13. 14; Mark ii. 24-23; before
and
will
last
Kottle guaranteed by E. G.
longer
wearing them. They
ness. one hour; muaeieache, two hours; sore
Every
Luke iv, 1(1
keep out the damp.
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas* Ecicctrlc Moore, Druggist. 60c and fl.00. Trial
bottle free.
One small onion eaten at night will often Oil, monarch over pain.—Advf.
I thank you

to the

Dun ton, who has been ill with
or six weeks, is no
typhoid

rrom

to

Owing

Henry Allen of steamer Catherine spent
Sunday with his family.
Mrs. Blanch Gott, of Swan’s Island, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Henry Allen.

returned be
along

are

ahead.
In another
Tbe chickens begin to peep.
month the ranch will be eov red and 1 shall be
dish.
I
went
In sight of
with
the
dough
busy
Aunt Madge's borne March 24; wanted to call
but was bound for Penobscot alone and wanted
to reach there before dark, as the drifts were
hlgb. But. oh, such fine sleighing' My better
half said he coukl go lu two hours, but I should
likely be three or four. 1 was just two and a
half and talked with an old friend In Bluehlll
village. Now, did 1 make many calls? Tbe
a 1 stance is fifteen miles, tbe horse an old farm

_

his

H. M. Pease returned from Ellsworth
Saturday, where he has been serving on
the grand jury.
Miss Jennie
Parker, of Sargentville,
who has been visiting friends in town, has

knowing- full well that

worse,

they ought

join

cal institute.

lots of boles to dig
did
well,
Who w ill give u» a little start in the
He gutdUconrued when tbe new range |
out.
Aunt Madge.
began to smoke and blackened the walls and literary line?
ceiling of our winter living room, but to-day he
with
has been tinkering it so it burnt all right
tbe dampers ail closed.
1 have one of ourp'etures, although mine is !
Ernestine say*
[The editor invites secretaries of local union*
not in It. I like It, oh, so much.
How- of tne W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
tbe plate broke In the one 1 was in.
w hite ribboners generally, to contribute to tbt*
as
column report* of meeting* or items that will be
strange : But 1 have heard of such things
of Interest to workers In other part* of the
plates breaking, so was not surprised.
We would like thla to be a llvecolumn.
To the sister whose husband said be should county.
hut It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
both of ter eyes If I’, women to make It so. It Is a column of their
want an alum curd on
he was papering, etc-, 1 should say If 1 was ir.aklti«r. not ours, and will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should be short,
doing it, 1 should want my John blindfolded .tnd
are, of course, subject to approval of the
and gaggtd, with both ears stopped up. But be editor.l
Is all right at it, so 1 keep still to eocourage him
out

Mrs. Hattie Joyce and three daughter®,
and Mrs. Grace Herrick and aon, of Brooklin, have been \isiting their parents, .A. J.
Joyce and wife. They returned to Brooklin Sunday accompanied by Raymond
Gross and wife and Mis* Vesta Joyce.
A.
April 9.
BURRY.

to

good time is reported. The hall was prettily
questions
decorated with bunting and flags. MonaSome generations have been unduly ise.
ghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth, furnished
strict in observing the letter of the
There are those w ho think giving means
music for the drama and the dance after
law and others too liberal in interpret- mostly gifts from the pocket-book. But Induce sleep, as onions have a particularly
the play.
ing the spirit of the Sabbath.
tell me truly arethosetbe best gifts you soothing effect upon the nerve*.
Spec.
April 16.
To Seep a good fire and lesson the coal bill,
What. then, is a fair interpretation of j receive from your friends or they receive
Sabbath observance? What should we j from you? Don't be afraid to give of mix coni *lust and a-he* with a little water, and
BIRCH
HARBOR.
put at the back of the grate.
not do and what should we do to keep 1 your best.
Schools began
here
Monday. Mrs.
the Lord’s day holy?
Grace Winslow is teacher in this precinct
Joan, here is a recipe for
1. The Lord's day should not be a day Dear M. Be:
IkMan PriUdso—into one quart of sweet and Mrs. Fannie Rice nt Bunker Harbor.
By to-day’*■ paper it looks as if we were de
of idleness. It should not be a day of
milk » Ir three-fourths ci p of Indian tnral with Both teachers
serting our Aunt Madge. That wtll never Co
belong in this village.
Idle lounzirg about the house, reading
which
a
teaspoonful of cinnamon, a half Ua
We erJoy personal tellers, but they must not
of all-i-W (or anj other spice prespoonful
the Sunday newspaper or a day spent take the
place of those In me column. Tbe busy ferred ami a half tea* poonful of salt have been ;
OBITUARY.
In sleeping the hours away. God has season is here, but each weak Aum Mad ire mu»t mixed. Ilent till It thickens, stirring frequently j
Thursday the community was saddened
to keep it from lumping.
Let It cool On en or
no use for the idler or the sluggard.
make up tier buogtt, no matter if ►unit of our
news of the death at his home here of
twenty mlt utes, then add a generous hull cup
And if we are spending the Sabbath in tetters have to wait. 1 aiu willing n ine should. of molasses, one t*eatcn earn and a «nn 1 piece by
Ralph W. Temple, after a lingering illness
of t uner
Add a f» w raisins tf desired.
have no
ut it
Now 1 expect you think 1 shai
these ways we are not keeping it holy.
U aood without. Turn Into pudding dish and of Bright’s disease. Little more than a
2. The Lord’s day should not be a day house-cleaniujc to do this spring. as my John bake two hours
be was married to Miss Carrie
so

much.

shine last week.

Raymond Allen left Saturday
yacht in New York.

fRrtikai.

is hoping to see one in the near future.
It in something that OceanviUe need# very

one

10

...

BANGOR.
Bat a or. Kx St.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake HouM*
Green Lake.
Meolin.
KlUwortb Falla.
ELLSWORTH.
Waah’ftton June.
Franklin Road.
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Train* leaving Ellaworth 7.16 a ro anil *.1J f
m, and arriving KlUworih II M a ru, io.17 p w,
connect with Washington Co Ry.
iStop on algnal or notice to Conductor.
These train* connect at Bangor with throojrb
train* on Main Line, to and from Portland, B«a
ton and St. John.
Paaaenger* are earnestly r*uoe*ted to proegr*
tlrketa before entering the train*, and especially
Ellaworth to Fall* and Fall* to Elliwortnr. k. booth by, g. p. a t. a.
GKO. r. EVANS.
Vice Free. ami GenM Manager.

WEST EDEN.
Mrs. Vina Richardson, who has been seriously ill, is out again.
G. N. Rich, who has been laid up with a
sore on his ankle, is better.
The V. I. 8. recently played “Joe the

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
SPUING 8CHEDI LK.

Waif” at Northeast Harbor.
is

Mrs. Lelia Campbell, of Salisbury Cove
employed at F. L. Hadley’s.

Mayo has

Liston
the

season.

He

gone to Hull’s Cove for
is employed at Willard

Fogg’s.
Ferdie Hamor, of Hull’s Cove, spent Hatand Sunday with his sister, Octavia

urday

Hamor.

Mrs. E. M. Babbidge, of Btonington, is
spending a few days with her sister, Mrs.
N. W. Higgins.
M.
April 16.
MARIA VTLLE.
Mrs. Pearly Jordan has returned to her
home in California.
Urmer Jordan, of Waltham, is spending
days with her grandmother, Mr*.
Eliza Carr.

a

few

Mrs. George Giles, of Hancock, ha* been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sew all Brimmer,
past two weeks.
The North Mariaville poatoffioe
has
recently been moved from E. G. Brimmer’s
to Clarence Brewer’s.
There was a sociable at the schoolhouae,
district No. 2, Monday evening, (juite a
number was present, and £30 was obtained, whieh finishes up the amount
w hich was wanted to build the iron
fence
around the cemetery at the tannery grave-

Hteamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor «
»« m, on Monday*, Wednesday* and '•
lor .Seal Harbor, Sort! east Harbor. South***
Harbor. Brook Bn, l»*er Isle, Sal<wl''». >*fj
»•
Hark
KcntvlUe ami
Harbor. cooneetlni
Bock laud with (lamer for Bottou.
Steamer Juliette leave* Blochlll at 9» ®.
day*. Wednesday# and Saturday* for *>«“
Blut'hlll, North Brooktln, Stonlngton. ar«!
Harm, connecting at itocklaud wtu» stca®®
lor boston.
RETURNING
From Boston Mondays and Tbur*day»»t 5 p»*
From Rockland at 5 SO a m, 1 uesdaj s. > rttBJ*
and Sundays, via way landlugsFrom Waal Tremont Mondays.
All cargo, except lire stock, fls the
of this Company, la Insured agalnet nrs
marine risk.
K. 8. Shkbmak, Superintendent, RuckS»®d»
Maine.
CALT1I* AUSTIN. Blest A tien’l *•»***'
Boston, Mass.

SSbtwrtfianfnta.

the

yard.
April

13.

p.

GOU LI >8 BORO.
Schooner Minnie Chase is at Old Maid’s

landing.

David
first trip

Guptill,

mail

carrier,

makes his

R. F. D. route to-day.
a former Goulds boro
boy, was badly injured in Chicago Friday. Mr. Young was so unfortunate as
to lose a leg several
Much
years ago.
sympathy is felt for him.
April 16.
JwXm
on

the

new

Willard N. Young,

A Lucky Postmistress
is Mr.
of Cary, Me., who lias
found Dr. King’s New Life Pills
to b* the
best remedy she ever tried for
keeping the
Stomach, Liver and Bowels in perfect
order. You’ll
agree with her if you try
these painless purifiers that infuse new

New Amsterdam Hotel
Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the
city, one block east of 15 roadway, two blocks south from
Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnished.
Hates $ 1 .OO per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. 8. Willard MP

Alexander,

g£t.

by e- ° moore-

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

4,\ oted, That the clerk make that request in behalf of the church.
“AttestJos, V Thomas, Clerk.”
E. bandage. Brookline,
I br B. «•
At the one hundredth celebration of the
ibe Blublll Ittetorical Society.)
(fathering of the church at Blue Mill, Rev,
will be glad to
Stephen Thurston gave the historical adniurblll IHatortml octety
*
<»>*
Urdress.
mreugh It* preside®**
■•«'""*• eovroeilnoa.eir.,
biu hill.
“In the history of this church” said he
"><•*« papers a*
.„ut In mnn’n*
on
that occasion, “the first pastor, Rev.
** P0"*""*’
*"'■ ** 'ortrr'
Jonathan Fisher, stands out in high relief,
as the most
distinguished and remarkable
ever watched over hi* Bock
Vo shepherd
man ever connected with
it, indeed as the
,rUra
,he
"°l
did
*tr*y
that th(,y
most remarkable man in the town, and
with
greater
pasture*
inirUnlo forbidden
did more for its enlightenment and moral
Jonathan Fisher watch
lh,n did Her.
elevation than any other man. I should
*
member, of hi.
the
for
<»rc
and
be surprised if there is an intelligent man
hi*
puIhurcb .t Blue Hill during of long
In town who would dissent from this
Christian
over tb.t body
opinion; he was decidedly a man of mark.
“Few, I am confident, have ever inwriter remember, him ..
How well the
structed a people so fully and on such a
»u»hi.
teemlngly
church,
of the
of subjects. He seemed to have
pwt< r
in
h.. variety
ru„ manner, bi. earm-stneaa
more comprehensive views of the fullness
of
.nd
the
opening
hi. prayer
and richness of the word of God —its
during the long prayer, u the exhaustless treasures of wisdom and
grace
we if they were pe.rto
children thought,
—than most ministers, and he was skillful
»n advantage
iM,itenlion.nd notUking
In developing those treasures and thus
to shift .bout end indulge
o( th»t period
enriching the minds of his hearers.”
“For elevated moral principle and strict
in tier. hi. reme
re
he
well, too,
adherence to it in daily life, I know not
wbo
did
not
-opfio boys in the gallery,
the man, have never known him, who exbut
their attention to the sermon,
celled the first pastor of this church. The
did
not
psy
love of right as he understood it was of
whispeo-d or in other w.y.
the Ix»rd‘» house upon the
due respect to
supreme authority. He would no more
and
how
he
And
i^cd’e Day service*.
and allowedly trample upon
Mt «nd wondered intelligently
other boy* of that day
than with a mill-stone about his neck
if the it,
,h,t would be the con.e<|uence.
he would cast himself into the sea. Inboard

BLUEHIU HISTORY.

Additional Count]/

,%7' rtor
2T.(

*Vp!-*r
,o*«r«

^Vcm«

sLoorw*,

Lire

the sounding
wrd suspending
deed, I verily
desk should part and the
over the pulpit
and
dew-end with a crash tyr spirit

believe that he had the

mar-

other days would have
gone to the stake for a principle.
“For the sick, the bereaved, the poor,
the suffering of every kind, Mr. Fisher had

huge b.wrd should
Fisher’s bald bead.
upon Father
debt of gratitude to
Blue Hill owes a
for his pious exUcv Jonathan Fisher
it* people; for his unla-fore
set
ample

in

Atmtrttacnunta.

COUNTY NEWS.
fio*

Sewn,

tee

other page*
fVrr.v-,

'ACHE'

FRANKLIN HOAD.
Mrs. Stella Shaw has been very ill with
tonsil it is.

Mrs. C. E. Scribner and sister Hazel

were

|

Mrs. Mary Miles has returned from a
visit in Washington county.
Misses Sadie Mullan and Helen Butler
were in Ellsworth Saturday.

infirmities crept upon him, and
he thought he
the time came in 1S.T7 when
ami
ahould rest from hi* pastoral laliors,
to be dismissed.
be tent in hi* letter asking
A oiuin il was called and held October -i,
and he
lSt», which dismissed Mr. Fisher,
d the following certificate:

B it

records, his last act

money.

happened

mains in the grave, to erect

over

them

a

Harvey Martin stopped here on his way
from Portland to Bar Harbor last week.

Liniment—it gives
and marvelous relief. Nothing like it to
reduce inflammation—internal or external. For
an aching head, a cold on the lungs, cramps in the

It is reported that Watson Springer and
Alfred Foren are to build a mill here on
Kilkenny stream in the near future.

the greatest relief and

speedy

bowels, backache, rheumatism, sciatica, sprains,
injuries, cuts, contusions, or wounds of any kind—
from immediate

Bradford, who with his
wife conducted so capably the Franklin
Uoad house here for a dozen years, visited
friends here Saturday and Sunday, returning to his home Monday on the noon
Abe

Fernald,

April

of

TRENTON.
Joice

Rebecca, of Rockland, arrived with freight for H. H. Hopkins.
John Haynes, who has been very ill for
weeks with erysipelas in his hand, is improving slowly.
Mrs. Annie Davis and daughter MadeThe

line have gone to Bar Harbor fora
visit with relatives.

hy fire

the

but

mention of that

Three

half

have
generations
passed away since Mr. Fisher was ordained over the church at Blue Hill. He
has rested in his grave in the town, with
the graves of those near hi* to whom he
ministered, for nearly sixty years, and few
and

a

in

there be that remember him

yet

1843.

Jonathan Fisher attended church
regularly, when health and the weather
Rev.

permitted,

sometimes

preached,

and

funerals of the older members of

the church.
records is the last entry
Rev. Jonathan Fisher as

On the Church

concerning
follows:-

Jonathan Fisher.
Born m New Braintree, Mass. Oct. 7, 17»!H.
Died in Blue Hill Sept. 22, 1847, aged 79
years wanting 15 days. In 1790 he made a
public profession of religion and joined
with the Church in Dedham, Mass. At a
great sacrifice sought an education for the
Gospel ministry. He was graduated at
Harvard University July 18, 1792, here also,
be persued his Theological Studies. He
came to Blue Hill in 1794 and was ordained
the First Pastor of this church July 13,
1796. The church at that time consisted
of 23 members, ail of whom parsed into

“Sept. 22,

1847.

Her.

one

lack

would

perception

life,
w

and

a cold take a little on sugar—for external
Ninety-five years a never failing
freely.
Keep a bottle close at hand for what’s sure

It’s easy to use—for

affection*, rub
family remedy.
to

on

happen—sometime

you will need

JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT

week's

Dick McFarland moved his family to
Saturday, where he has em-

for

many years.
At a church conference held Oct. 6,11847,
it was

oted, That Rev. Stephen Thurston be

guested to furnish a copy of the sermon
Poached at the funeral of the Rev. JonaIhaa Fisher tor publication.

at

his home

result*.

The history of a town and of its people,
should ever have interest for its citizens,
and for all who are descended from those
who

shaped

its

course

in

education,

re-

ligion and in civic and social morality.
Such history is a beacon light tnat points
to wisdom s ways, and warns of dangers
that may be encountered, while indicating the way to avoid them.
The town of Blue Hill was particularly

their children in matters
pertaining to their educational, moral and

themselves and
:

religious training,

April

and in the

early

estab-

church and schools.
They were also particularly fortunate in
their selection of one to be their flrst settled minister— Uav. Jonathan FisherwhoM example in honest moral worth
and in Christian teaching were so helpful
to the young community to which he was
called.
Let their story be often told, and be
kept in perpetual remembrance; let their
sacrifices and self-denials be themes for
conversation and fie celebrated in song
for the edification and instruction of the
their

future

and

names

be

generations,

and let

emblazoned upon the local

rolls of fame.
THE END.

historical sketch of Bluehill is
with this issue of the THE
AMERICAN.
Owing to a demand for
back copies of the paper containing the
article many of the numbers are exFor the benefit of the many
hausted
who will desire to preserve this record, the
This

completed

in

The
of tne tender. Inflamed membranes.
as offensneezing trill cease and the discharge,
be cured when
sive to others as to yourself, will
Cleanthe causes that produce It are removed.
the use
Usees, comfort and health renewed by
all
drugglate for 50
of Cream Balm. Sold by
56 Warren Street,
cent*, or mailed by Ely Bros
New York.

Cold in One
Tcv.e Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. js
12

with gangrene in his

Seven Million boxes soli in post

S.

16.

a

Day
on

^ery

tell. H5c.

Tl'Js Signature,

months.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Miss Helen Thomas, of Boston, is visiting her parents, William Thomas and wife.
The friends of Zemro Hall are glad to
know that he is gaining after a severe

operation.
The Pythian sisterhood

is

preparing

a

programme to entertain the members of
the K. of P. lodge.
An entertainment and sociable was held
at Hooper A Havey’s hall Saturday evening, for the benefit of the church.

Easter concert, prepared by the
Sunday school children under the management of Mrs. E. Havey and Mrs. F. Abbott, will be postponed until next Sunday
evening. There will be no regular service
that evening.
A. B.
April 16.

ELLSWORTH

I s.

Changes in Retail Prices
is

There

are

few

lieef

cents,

Whereat, The Great Muster la HI* Infinite
wisdom has removed from our lodge Brother
Chartc* II. Cto*aon, while we how In submission
to the Divine Power, he It
Retolved, That In the death of our broth» r
K.'gemoggln lodge. So. lit* K. and A. M has lost
that was always genial ami ever
a member
ready to help and sustain the work of our

THE

unchanged.

Corn

is up 5 cents

more

;

Tourist

j

ply.
rem

are

irl little

prices

are

quoted

I

green vegetables.
The lobster-hungry people of Ellsworth
are in a fair way to have their appetites
Prices in Boston have
satisfied soon.
been

cut

almost in

half,

and

may come this way now.
The quotations below give

some

RATES

LOW

For

Boston,

particulars, write
England

the New

to 170

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

lobsters

the range of

K1NE0 RANGES

retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country

Chicago.

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS.

in the market at

are

pound. Lower

a

Boston to

IN EFFECT IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

in firm.

Hot-house tomatoes

Sleepers

VERY

again at 18 to 20 |
better supButter is in fair supply, but prices

retail, and

FROM

a

bag this week.
Eggs have steadied
cents

LINE

DIRECT

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

costs 30.

now

Flour also is higher in the wholesale
mark ts, but Ellsworth prices as yet are

on some

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

The Wabash Railroad Go.

Higher.
changes in local retail
Beef prices continue to

prices ibis week.
climb, and Ellsworth markets have been I
forced to advance prices on many cuts. A I
rump steak which has been selling for 25

35 cents

SEDGWICK.

MARK I

--

Few

_

Produce.

Hut tor.

the
to
sorrowing wife,
Retolved, That
mother, sister, brother and their families, of
oar deceased brother, we extend our lenderest
sympathy and commend them to the One who
doeth all things for the best.
Resolved, That our charter be draped In
emblem of mourning for thirty days, a copy of
resolutions be sent to the bereaved family, a
cent to Til* Ellsworth American for
publication and a copy spread upon the record*

the

copy
of

our

lodge.
ARTHUR II. SARGENT,
Herbert 6. Doritt,
Theodore A. Smith,
Committee on resolutions.

lishment of

present

here

To Cure

foot.

ho does

discern that hi* example and influence
are yet a force in the community where
he labored and brought forth fruitful

pamphlet
history has been printed
previous to their Pastor.
“The last of them died a few week* since form, making c book of eighty-three
This will be ready to send out
the age of W and Mr. Fisher officiated at pages.
hi» funeral. (Mr. Jedediah Holt). Mr. within a few weeks. Only a limited numPiaber proved himaclf a self-denying, de- ber of these pamphlets has been printed,
of and those who wish covies should send in
voted and highly useful minister
The cost is SO cents,
names at once.
Christ; hi* doctrinal view* were distinc- their
including postage.
Copies nus}1™°°:
tively Cal van i*tic. The doctrines of the tained from l>r. Otis Littlefield, Bluehill,
Bible were held by him with great Maine, or tcifi be sent by mail on addressEllsworth, Maine.
tenacity, and defended with ability. He ing THE AMERICAN,
w*s fearless and
in
the
unflinching
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
avowal, exposition and enforcement of
Eternal truths. It was enough for him to
M. L. Allen visited the school one day
know that Uod bad revealed it.
last week.
“Few men have ever given to the people
Miss Vina Ray has gone to Ellsworth
of their
in
the
charge so much instruction
Falls to teach school.
various truths and duties of religion as
Selectmen George Savage and Joseph
he. His mind was richly stored with divine knowledge, nor did he fail to bring Small were here last week.
went to
°ut of God’s Word and out of the treasGeorge Ray and George Bartlett
ures of his
Northeast Harbor Friday.
learning, things new and old.
“He was dismissed from his pastoral
There was a chopping match at E. C.
charge on account of growing infirmities Robbins’Saturday afternoon and a party
of
Oct. 24, 1837, having been Pastor in the evening. Quite a party from Pretty°f his flock a little more than
forty-one Marsh attended.
years. His last sickness was short, only
Abel Bartlett had a chopping match last
about 24 hours, and although his sufferings
in the
Monday, and a dance at the hall
*ere
his
extremely great in that time,
evening. Music was furnished by George
nnnd was staid on God. He died as he had
Bartlett, George and Harry Alley.
lived, a Christian.
LApril 18. __
‘‘Rest, Holy Man of God.”
Nasal
old
His funeral sermon was preached by
of
enemy,
the
off
your
grip
shake
Eev. Stephen Thurston, who hadjknown Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream Balm Then
out
and appreciated his worth and
will ail the swelling and eorene-e be driven
^Christian
fits of

Eternity

character

comes

cure

of

Bar Harbor

not

con-

fact is found in
the church records. The services of the
church were thereafter held in the academy building on Sundays, until the new
church was built, finished and dedicated

January 11,

quickest

the

applications

Johnson's
LSnimenl

G.

16.

The

meeting house was destroyed fortunate in the character of its first setfirst Sunday in 1842 (January 2,)
tlers, in their regard for the welfare of

Tbe old

attended

in
I

erated friend.”

nection.

no

dollars

have raised a respectable monument over
hi* grave. In doing this they have honored themselves no less than their ven-

On th** day and by the same council mat
dismissed Mr. Fisher, Rev. Albert Colt*,
was ordained over the church at Bio** Hill
u Rev. Jonat han Fisher’* lowmor,
The council convened ly the old meet*
ing house, which was well tilled with
members of the church, datogltM to the
council and low ti's people, among whom
was the w riter,
it was the first ordination he had attended, and ceremonies
Mr.
were new, solemn and impressive.
Fisher was there, and Wept, or rather entered, the action of the council In the
church

several

specimens which

humble stone, to tell the passer-bv, here
tie* the man who, for more than forty
years, preached the everlasting gospel to
this people. 1 rejoice to know that this
charge has been regarded and that they

Council

that

were

re

Mloilll.h tti.mil’. ModcralorBaca trim. Scribe.

in

them

“When be was dismissed from his pastoral ran*, this people were charged to
deal kindly with him in bis declining
yc«n, and wbrn rilled to lay his lifeless

wheat It may eencern
-Tic-is to certify
eostened lo
that t,y an F rleaUstlcal CouneP
■* between
tbi,...i -.i.v the Pssionu rclstte
Jonathan risher mwt ihe C ngre.*.
the K
h«»
lately min
lions! bitrch hern 10 which he
sn.t Ihst
btricl. nas tieen rexularly absolved,
which !« made out
Uk i;„u .11 In their result*,
allemlh In connection vrllh that which re-peeta
thsordlnalloa of his aucce-sor. hava teattllcsl lo
Ihe atHifemUhod and ministerial character ol
Mr Fisher and Ihett hlah esteem amt love tor
him as a tried and faithful Setvant ot ihe toot.
-« h, rever be may he enllesl In the orstlnance
of te>t to travel or lo talwtr In Ihe mlel*try In
Its orpreaching the tiotpel or administering
dtsaacea, may the churches receive htm cord
the

gave

These

to know about.

to

By outer of

Any Spot

to

,tg, out

Uij.

in

Johnson’s Anodyne

use

a heart of sympathy and a hand for reployment through the summer.
lief. He was liberal in his charities and
a
as
duty
Capt. F. E. Hopkins left Friday for
jinchmg
a most unselfish man.
While living on a
where he has employment as first
and the far-reaching
Boston,
minister,
Christian
of about three hundred dollars. I
did salary
on the steamer Hansom B. Fuller.
pilot
and noble work be for forty-one year*
knew him to subscribe one hundred dolthe town and
The many friends of John Bunker will
in the service of the church,
lars for one charitable institution.
A
Master.
be pained to learn that he is critically ill
Divine
his
for
poor family lost their house by fire; he

adherence

Any Ashe

For

Bangor Wednesday.

in

v

FROM HEAD TO FOOT

Frank Miles and wife returned to Oardiner Saturday.

Creamery per ft.28 830
Oalry .25 328

18

them the loss of one whose sterling qualities
treasured deeply In our h< arts.
Resolved, That our charter be draped In
mournlug for the spa re of thirty days and a
copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved widow and a copy to the liar Ilirbor
A’ecord and Ellsworth American for publiH. E. Wakefield,
cation.
K. J. Br\wkr.
A. J. UaIIBIIKiK,
Committee.
are

NORTH LAMOINE.

illness.

School in this neighborhood began today with Mrs. Scribner, of Hancock, as
teacher.
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife, of South
Gouldsboro, recently made a visit of a few
days to his old home.
Coleman Hagan and wife have returned
from Trenton, where they have been liv-

employed
Sub.

F. B.

lUo,
Mocha,

.168.25
35

35

Java,

Tea—per ft—
Japan,
«
kdong,
Sunar—per

.30®

65

ft—

Granulttel,
Coffee—A
Yellow, C

4ft®.6ft

&

QSaOft*
.«t*

B,

-05*
08®lu
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—

and Provisions.
ft

Beef,ft:
.Steak,
Koaets,
Cornea,

18* JO
.12 #.25
.06 0.10
18
.06 #08

Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:

20 it .-2

steak,

Pork,
Steak, ft
Ham, per

18
15
ft

8boulder,
Salt

Lari,

160/22
M
1? 430
11
10 3 12

lu».U

Boasts,
Lamb*

Clam a, qt

.04

.60

Meats

Tongues,

Rye meal,

Granulated meal,ft 02*
Oil—per gal—
Linseed.
.65®-70
12
Kerosene,

.35
-ftO

Havana,
Porto Rico,

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Ovatere, qt

.06 a.'8
Rice, per ft
20 325
Vinegar, sal
.oft
Cracked wheat,
.in
oatmeal, per ft
.21
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Uiaharn,

each

C5

12k25
Freeh Fleh.
06
06

12 918

4

Scallops, qt
Flounders, doz

25
15

Smelts, lb

30

“hritnps, qt
20 Finnan haddle,
50

10

Fuel.

_

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Daniel Snow has purchased
Charles Snow.

a

farm of

poetoffice inspector,
Thursday.

W. B. Robinson,
was

ft

in town

Easter concert will be held in the
Methodist chapel April 22.
An

Simon Doyle and wife, of Bluchill,
in town last

week, visiting

were

relatives.

7 50
70%
Feed.
and
Flour, Grain
50
bu
bbl—
oats,
Flour—per
4 7506 Oft Shorts—bag—1.20 #1 25
125 Mixed feed, bag.
Corn, 100ft bag
1 2501 80
1 26 Middlings.bag 130 #140
Corn meal,bag
125 Cotton seed meal, 1 65
Cracked corn,

C.

A Guaranteed Cure for Plies.

Itching. Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles,
Druggists are authorized to refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT .'ails lo cure lu 0 to 14 days.
80c.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, flu
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 51
turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots, Fngl’sh
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
A

pounds,

cooking

<

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.

& Nutter

Noyes

Mfg. Co.,

Patent has been

*

Smith,
The

Bar

saw

Harbor,

granted

to Wilber

1906

H. |

vehicle-brake.

and stave mill of

Bangor, Me.

MIANUS MOTORS

KITTKKY TO < AKIBOU.

the Rockland

NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED

Drop steel forging for conRockport Lime Co. was destroyed by
necting rod.
tire Sunday, together with a large amount
Interchangeable bronze bearof valuable machinery. The loss will be
ings can be replaced in live
about fl5,000, nearly covered by insurance.
minutes.
Waterhouse
A.
aged
fifty-one,
Joseph
Irridlum spark points—nothing
station
Union
of
the
better.
superintendent
shifting crew at Portland, was run over by
We can deliver engines, mathe shifting tender Friday and killed. He
rine or stationary. 2 to 1500
had been in the employ of the Maine CenH. P.—nothing better made.
tral railroad thirty-one years.
for Maine for Schebler carburetor
Agents
Fire at Bangor Thursday night in the and fit
our engines with the same.
building on Broad street occupied by Snow,
We carry everything for Gas Engines and our
Nealley & Co., hardware, and Arthur price is
right
Tel, 1817-11.
Chapin & Co., wholesale grocers, caused
&

J

f20,000 damage. Snow, Nealley & Co’s,
damage, by fire and water, is fl5,000;
Chapin & Co.’s, by smoke and water, $5,000.

Stansfleld, of Vinalhaven, is here.
Mrs. John Ashworth has gone to Stonington.
Harry Atherton, who is working at
Ellis

family.
Frank Webber, of Morgan’s Bay, has
moved into the George Cousins house here.
George Carter and Lester Grindle, who
have
went to Stonington last week,
with his

Quite a large number attended the
drama at Bluehill Friday night and report
a very pleasant evening.
Mrs. N. F. Twining has gone to Bluehill
Charles
to reside. Her mother, Mrs.
Miller, accompanied her.
April

16.

Portland

Pier, Portland, fie.

p“!lti,e CATARR
CURE

Miss Tiliie Chapman is very low.

Stonington, spent Sunday

G. 0. THORNDIKE 0enMDS.
A

EAST BLUEHILL.

♦

returned.
7 50
750
7 50

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AN1* MEASURES.

Albert Gray, of Sullivan, a former resident of this place, is visiting here.
Grace Stover has returned from Bangor,
where she has been for treatment for ap-

pendicitis.
April 16.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 #6 80
3 000500
Stove,
Dry soft,
Kgg,
Hounding* per load
Nut,
10001 26
Blacksmith’s
5.00
Buttings, hard

make

easy.

04 1
i3 !

ft

Groceries.

Coflee—per

Syrup,

Friends of Isaiah Young and I. N. Salsbury are sorry to hear of their present

April 16.

K ineo

Vegetables.

03875 Onions,

25
Beets, lb
10 Cabbage, ft
02*
os Carrots, lb
supreme grand council above, our most worthy
ft
05
01
ft
Parsnips,
and estee ned companion, Albion f. Jordan, be Squash,
*25
1^ Spinach, pk
Turnips, ft
U therefoie,
85
Handeilon grns, pk <5 Tomatoes, ft
33
Beet greens, pk
Beaus—per qt—
Retolved, That Ml Kobo Royal Arch chap
20
Bunch beets,
V2glft
Yellow-eye
ter. No. W, has lost one whose honesty, integ10
lb
1*
Pea,
Rhubarb,
nffec
had
won
the
heart
rity and kindness of
Cucumbers, each 08 810
15
lion of all who knew him, ever ready to assist sweet potatoes, ft
Fruit.
his fellow men In the time of trouble ami afttlc
20 Apples,(cooktng)pk
and always bearing In mind that we ! Cranberries, qt
lion
*25 £80
25
do*
830
Oranges,
•bould meet on a common level.
Lemons doz
23830 A pples, (table)pk 3ft g45
onr
heartfelt
weextend
*ym
Resolved, That
15
Gr< pelrult, each
pathy to his bereaved family and mourn with

while Mr. Hagan has been
there for the past six months.

j
I

Loose...
8£ll
1ft
Baled.

Potatoes, bu
Celery, bunch
Lettuce,
Radishes, bunch

by experifor they

and sure results are obtained from these ranges.
The dampers and admirable flue arrangements in a

laid, per doz.18 -j 20
Poultry.
Chickens.18 $25
18 9-0
Fowl
9 L2

cooks

depend upon sure results,

free*.
Fresh

Hay.
Best loose, per ton..10
Baled.

endorsed

enced

Best factory (new; per ft.16#ls
It
Best dairy (new).
l>utch (Imported).SO
Oft I
Neufchatel.

BAH HAH BOH.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Whereat. The Great Jehovah having seen
fit to call from our numbers here below Into the

ing,

are

Cheese.

_Jim.

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
it
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and
protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the__
Head quickly.
^e~|IAY FFVFl
stores the Senses of Mm 9% • W mm m CJ
Taste and Smell. Full size 60 cts., at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 eta. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

FOR

SALE

At HANCOCK HOUSE

STABLE,

Is the Moon Inhabited.
Science has proven that the moon has
an atmosphere, which makes life in some
form possible on that satellite; but not
a
hard
for human beings, who have
enough time on this earth of ours; especially those who don’t know that Electric
Bitters cure Headache, Biliousness, Malaria, Chills and Fever, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid Liver. Kidney
complaints, General Debility and Female

Several good business Horses, new and second*
hand Carriages, Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Moyer's Fine Carriages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F. H. GOULD.

Tonic and Appetizer for

All kind, of laundry work done at short
Uooda called for and delivered.

weaknesses.

Unequalled

as

a

weak

general

persons

especially for the aged. It induces
sound sleep. Fully guaranteed by E. G.
Moore, Druggist. Price only 50c.

and

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry

"MO

and Bath Rooms.

PAT, NO

WABHKB."
notice.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
WEST END BUUM2E,
KLL8WOHTB, ■

& hi
A

building firm, and he naturally
the subsidy bill passed. There

tfllstuoi'tli American.
AL AND POLITICAL

*.<M

JOURNAL

__

BY TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
»
w. Rollins. Editor Mil Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

Against the old amt mo My atone
The snowdrop* rest thetr petals pure,
A Htte rluater all alone.
So sml lng, peaceful and demure-

!
sand dollars each, while the most that seph Harvey, aged seventy-two years.
I rowed home from Deer Isle one day la t
any of the American lines received
a pea pod boat.
He
mails. week, forty miles, in
was $12,000 for carrying the

of $2 per year.

and will

came

quivering heads In alienee lay.
They droop far down, the pure, white face.

Their

alone.

all the

way
As a matter of business, it was urged,
saved
be
to
trade
this carrying
ought
John R. Mather, said to be the oldest
to the United States, and the only w»v postmaster in Maine, died at North Oasof Baving it was by a subsidy. Noth- tine last week. He was eighty-aeven
in active and effiing has yet been done in the way of years of age, and was
cient performance of hU official duties to
reporting the bill, however.
within a few days of his death.

ttaslneaa communications should be addressed
Tmk
Id, and »11 money orders made payable to
f* *WOtH)K COL'NTY PUBLISHING COn EUf*
• ,-rth
Maine

Like novice# that bow to pray,
Hume ling themselves In God's

good grace.

A little cup of Joy they ho! t.
Within each snowy blossom pale;
A little cup of hope untold.
Within each perfect chalice frail.
-PauUnt Potter.

It seems while there has been a
It certainly begins to look like spring
gpneral hurrah in the navy on the country roads. The bottom seems
this
of
the
over
prospect
to be falling out of some of them. But
department
government having the biggest bat- the weather and road sharps are predictmost
while
ing a good spring, with frost out of the
tleship in the world, and
naval officers are in accord with Ad- ground early and roads quickly dried out.

ob nr ary.

very

miral Dewey and would like to see a
20.000 ton battleship built, there is a
current of resistance under the surface and there is a faction in the dethat would prefer to see two

THE BEST REPUTATION
A STORE CAN POSSIBLY HAVE
IS TO GIVE HONEST VALUE ON
EVERY DOLLAR YOU SPEND.

Beneath the burning bad* oVrbead,
Beside a rock, rough grfra and gray,
1 raw within thtlr leafy ban
The liny roet»*engera of May.

amounting

Mtv««-rtption Price—$1 00 a year; $100 for six
■tombs; 50 cents tor three months; If paid
Icily In advance, $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
pectlvely All arrearages are reckoned
riisliig itatc*— Are reasonable,
oe made known on application.

Be-! te a woody bank. I trod.
Thai sloped into a little *len,
A hollow of Uie Spitagtlms god*
That breathe* hi* life o’er hill ami fea.

______

CLLSWORTH, U1IKI.

A5brrturmrnt«.

Drop*.

(From Wellesley Magazine. April, 1908.)

were a
Chopping bees are buzzing all over the
number of other witnesses and letters county.
from interested ship owners, saying
Gouldsboro R. F. D. route was inaugu
that if the subsidy were not granted rated Monday.
lines
all of the Ame ican Pacific
The Craig Brook fish hatchery over at
would be forced to go out of business. Orland is
shipping Pacific coast salmon
It was pointed out that the English
fry- the hump-backed salmon for plantand Japanese lines engaged in the ing in Maine rivers.
Pacific trade received large subsidies,
Here is a smart old Marlboro man. Joto several hundred thou-

ftVKHY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

«He rate

Snow

COUNTY GOSSIP.

wants

CAPT.

Capt. Andrew J. Higgins died at hia
on the Surry road last Thursday In
the sixty-ninth year of hi* age.
Capt. Higgins vu a native of Eden, but
of hia life had been spent in Ellaworth. He followed the sea many years.
In hia early years he commanded the
Ellsworth coasting vessel* Panama and
He then took the schooner
Victory.
Mary A. Holt, and made trip* to toe VVeat
Indies.
Ilia next vessel was the bark Mary C.
Hale, which was built for him, and in
which he made foreign voyages.
He retired from the sea several year* ago on
He had been in
account of ill health.
failiug health for some months.

in Washington, Saturday, President Roosevelt
delivered an address which in many
respects is one of the most notable of
all his public utterances. “The Man

Hepresentativ

House of

s

with the Muck Rake” is the striking
subject of the speech. It is printed
in full on page 7 of this issue. It is a
sermon—an
inspiration to cleaner

private

and

public

life.

Read it!

weigh

chine will

keeper is a good home-keeper, as is proved
by the willingness of her fledgelings to
linger In the nest. The home is more
house by all the difference between the value of flesh and blood souls
and that of wood and stone and bric-athan the

who operates it,
steel tubing and
aluminum. Mr. Wilson expect* to have
a complete working machine ready for its
first flight by June 1.
man

and will be built of cast

By

the

Governor.

A PROCLAMATION.
With th«* sdvloe and content of the Executive
-Council, I hereby deelcttate

Thursday,
April.

E.

Judge E.

C

hase,

Hluchill,

of

Announces His Candidacy.
Judge,E. E. Chase, of Bluebill, to-day

.Judge

ot

Probate.

Judge E. E. Chase, of Bluehill, today announces his candidacy for the
office of judge of probate of Hancock
We print his letter of announcement elsewhere in this issue.
Judge Chase needs no introduction
to the republican voters of Hancock
county. He was born in Biuebill

county.

forty-four years ago, and was educated in the public schools and the
academy of that town. Westbrook
seminary, Halloweil academy and
Bowdoin college. He studied law iu
the office of Chief Justice A. P. Wiswell in Ellsworth, and in 1S8S was admitted to the Hancock county bar.
He has since practiced law in Bluehill.
He has held many positions of trust
and responsibility in his town, and
represented his class in the legislature in 1886. He was appointed judge
of the Western Hancock municipal
court when that coart was created,
and Berved in that capacity most efficiently for eight years.
He was appointed a member of
ilov. Hill’s council in 1901, and filled
that high position with credit to himself and to the county. He has since
received important commissions from
the chief executive of the State.

announces

of the

candidacy

his

Wood rued for Veneer.

timber which could
Bl.CEfULl.,

April

'8, 1606.

Dear sir
Next January, when the term of the present
judge of prohate expires, he will hare he’d the
office for more than twenty two year*
Out of
the )M officers in the state regularly nominated
ia the loug«n
at county connntloni, this
tenure tf office In the entire State, If I am n rrertiy Informed, ware three or four, one of them
being in this county.
tin general principles, other things being
equal. It woul I *«eni to be godd po'iilca, reasonable and fair, conducive to party hairu »ny, and
an Incentive to the youngei voters to whom we
are obliged to look for continued party success,
that no man shoull hold a county or mi v oth«r
political office for almost a generation, and witn
the exceptum* of which I have spoken, this
principle la In vogue throughout the entire
State.

1

only kind words to apeak of the char
acter and efficiency of the present 1* cumbent.
I am hlr* frleml, and 1 trust mat he la mine, it
would be unbecoming in me to t>p<ak of my
own qualifications for the office, but having
been In the practice of law for eighteen j*ar*
have

It would

perform

that 1 ought to be competent to
duties of the office to the satl&fac

seem
the

tlon of the county.
However this may be, my name will tie presented to the next republican c<-unfy convention
aa a candidate for this office, and It goes without
saying that 1 should greatly appreciate the assurance of your influence and support
Yours very tru y,
fcilWAKi> fct. CH4SE.

Keith’s

wide

cannot

diversity of entertainment, and
fail of appealing to amusement*

seekers of all tastes.
with his

big

for another six

*

The Great

company,

Lafayette,

will be held

over

an extra
days, adding
feature the pantomimical spectacle, “lbe
as

or

are

bet ter than

shining

or

deep purposes,

the

simplest

in

father and

which

mother

As

join

the

amount

of

lumber

stock would have made

veneer

000,000

feet of

ordinary
reel.

Kind.
Red urn.
Yellow poplar.

Mop

e,

Cottonwood.
White oak,
Hlrcb,
RjiffWUtxJ,

some

go cheerfully
ble.

lumber.

jog

0,004.000

29.739,000
20,313,'*©
18.6*1.000

13.0*2,000
10.09.000

j

|
j

j!

?,«M«00

83

i

Pine,

.*,3

5 000

38

Km.
Red oak,

4..-MV00
3.00S.0U)
1,898.000
1.200.000
9,584.0.0

20
18
1 S

]

A an,

Beech,
Other specie*,

injustice

an

on our

8
€9

100 0
Total.
138.046.009
All species for which a total cut of leas
than 1,000,000 feet was reported are tabulated, together with mixed timber, under
the heading “other species”, which includes sycamore, tupelo, chestnut, hickory, pecan, butternut, cherry, spruce, cypress, hack berry, locust and willow. The
proportion of veneer stock manufactured
in the leading states is as follows: Wisconsin, 17 per cent.; Tennessee, 14 per
cent.; Indiana, 10 per cent.; New York, 10
per cent.; Missouri, 9 per cent.; South
Carolina, 9 per cent.

Ileware

may

ship-BUhsidy

m

to them, and yet all the time while
they are complaining the world is just
crammed full of beauty.
In the earth and the sea and sky—up to
their very doors—the beauty comes. And
not only this, but there is something new
going on|about them all the time. No one
can live in such a remote corner of this

done

us

better,

they

they

for women, the Hurt and Patrician. They tit
belter than the ordinary shoes at the price:

wear

better.

are

Our shoes for men, for very high grades, we offer the celebrated
makes, the Graham, Stetson and Walkover. Everybody knows these
as being the b*sl any manufacturer can produce.
The Walkover shoe for ladies we have added to our already ex.
tensive line.
We make a specialty of children’s shot's: If you have had any
trouble in the wear of children’s all ies try ours. We are the only deal
ere who carry a full aud complete line of shoes for misses,
boys, and
small children.

Our New

Spring ami Summer Dress Goods

In all varied assortments of shade*, colors and patterns. We have
all the season’s favorites in our selections.
White goods in all qualities and styles. Muslins for graduating dresses.
Dimities, Lorraine
Checks, Sateens, Dragoon Chiffons, Cotton Taffetas. Ginghams and
all kinds of Wash dress goods.
In Woolen Dress Goods we are showing Serges. Henriettas.
Eoliennes,Poplins, Cashmeres, Mohairs and Veilings. These Fabrics
are the stylish Fabrics for this season.
For Tailor-made walking and shirtwaist Suita we have a fascinating assortment of new designs in Checks and Mannish Suitings.

LACES AND
Another lot of

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Laces ami Embroideries at popular prices.
Pretty designs in Mechlin and Vais with insertions to match.
new

GOOD CORSETS.
Never a word of complaint do we hear of "Warner's Host-proof
Corsets". Better try a pair. Ask for them. Prices from *1.00 to
*3.50.

Hosiery

and Underwear.

We are sole agents for Lord & Taylor s Onyx
hosiery and Me; k1'ndervrear. Spring and summer Weights, in plaiu Cotton. Lisle r
>

Lace, in Black, White, and Tans.
Agents for the Ladies' Home Journal paper patterns.

M. GALLERT.
sUrtjrnisrmnns

tnsuranee Statements.

DRIVE BRIDGE

KOHTON INSlKANd. CONI' AM.
1ST MILK STaarr, hohtos. **•

of

COVDIK*BD ItATIVIKT.

ASSETS DEC. SI, S»»
He*! estate,
#

Mortgage ioki,

SCORE

CARDS.

1 CENT EACH.

-25

acre#, good ho me -2 tenements;
failing well rear bouse; fine .more;
wood for family'* use.
Good oargain. Inquire of M. D. Chatto. or Mae.
Phancks M. Sixclaib. East Buiry. Me.
'or

Leghorn,

something

The childless home Is a cheerless home.
The
maternal instinct exists In every womati, and
when It Is ungrattlied she Is deprived of much
or the happlm as of life.
Jt often happens that
childlessness is doe to some cause which can be
removed, and often Is removed by the use of
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. The vigor
and vitality which this remedy Imparts to the
delicate womanly organs puts them In a condition of normal health, the lack of which U often
the sole obstruction to maternity.
Every
woman should read Dr. Plerce’a Common dense
Medical Adviser, a book containing 1,008 pages
It le sent entirely free
and 700 niusl-atioos.
on
receipt of stamps to pay expense of mailing
only. Send 21 one-cent stamps for the paper
bound volume, or 31 stamps for cloth covered.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, 663 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

CHantrt.
gentleman of fair education to
J travel for firm of #250.000 capital. Salary
$1,072 oer year, payable weekly. Expenses advanced. Address Oho. U. Clows, Ellsworth,
Me.
to

look after our business
A good permanent
A Co., Nurserymen,

in Hancock county.
RELIABLE
H. H. Gurnbv
Auburn, Me.

Mandolin

andJHolin

taught.

Reasonable prices.
Miss IDA L. HIGGINS,

106 Water at.,

6ft
terras.

Nooe but honest.

easy
reliable person# need apply. Inquire of
FARM—Ou
Will L. .Saunders, Ellsworth Falls, Me.

Special Sfotifffc*
CARD OP THANKS.
wish to express to onr friends and
neighbors our sincere thanks and appreciation of the assistance and sympathy
shown by them in so many ways during the
illness and at the death of our cnild; also for
the many beautiful floral offerings, especially
those from the Ellsworth Palls schools.
Mb. and Mrs. Simon Lake.
Ellsworth Palls, April 13, 1900.

WE

!&.«•»
11 450 90A fl
20AU »

Ellsworth. Me.

State

Street,

PORTLAND,

BLLMWORTH. ME.

i.tgal Motto*.
subscriber hereby fives notice tW
he has been duly appointed admin»sw*t
tor of the estate of Thorns* Milan, law «
Boutbwest Harbor, in the county of HsncoC*.
deceased, Mid flven bonds as the law
All persons having demands sfaiust the
late of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all l®1**
thereto are requested to make payment *'■»*
mediate!
v.
mediately.
April 3, 1MB
bBTK W. NosV OOP

TUK

dlr«*cjfpreseBJ

Lessons.

Am late trom the Sew England Conservatory ol Music, and desire a limned number of
pupils for ibe mandolin and violin. Up-to-date
method, the, higher positions and correct bowing

WAYNFIETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Co Ltt.

a*Mm

Total liabilities and surplus,
E. CARROLL MUR RILL,
OEO. H. GRANT CO.,
OMAR W. TAPLBY,

good lay-

or

71.00 OC
2 ,282, 01 B
fOO.OM fi

Admitted assets.
•(.4JD 7MO
LIABILITIES DEC. St. 1W*.
Net unpaid losses.
237.51SM
$
l/nesraed premiums,
1.0S1.3UN
All other liabilities.
* *79®
Cmah capital.
1,000.000 w
Surplus o*er all liabilities.
S.HSJWM

FOB 6ALK AT THE

hatching—Barred Plymouth Rock
from Orono strain. Rhode Island Red
EGGB
and Rose Comb Brown
all

MAINK.

M- CnisriELu.
Principals: jI J!1*’
Miss 9**ouJ*
Aortas I.owlll,.

15.000 01
I

Co-lateral loan-..
Stock* ami bond*.
(.'ash la offlre ami bank,
Agents’ b lance*.
Mills re ettat)!*.
Interest »u*l tents.
All other asset*.
Gross asset*,
Deduct Items not admitted.

never

MAN

Department.

special shoes

»ur

plenty

position.

Cloak

DEPARTMENT.

SHOE
l

and

worn

world that he will not always be in the
very midst of changes. Each day must
bring to him
new, and not
only something new, but beautiful.

our

Coverings

ate cost.

$or Salt.

IADY

OILSQUARES and CARPETINGS IS

in the line of Curtains, Portieres, Couch
and Draperies.

Jndge Chase has been an active and Lion’s Bride,’' in which he seems to rescue
er*.
Always ready to receive callers at my
hennery. M. D. Chatto, East Surry. Me
AMERICAN OFFICE.
agresaive republican all his life. He a pretty young woman from the very jaws
has taken a promiaent part in the of a real live lion. Beside this, he will
POSTAL COLLECTION- Imy'OUVENIR
Colored
Postal
Cards
ported
(not comic)
■cooncila of the party in county and continue his remarkable protean changes
m cis each in lots of 20, from ail over the
world. SendlQcte silver, sample 5. Btamd
State, and to-day ranks high in pres- and impersonations of celebrated musical
ANNIE B. BAKER
ard Caki> Co., Bor 775, Haverhill. Mass. Satisfaction guaranteed.
tige in the republican party in Maine. directors, assisted by his travesty band.
Graduate *1 Bc*<on Tel let Sckeel. back Bay. Besi.'e
Some others in the surrounding proweather vanea (horses) brand
Beauty Everywhere.
will be Carleton Maoy and Edna
CHIROPODY
ATANES—Two
new, direct from the manufacturer.
While there U a temporary lull in gramme
Some people are always dull. Their Rods and fixture* complete. Will be sold
in
their
clever
Hygienic Facial and Scalp Treatment
ktA
Hall,
comedy sketch,
ai Amhbican office.
cheap.
Inquire
rate legislation at
seems
to
be
continually robed in
Manicuring. Mugeing, Stuunpootng.
Washington, the Timely Awakening,” which is said to be spirits
AND-4 acres of nearly laid down land. 2
marine committee of the House is one of the best short sketches in the va- gray. They are forever complaining of
Appointment work. Leave orders with Mrs.
All under high state of George Porter
I
J miles from P. O
Smith, 14 Franklin Street,
there
that
is
“nothing new go- cultivation except >-_• acre. Call on or address KUswotlh.
having its hands full with the hear- rieties; four Bard Brothers, acrobats and monotony;
on.” Everything seems faded and H. B. St-mwood, High Ht., Ellsworth.
ings on the
bill. There and gymnasts; Melville Ellis, a new- ing
have been a number of prominent comer, in a musical monologue; Hawthorn
•witnesses before the committee since and Burt, Hebrew comedians and eccenthe hearings were commenced last tric dances; Trovollo ventriloquil comedian; Lea Auberts, Parisian acrobatic
week.
Former Chief
Constructor
dancers; Theresa Doregval, operatic soonce
of
the
and
Howies,
now of
navy
prano, and the Trillers, in a comedy
the Fore River Ship Building
Co., sketch.
contradicted the testimony of Edwin
Caatine Alumni at Portland.
-Cramp, saying that while there was no
The Castine Normal Alumni association,
difference between the
price of of
Portland, was organized in that city
and
English
American
steel
Saturday, with the following officers:
in
American
steel
was
yards,
President, Frederick W. Foster; vice25
to 30 per
cent, cheaper
in
president, Samuel L. Bates; secretary,
English yards than it was here. As Miss Annie E. Leach; treasurer, Fred H.
American firms have at different M. Witham; executive
committee, Mrs.
times in the past underbid English Irving W. Littlefield, Dr. Ambrose H.
firms in providing steel for English Weeks and Oacar R. Johnson; special
ships, it looks as though they had committee, Samuel L. Bates, Miss Annie
been selling fully a quarter cheaper E. Leach and Fred H. M. Witham.
abroad than at home. But Mr. Bowles
MOSKS* FLORAL WORK Is widely known.
is no longer an officer of the navy.
Address—BAR HARBOR only.
He is in the employ of a private shipOpen all the yenr ’round.

buy of us.
MATTINGS, FLOOR

but it is possi-

way;

Olntmu-an for t'aunh that
Contain Mercury,
si mercury will stmly destroy the sense of
*mr it amt completely derange the whole *> *t«*m
when catering It tlirouah ttw mucous surfaces,
.■such articles »houl>l at ver l«e use*I except on
joe crlptloin* from repuiald* hvslci-tns, *« the
ilamaite thuf will <l<> 1- tea fold to the good you
can
tlali'a Ca
| total biv derive from them
mrrhc'ure. innuufactur< d bv K. .1, Cheney A
Co
Toledo, «»., contain- no mercury, and 1*
taken Internally u*Hn* directly upon the »*1* o«l
sn«t mucous *-urf»«'s of the syetmi
In l*u' I"#
IIjII'i* Catarrh Cure tie »ute you set the genuine
It Is tsken Internally and ra cle In Toledo,
hit'll, by f. J. Citcuty & Co. Testimonials
free
hold bv l>rugiit*t«
Price, ?5c per bottle.
Take Halt's family Pills for constipation.

FARMof

ART

We Hit it this Season in

rer c**’ t

of total,
21 5
ISO
13 4
loi
80
70

»>.*a*uiC.

forget

strive to

106,-

each Hug if you

The Tourist Coat is taking the lead among the young people, the
short anioug the older. Every Suit, Skirt and Coat is original aud distinctively a model as though It was made for you. It will need no
special effort on our part to get you to appreciate what we have, for
you in the matter of stylish, rich-looking outside garments at moder

story of another’s burden while he little
dreams we have our own trouble. It is
hard to be long suffering when we quietly

from

on

with

—this is the home in which children

the log averages about
30 per cent greater than the log measure,
it is safe to say that the timber used for
cut

Everything

children in home work and study and
plav and entertaining mates and chums

1

actually

at the present.

EXTENSIVE.

the

in

measure.

goods cheaper than any

home is

longest be kept and influenced and guided.
unimportant quantities, but
the tendency to experiment with new
The Right Way.
woods is clearly shown.
It is easy to be patient when we set the
The following statement as to the kinds lips, look martyr-like and adverti#e our
and quantities of vot'd used for the inanu- , virtuous resignation. It is easy to be long
facture of veneer stock in 1903 is com- | suffering when w-e unfold oar tale of woe
piled from the reports furnished to the to friends who will express a satisfactory
forest service by n in sty-three firms. It amount of sympathy.
should be noted that the total amount of
But it is another thing to hide our hardwood used, 138,645,000 feet, is
iq
log ships and listen sympathetically to the
cut

now

$5.00

LINOLEUflS.

CLOTHS,

beautiful than a palace where love is
not. The home that has books and games
and music, even if they sometimes adorn (?)
the floor instead of a cloae-t shelf, a home

cm***r

sell

housekeepers

Our line of CARPETINGS. STRAW

more

very

Hostou.

Theatre,
Keith’s
vaudeville
anprogramme
nounced for the week of April 23 contains
a

b*- made into

love’s

limited in number, but the report* furnished by the veneer producers
to the forest service include twenty-four
species. Many of these, to be sure, are
were

faces

glass

furniture; pure souls
than exquisite raiment. Butting
first
a
things first, goes
long way toward making home “a little heaven on earth.”
When mother’s face shines with interest
and enthusiAin, when it is calm with

for the

county:

Bright

brac.
stoves

Probably no branch of forest utilizarepubli- tion, with the possible exception of the
the Twenty-sixth Day of can nomination for the office of judge of manufacture of pulpwood, shows such
probate of Hancock county. The an- rapid development m this eoantry as the
Instant, as Fast Day.
nouncement is made in the following veneer industry. Until very recently the
Executive Chamber at Augusta,
letter addressed to the republican voters opinion has prevailed that the kinds of

4«1ven at the
this tweet}-third clay of March in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
tlx, and of the indeitendenoe of the United
States of America the one hundred ant!
thirtieth.
My the Governor,
WILLIAM T. COBB.
Brrtoit Boyd, Secretary of State.

For

FOR .II IXJE OF PROBATE.

u

hast'- <»f her children manifest about getting out of the house. Many a poor house-

pounds, including

740

the weight of the

Home-keeper.
Many a good houaekeeper is a poor—very
poor—home-keeper, as is proved by the
lie

to

Reputation.

Our Line of Axminster, Wilton, Brussels and
Tapestry, Large Rugs Is Extensive and
Handsome.

moat

part, shaped
bird. The machine w*ll have two wings
with eight feathers or blades in each
wing. The length of the blades will be
sixteen feet, with a width of at>out fourteen inches. The motive power is to be
an air-cooled, four-cylinder, gasoline engine of about twenty-four horsepower.
The motor will weigh about seventy-two
pounds for the enure engine. The ma-

we

especially interesting

We will save you

partment
16.000 ton ships in place of the one 20,000 tonner. Their lino of reasoning is Surry, is going to discuss the question:
simple. They say that with this one “Resolved, that a neat, scolding wife is
immense ship the country is carrying preferable to a clever slack one.”
MOON’S PHR9ES.
too many eggs in one basket, and also
A Bar Harbor man, A. V. Wilson, has
11:02
First
that to keep up well-balanced squad$ Quarter 15
JPyoArter
the ranks of flying-machine inventjoined
battlemore
1*':W
have
must
1:12
Full
rons the navy
He has completed a model of an airors.
^T'Moon 23
Vt Moon
ships to co-operate with the cruisers. ship by which he expects to solve the probDeceased leaves a widow and two sons
This week’s edition of Tlie This is a question for naval experts, lem of aerial navigation. They all think
Schuyler F. and Percy Higgins,
cannaval
even
which
have
and
one
hit
it.
The
experts
so-Mr.
Wilson
is
American
2,—1>0 copies.
may
Capt. Higgins was a member of l.ygonia
not de nitely decide, but which must model is sixteen feet wide and five anti
lodge. F. and A. M., and Acadia chapter,
is
built
of
of
and
wood
for
the
one-half
feet
1905,
2,313 be left to the hard and expensive
long
year
and_ R. A. M. Funeral services were held at
Average
iron. The complete machine will
be th*
school of experience.
house Saturday forenoon, Rev. J. P.
wid?
and
sixteen
ft
t
feet
two
thirty
long, Slim ton officiating. A delegation from
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 1906.
with a tail or rudder eight feet long
At the laying of the corner store
Lygoaia lodge attended.
by about fourteen feet wide in its widest
of the new office building of the
something like the tail of a

STATE OF MAINE.

CONSIDERING QUALITY
store In Maine,
Our store is

2. HKK1I5S.

ANDRKW

home

The plot thickens! Only a few weeks
Mountain Pomona grange
ago Green
discussed the question: **Resolved, that
farmers’wives should work harder than
their husbands.” The question is still unsettled. But now Arbutus grange, of

That is M. Gallert’s

Speual Noiiua.
liFEClAVTIOTIC*.

trespass ia Cuniculocu* P»rJ|v
DO demand
life end P'0l*r*J
protection
Hute
not

to

the county of Hancock, the
Heine, end the Unite-* state* of America-.,

from

M.av 0. Fears ao»t»*

CimXUMlONKKy SOTIi tHancock an- March 31, a. d. 1M6
B,
the undersigned, haring been
\v
T
appointed by the Honorable 0.1
ntnghain, judge of probate within an 1
said county, commissioner* to receive

**

«

decide upon claim* of
the creditor*
Serenus H. Rodlck. late of Eden. In ""
couutv, deceased, whose estate haa been repr

aeoted iueotrent. hereby give public
sent__

aaldJudg*^

agreeably
eeably

n°'

to tbe
the order or
of earn juugr
b-tte, tbat air months from and alter Mar
itkth have been allowed to eald credlt«J
**-to present end prove their claim*. »D0
»”!
tbat we will attend to tbe duty
u
“•
at
ai
«*d
the Office
rue
office of B. B. Clark, ***-;
Mount Deaert block, in Bar ..«»
Harbor. In “X
town of Eden, on Saturday, the fourteeDtc
day of April, a. d. 1MB, and at the
on Friday, the
thirty-first day of Augusta
1MB, at ten of the clock in the forentmn ott*
of said day*.
HuhtsaM’ B. Ctaak
J°“1'
--

v

Oriental Rug Works.
lteauUlul. curly, tluffy Hugs made from old
Wwilen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets cleaned clean. Send for circular.

assign^
**A

—

“d
“jh

»■<rP'*j.

It Ittv

L. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME.

a,- •-

EcoBmUm““o0era

% l JrrttsnnntJ.

MORE

AbbtTtiBfmtntB.

WALL

PAPERS

ON

THE

WAY

will not have time to unpack but will sell from the bundles. Still have some at
which
prices adver(lent
fail
last
week;
to see them; it will be money in your pocket. You can always be sure of
tised
the latest thing in wall paper hangings here, and at right prices.
getting
we

A.-

J-

THOMPSON,
•stopped

on their pert from
suing to
the third boiler.
The Court reserved decision.

S. J. COURT.

HANCOCK

PATTEN

NEXT WEEK.
VP. NAtNK

glfHOkSON
OS

CRBTRAL

JURY

TWAL—ORAND

THIS

Prr.fcilnB

NOW

RETURNS

COURT.
William

P.

Whitr

vu«n«i«
r- KROWLTOR, Ellsworth.
CHARI.** II Wood. u«r
CM«y Attorney-

«or»

dwt-J'""*

’^'ir-BTROR

and

Pennsylvania,

Patten,

now dead, and put on the stand
Fcrnald, who testified that John
H. Patten soon after the loan was made,
told him he hid loaned flO) to his brother

Prank.
Hettlement

of

homestead

the

estate

among the several brothers also entered
into the case, defense claiming that, even
it the bain was made, the signing over of

week, though final
reached Saturday.

Frank Patten's interest in the homestead
consideration for toe loan.
The case was given to the jury at 1.30

XI, is-> of Nicholson «». Maine Central
Bilr1 «■ hich went on trial at uoon yealerdAt. "ill run well into to-morrow.
Then ta a possibility ol one or two more
civil trial* icfore the criminal ducket ia

was a

SNOW

The

case

Willey,
the

Court,

w»j»

heard

vs.

Friday

considerable

Clifford

afternoon and

evidence

being

quiet day in court, the taken out.
Ttr.jr-.isy
This was an action for trespass, plaint iff
case on the assigned list for trial being
claiming that defendant had, without his
ntUed.
was

DRKW

VS.

li.

a

U. R.

II. A

Friday morning lb© case of the l>rew
Manchester, N. 1!.,
Mscbmcry (o.,
again*: the Bar Harbor A Union River
Power Co., referred to the Court on agreed
statement, was argued by Thomas L. Talbot, of Antoine A Talbot, Portland, for
plaintiffs, and Henry M. Hall, of Hale A
Hamlin, for defendant*.
This was an action of trover in which
the fi n trine of estoppel was put forward.
Some three year* ago the defendant company had at its Bar Harbor plant three
second-hand boiler* which it offered for
sale. Among other inquri**# was one from
the plaintiff company. The defendants,
in reply to the inquiry. Informed the
plaintiffs that the boilers had ’jeen “wild”
to a Jew junkman in Biddeford and by
him sold to a Mr. Albert, of Portland.
The plaintiffs then took up negotiation*
with Albert, and eventually purchased
the three boilers, giving flOO in (,ash and
a four-months note for fJOQ, which was
paid when due. The Biddeford Jew ami
Albert have both since left the Htate.
Almost

a

year later the

of

the boiler sold

was

VS.

st

certain credits duo
about

were

plaintiff claims that
him, amounting to
upon the

as agreed by defendant.
The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff
for fl44.06.

note

1

SECOND

Jl’RY FILLED.

The second traverse Jury, which was
completed at the opening of court last
week, was tilled by an extra panel. The
not

State

brave

appearance

conducted

by

Hayes, of Bar Harbor,

—

....

greatly abbreviated.
lowing parts were well rendered:

gramme

com

Frank J

Nash, of Bar II .rbor, assault

r*

Andrew L Stafford, of Bar
nuisance.
Jerry Stap es, of Bar Harbor,
Jerry Sta Was, of Bar Harbor,

v*

additional Count// .Votes.

see

Harbor,
forgery.
forgery.

other

pay re

John J. Sexton has purchased the Jesse
I Staples wood lot.

Henry
I
I
1

!

SM mND TBAVERSE JIKV.

their property, which is the boiler in queslion in this suit. In reply the power comJordan, Natbaa C. Miiriavllle
pany informed them that they had only
Mayo, Bor jamla K. Somhweat Harbor
KlUwonh
given an option on the boilers to the Jew Moan*. Everett t»
junkman for fBQ, the boilers not to be de- j •Sesvey. Jededlab.Buck#port
livered until paid for. That one had been Snosrmitn,tieor^e E. l>«er Isle
j
paid for, and in consideration of the Ausiln, Arthur W...ElUworth
Nathan l>.!>amotno
option forfeited, they would deliver the Kin*.
Hancock
Mar In. Ucorce A.
two
the
boiler*
to
remaining
plaintiffs, BUtbardson, A A.Laaiolae
and this w as done.
Stewart, George I.Hancock
The plaintiff* base their case on the first
airmi mekari'.
letter from the defendants advising them WaUh. K J.Ellsworth
that the boiler* had been “sold”, when a*
NICHOLSON VS. M. C. R. R.
• matter of fact
they had only been opThe case of T. M. Nicholson, of Buckstioned, and because of thia statement,
vs. the Maine Central Railroad Co.,
;
claimed the defendants were estopped port,
This is
went on trial at noon yesterday.
born deiense to the suit.
j
the third time this case has been tried out
The plaintiff* claimed that the word
in the supreme court, it coming back from
‘‘sold” in their first letter was used merely
the law court twice.

(irindie has

completed

his work

Easter

On account of the storm the

postponed

was

until

con-

Sunday, April

*J2.

Mine Grace Gray, of Buck’s Harbor, has
come to teach the school here, which be-

A number of

gins to-day.
There

be

season.

Leroy Fly©

leaves

to-day

to start the schooner
season’s work.
Carter go
The

for

Lizzie

The

Bucksport

Lee

on

Warren Burns and

of the

evening

tagious

Bluehill

as

Swan’s Island Steamboat Co., made
the first trip of the season to-day. Her

and

coming

is looked for with

had

concert

arranged

Hyomei penetrates
mote

to the

most re-

cells of the nose, throat

and

u“ffs, killing all catarrhal germs,
lealing the irritated mucous membrane and
effecting a complete and
Permanent cure.

•J05T.
1958.
2215.

Tried FrIJay; Jary disagreed.
Snow ra Willey. Clark; Deasy. Referred
to Court. Decision reserved.
Burrlll,
Vi*. Burrlll Bank vs Inh of Otis.
King; Bunker, Fellows.
21C6. Carlisle tb Parker. Fellows; Wormwood.
Verdict for plaintiff, f 144 05.
Deasy A Lynam;
2118. Hopkins vs Clark.
Wood.
4d4. Nicholson nUCKK Co. Cunningham,
Fellows; Woodward. On trial.
202\ Snowman vs Green. Warren; Patten.
9t21. Snowman vs Green. Warren; PattenThunday, April 19.
1888. Hutchings vs Harrlraan. Fellows; King.
SUM. Clark rs Plneo. Clark; Ptneo.
2188. Saunders ?s Plneo. Clark; Plneo.
2037.

^•o medicine taken
into the stomach
reach the remote cells of
roioer [passages, or give the immediate
that follows the use of Hyomei.
treatment is usually
all
ueceesary to show how
this remedy will cure catarrh.
iuickly .v1,8
thT *uoc«?fnl baa Hyomei t>een in
®?tarrli among his cusA- Marcher sells it
guarantee that it
unless it gives satisfaction
outfit sells for
one dniu
®?®P>ete
In the case of the Burrill Bank vs. Ine extra bottles
can be
<•'
ol wmed
for 50 cents.
habitants of Otia, assigned for trial Fri-

«5°me?1‘cl“e
thi J’<,S81bly
ijV
*,W. d,ay«’
oiiirli.

tom»C~r^i°l
undelS!,thatiff'
co<Sr. a,.P°8*tive
Ill^K1Ilg
taini ?*’ wJ*

We solicit your patronage, also your
I aspect Ion of our stock.

the

'$

FIRST-CLASS FLOUR.

|3

rooms

-—

Fine Meal

no

other disease

gossip.

quite

so

Special telephone line.
H.

was
present, and no one
worked harder than he to save the house,
Xenophon.
April 17.

BAR HARBOR.

MARRIKD.

choral evensong.

;

EASTBBOOK.
Schools in towm began Monday.
Miss Helen Smith is visiting friends in
town.

Miss Helen La writ* has returned home
from Sorrento.

daughter was born to Vese Bunker
April 10.
Andrew and Leroy Lawrie and Hamlin
Kingman were in Ellsworth Friday on
A

and wife

business.
B.

OAK POINT.
Seth A- Pomroy died at his home here
Thursday, after a long illness, in the
sixty-third year of his age. Funeral services were held at his home Saturday,
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, officiat-

ing.

BAILEY

OO.

I make

a

specialty

Cleansing. Pressing
.1

and

of

Proprietors of Ilrady & Oreely’s

Repairing.

Grist Mill.

FRENCH,

A.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

JORDAN,

Porcelain Inlays.

FURNITURE

Crown and Bridge

work.

Gas,

Work.

Ether

ANI)

and

UNDERTAKING.

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H.

I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Slain street.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

THE==

L. W. JORDAN,
|

CLARION.

Slaine.

Ellsworth,

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.

Professional Carta.
F. SIMON TON, M. D.

Slade

by tbe Wood Itishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

PIIYSICIAX

AND

SURGEON.

(J. M. Ilale bouse).
STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME

Office and Residence
No. GO MAIN

Ellsworth

TKI.KPHONK.

BORN.

Thompson

16.

F~.

con-

CARPENTER—At East Sullivan, April 10, to
Mr and Mrs John K Carpenter, a son.
CRABTREE-At Franklin, March 27, to Mr
and Mrs Seth II Crabtree, a daughter.
DAVIS—At Orland, April 11, to Mr and Mrs
Kben I. Davis, a daughter.
DOLIVER— \t Trenton, April 9, to Mr and Mrs
John S Deliver, a son.
JUDKINS—At Stonlngton, April 2, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Judkins, a son.
HEATH —At Penobscot, April 12, to Mr and
Mrs Charles \\ lleath. a sou.

pleasure.

Last week in the account of the fire in
the William F. Cook house, the name of
A. P. Thompson was
unintentionally
omitted from the list of tire-fighters. Mr.

April

Specialty.

a

Wholesale ami Retail.

to come.

care

FEEDS,

ELLSWORTH.

for the

JUST BREATHE

Giles vs Gerry. Giles; Hale A Hamlin.
Neither party.
Moore vs Gerry. Giles: Hale A Hamlin.
Neither party.
Giles vs ShapMgh- Giles; King. Defaulted; continued for judgment.
Patteo vs Patten. King; Mason, Pea*y.

V

general public:

•: HIGH-GRADE

Thompson’s
bookstore recently occupied
by I)r. I.. Ilodgkins. Here
1 hope to meet all my old
customers, and as many
as

March 7, ’06.
To the

Allan
There is

Ellsworth,

exercises

Methodist church and the vesper service
at the Catholic church were given up.

her

with him.

Percy V.,

interesting

prepared but these had to be omitted.
The service was brought to a close with a
baptism, the pastor baptizing four candidates into the fellowship of the church.

some

RASTER SERVICER.
layman would use it, and with no inThe Maine Central railroad had a right
tent to mislead, that
Large congregations attended the CLOSSON -HERRICK—At Hluelitll, April IS,
they had no knowl- of way over a piece of property adjoining
i>y Rev U L Olds, Ml«« Alice May Closson to
churches of Bar Harbor at the morning
<*Up of plaintiffs’ negotiationa with Albert
Frank A Herrick, both ot SedgwickIt came into
Mr. Nicholson’s shipyard.
QntU * year
later, and that when they de- their possession when the narrow guage service on Easter Sunday, and sermons EATON-PERT—At Little Deer Isle, March 29,
livered the remaining boiler* to the plainappropriate to the day were delivered, with
by Rev .John N Ames, Miss Grace Mae Eaton,
road from Bangor to Bucksport was ab- j
of Little Deer Die, to Harry W Pert, of
tiffs. they did what they could to make
special musical programmes.
NichSedgwick.
Central.
Maine
sorbed by the
Capt.
At the Baptist church the pastor, Rev.
good plaintiffs' Ion, and the acceptance
GROVER—JOB DAN—At Ellsworth, April 18,
olson seeks to recover the property claimby Rev .1 P Simon ton, Mill Edith Grover, of
Charles F. McKoy, delivered a sermon at
by plaintiff of these two boilers they conhas
fordefendant
that the
Aurora, to Ollu Jordan, of No 2i plantation.
company
the morning service on “The Argument
sidered a virtual acceptance of them in ing
M1LLBURY—STONE—At
Rockland, April 11.
the
not
feited Us right by
property. for the Resurrection”. An Easter conusing
Mias Lizzie «itilbury, of Rockland, to Edward
settlement, and plaintiffs were therefore
There are many witnesses to be examSlone, of Surry.
cert was given Sunday evening.
Bluehlll, April 13,
ined, and the trial of the case will run
There was an excellent musical pro- BOBBINS—HANSCOM—At
afefccrtisraattf.
by Rev R L Olds, Miss Susie M Robulus to
well into to-morrow, O. P. Cunningham
church
gramme at the Congregational
George O Hanscom, both of Sedgwick.
and
for
and O. F. Fellows appear
plaintiff,
Sunday morning. In the evening the
C. E. Woodward, of Bangor, for defendDIKD.
IT.
Sunday school gave a concert.
Hyomei Cares Catarrh In Natural ants.
At St. Saviour’s Episcopal church there BLACK—At South
Brooksvllle, April 12,
LIST.
ASSIGNED
Andrew Black, aged 65 years.
was a special musical programme at the
and Rational Way.
April 14, Miss Abble Hill
Following is the list of cases specially morning service, with holy communion BUCK—At Orland,
Xo dangerous drills or alcoholic
Buck, aged £2 years, 11 mouths, 23 days.
for trial, with record of their and sermon. At 4 o’clock there was a
assigned
Sullivan, A prill 4, In.
concoctions are taken into the system
| CARPENTER—At East
fant son of Mr and Mrs John K Carpenter,
special children’s service, and at 7.30 a
"■hen Hyomei is used in the treatment disposal to date:
aged 4
lOAtf.

^

A.

new ones

Maine.

#

The most up-to-date dental

been

foundation in
the rumor that the steamer Catherine will
call here at the new steamboat wharf this
to

seems

** *

of catarrh.
iireathed through the
'“cat pocket inhaler that comes with
o'ery outfit, the balsamic healing of

.1.

over

YOUNG,

W.

£C>OOOOCMXH^OOOC<H^OOOOCH^OOO}|

X

in

horse-power.

Ellsworth,

reopened my tailor-

ing business

agent for the

—

tiluehill and returned home.

cert

fol-

Olive Morrison
Recitation—Whit the I>afl7 Said
Raida Young
R« citation—The Ti lings Glorious,
Alice Rlondette
De*t—The l.lly of Hope,
U. G. ll-dgklns and Mrs. Edgar St rout
Recitation —I.’stcn to the Easter Story,
Elsie Morrison
Recitation—I Can Tell.Elva .May Kmsler
Recitation —What Shall Wo Give. Muriel Byard
Recitation—The Caterpillars’ Wings,
Eunice 11 logins
Bass unison llall,
King of the Jews.
with full chorus. Choir
Recltatlou —Where the Bluebells Came From,
Ida Morrison
Recitation —Lighting the Easter Torches,
Eva Leighton

NORTH BROOKL1N.

in

The

Opening chorus—Sing Aloud. Choir
Scripture and prayer..Pastor
Song—The City where Dwelleth no Night..Choir
Recitation—The Ugly Green Worm.

COUNTY
F

was

am

2 to 100

‘■ter

[ have

a

easy

GASOLENE engines,

Srav

aiiamtaruientfc

TAILORING

Sunday *eh >ol
.Sarah O-good
Dialogue—Children1* F.a-ter,
Olive Burnham, Wendell Osgood
II z 1 Giles
Solo..
I*' flip Gr
Recitation Hi ly Raater Tim
VloMn solo
.Miss Ida Higgins
Recital Ion —At Raster Tlm«—Martha Mllllkcn
Solo.Morton Whitcomb, with chorus
Recitation—Raster Bells. Fred P rkcr
.Mis* Mary Hopkins
®oh>
Recitation—Raster. Paul Tipley
Solo.Kenneth Royal
R cltatlon—Raster LPles
Margaret Hall
Duet.. AnnaClirk, Marion Rideout
Recitation—A Song
Ella Goodwill
■

operation.

G.

...

K

dressing and plants
spreads
Sold on
terms.

I

BAR HARBOR,
Open nil the y.*nr 'round.

Responsive rending
Hymn

Potato Planter.

“Aspinwall”
one

MUSKS, {FLORIST,

cusron

II* citation

Every farmer In Hancock county who plants
many hs 7 or 8 acres of potatoes can save
time aud money by purchasing an

as

Hniicock County Forts.
Franklin—Sid Apr 14, ech Hurve t Home.
Clark's Island
Wbst Sullivan —811 April S, Mb Grarle J,
Clark’- Inland
Ar April 9, achk Harvest Home, Franconia
Sic* April 9, ach Alcyone, Bar Hurt>or
Ar April 12, ach Georgleita
SUI April 13,sen Franconia, Providence

>rgan prelude
Gloria
Lord’* Prayer
Anthem
...Choir

And then

SEEDS-HBLD and dARDEN.

This machine

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.

attrry

stater*

jury was tlnally empanelled Tuesday
morning and organized as follow's:
Kee<l, Berjsmtn it, foreman.Tremont
Jones, Charles r.ltrooksvilfe

an

The

that will soon be needed.
will come the selection of

MAKING LIST.

The special afternoon service at the Congregational church was carried out, a fairsized audience being present. The following programme was greatly enjoyed:

common

PARKER.

not endorsed

Dennis J

tears

and
State

defendant money to enable him to start in
the grocery business, giving a note and
mortgage. The note was afterward sold
and

church goers yvho put in
enjoyed a short service
Pastor Simonton.

mon nuisance.

caac

by Mr. Parker,

mandery was practically given up.
Knights did not turn out, but a few

Appealed Cases.
Mayo II Clement. of Ellsworth, search
hll-w rth uiuntclp;il
From

iters

St

of Myron K. Carlisle, of Surry,
vs. Henry Barker, of Bangor, was tried
Monday. In 1904 plaintiff borrowed of
The

The special service at the Methodist
church arranged for Blanquefort com-

FARMING TOOLS

...

Court reserved decision.
CARLISLE

temporary obscurity

It is none too early
to think about those

Boiled onions browned in the oven are
decidedly good. When the onions are
nicely boiled, but retain their shape, arrange them in a shallow buttered baking
dish, put a bit of butter upon each one, and
dust with sugar and cover with a thin layer
of fine bread crumbs and scatter tiny bits of
butter over the crumbs. Put the dish in a
hot oven long enough to brown them
thoroughly; serve In the same dish.

S'ate vs Fred Fernald, R»*»u!t and battery
From HI «wor h municipal court.
*s:aie vs DonulIlayw, of Har Harbor, single
sale
From Bar H trtior municipal coart.
I, Stafford,
Mate v* A
f Bar Harbor, search j Song.Seven Boys
and Mtlzure.
From Bar llirbor municipal, Collection
Hymn —Love Divine.
Sunday echool
Slate v* Olcndou I.unt. assault ami battery.
Benediction
From George It Fuller, trial justice.
BAPTIST CHURCH.
A>« Indictments.
The evening concert at the Haptist
State Vi* Dennis J flayes, of Bar Harbor, tingle
church was carried out, though the pro-

Mr.

ages.
The

wrote

and the claim that

a

to

weather.

and seizure.

Brewer, whose consent to take
the shrub* had been obtained. The shrubs
in question had, in fact, been paid for to
Mr. Brewer.
The defendants bad offered to put land
In condition found, or pay for shrubs
taken, but contested suit for treble dam-

plaintiffs again

the Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co. n-garding the
shipment of the
boilers, and then the defendant company
advi-^d them that one of the boilers had
been sold to Prank Bpralt, of Bar Harbor,
and tb«- other two were still on their
hands.
This letter brought a statement from
the plaintiff* of their trade with Albert,

'iutc v»

consent, taken certain trees and shrubs
from his land and transplanted them to
the Blair place.
The defense admitted taking the shrubs,
but it was through a misunderstanding on
tne part of hia foreman on the job, who
testified that he believed he was on land

rOWKR TO.

adultery. Custody

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

Harbor, referred to

relegated

Easter gowns and bonnets.
The morning services were carried out
as per programme printed in last week’s
American. The churches were beautifully decorated with flowers and plants.
The audiences were largo considering the

The grand jury reported at 5 o’clock
Friday afternoon, bringing in six indictments. Following is the criminal docket
for the term, both of cases on appeal and
new indictments, except some old liquor
cases brought over from previous terms:

WILLEY.

Almon C. Snow

both of Bar

Saturday,

ca.*<'.

of

V*.

and

libellant/

m.
The jury remained out until midnight, and Saturday morning reported a
disagreement.

p.

reacted.
The grand jury rf«se Friday afternoon,
reporting six indiitmenta, aa given below
nininal doc ket. No indictment
u, th
vra» found in the Penobac-ot infanticide

Browned Onions.

Interfered with the SpecLil
Services for the Day.
The heavy downpour of rain on Sunday interfered sadly with the special
Easter services in Ellsworth churches,

DECREED.

child decreed to libellant. A. W. King
for libellant.
Walter Lee Jones, libellant, from Ella
Mae Jones, for cruel and abusive treatment. 8. W. Norwood for libellant.
Florence M. Stanley, libellant, from
Ernest H. Stanley, for cruel and abusive
treatment and gross and confirmed habits
of intoxication. O. F. Fellows, for libellant.
Nellie F. Bracy, of Otter Creek, libellant, from William H. Bracy, for cruel and
abusive treatment. E. N. Benson for libellant; John E. Bunker, jr., for libellee.
Linnie W. Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, libellant, from Joseph Mitchell, for cruel
and abusive treatment. C. H. Wood for

and would be

Abram

next
be

Downes,

representation that she owned

in

The defense claimed that the loan was
made to the defendant's husband, Frank

til last out

jrwnt
, few day* into
adjournment may

her

responsible.

II

the preac-nt week.and
indicationaare that It will extend
«

on

property

Maic. ElUwoith.
Crtfr-BIJHRK L»ACH, HlKk.port.
David
1^, <n-Bi’>Ki I.Rach, Rtwksport;
Kiiwumi H. Ilow« CxaKRT. KIlRRvortli;
K
Jiihr
Wrratrr, BlaaMIl;
ttt> ,ir „.«.vHlc.
Soutawest Harhor.
ji¥ti h. PT.&RAI.D,
A- lATIA CariLwB
,r«l)(KT-J
tl,
Ellsworth
Mr.-. iiaer— HaRLIR Maddocrb,

Chart

DIVORCES

Me.

Elllswortli,

EASTER IN ELLSWORTH.
Rnln

entry has not yet been made.

PATTEN.

VS.

Street,

case

The first jury trial of the term was that
The following divorces have been deof John H.
Patten, of Franklin, vs. fill* creed in addition to those previously reB. Patten, widow of Frank
a
Patten,
ported :
brother of the plaintiff. This was a suit
Kosa A. Salisbury, of Bar Harbor, libelto recover tor a loan of flOO
alleged to lant, from John K. Salisbury, for deserhave been made the defendant in 1889. tion. E.
8. Clark for libellant.
The plaintiff claimed that the loan was
Herbert W. Downes, of Washington
made to Mrs. Patten for the
purpose of Junction, libellant, from Bertha
M.
helping her buy a small place in Franklin,
for
of minor

INDK-n»KNT8.

BIX

day, both sides have agreed to refer the
to Hon. A. P. Wiswell, though this

re-

cover

over to

extend
term may

Main

days.
FKRRILL-At Portland. March 25. William
Leslie Kerri 11, of Stonlngtou, aged 16 years.
GRINOLE— At South Brooksvllle, April 9,
Chester Grtndle, aged 49 years.
HASTINGS—At Mansfield, Mass, April 16,
Annie K, wife of Eugene Hastings, formerly
of Ellsworth, aged 38 years.
Ellsworth.
HIGGINS —At
April 13, Capt
Andrew J Higgins, aged 68 years, 7 months.
MANCHESTER—At Bar Harbor, April 9. Mrs
Betsey Manchester, aged 95 years, 3 months,
16 days.
MATHER-At Castlne, April 10. John R Mather,
aged 87 years, 2 months, 20 day*.
MILLS—At West Brooksvllle, April 16, Frank
Douglass, wife of Albert MUD. aged 53 years.
POM ROY-At Trenton, April 10, Seth Pomroy,
aged 62 years.
ROM INS—At Lakewood. April 15. Charles F
Rollins, aged 61 years, 10 mouths.
STACK POLE—At Somervtlle, Mass, April 15,
Miss Hassle Stack pole, formerly ot West
Ellsworth, uged 55 years.
TEMPLE—At Birch Harbor, April 12, Ralph
W Temple, aged 23 years.
WILLIAMS—At Stonlngton, March 28, Mrs
Elvira Williams, aged 21 years, 7 months, 7

The

Floyd

Market will give

a

gold

watch to the most popular girl and
the most popular hoy attending the
public schools of Ellsworth

One Vote wi h

Every

Ten-Cent Purchase.

The watches will be
in A.

W.

Greely’s

CONTEST

on

exhibition

window

NOW

OPEN.

SPECIAL SATURDAY SALE THIS WEEK

FLOYD

Bargains

on

MARKET.

Wheels

Runners.

or

Sniff around South street If you are in need of a good

Secondhand Punt, Road Wagon, Express

Wagon,
Get

prices

Prices

or

Surrey, Light

and terms on my 40 jobs.

Never

X am

or

Heavy.

closing

out at

So

Before

Low.

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.
First class order or
Tires set for 25 cents.

S.

I_.

If not

job work.
satisfactory,

LORD.

no

pay.

TWELFTH YEAR
IN BUSINESS.

days.

Stonlngton, March 31, Harry C I
Wood, aged 14 years, 7 mouths, 2 days.

WOOD—At

The Ellsworth American

—

only COUNTY

paner.
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SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Schools open to-day.
Bsr Harbor local talent presented the
pijy -‘Esmeralda’’ to a full house at Manail Saturday evening.
Tin

showery Easter was very dis,„ing to the churches that had arfor concerts in the evening.

mtj

circle will

members of Gov. Brooks lodge,
I. O. O. F., armed with saws and axes,
attacked Mrs. Maggie Blodgett's woodpile, last Friday afternoon, and reduced
it to stove wood in three hours. Before
leaving for their homes a delicious supper
the choppers by Mrs.
was served to

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Tomsok.
_

two.

Th

many here prostrated by the
most severe form. In some
whole families have suffered.

e are
its

gri,
iii.s

es

.arvey Hodgkins and Will Mason

Mrs

ioag the latest victims.

are

E
in to

ss

wife.

industrial

the

>cer

of

situation

Harbor, while advancing the
interests of the *‘onlv County

i»P
h erful whistle of the Morse and
Th
imbria are welcome sounds even
fie
mil#.; Heard at unseasonable hours, and
par.ly compensate for the set-back the
late blizzards have given to the business
acti

i-ies of the town.

April

Spray.

16.

_

T. P. Farmer, of Boston, is spending
vacation here.

his

Lurvey has pone to the Kimball house. Northeast Uai b_.r, to work.
Miss Lena Norwood gave a party to her
little friends last Saturday to celebrate her
Mrs. Rose

birthday.

ninth

Master

Harbor,

Burnham Stanley, of Northeast
visiting his grandparents.

is

Walter B.

Stanley

and wife.

Mrs.

Meader’s

parents, Elias Ginn and

\ri fe.

Stephen Gilley

returned
they have

and wife have

Harbor,

where

spent the winter with their son, Pedrick

Gilley.
The Beehive club met at Odd Fellows
ball Saturday, April 7, with nineteen
members present. Eight new members
The club now numbers over
were added.
thirty. It will have a sale and ball on
May 1 at Centennial hall, Manset.
Spec.
April 16.

A ton was horn to Frank Judkins and
wife April 4.
George Thurston, of Stomngton, is
painting for Lyman Stinson.

'*

CASTINE.
W. B. Bertram spent Monday in Belfast.

j

in town last week.

Master Earl Perkins has been seriously
ill with grip, but is reported as improv-

ing.
Coombs left Saturday morning for Boston, where she will visit for
Mrs. James

several weeks.

announcing a aupper at
the Congregational vestry Thursday evening of this week.
Posters

are

out

Frank Steele leaves on Monday for Bangor, where he has employment.
Mrs. J. E. Small, who has been in Yarmouth visiting her son, came home Satur-

day.
Guy Cleveland
mons’

wry

ha#

house, and

s

ill

this morning for a month’s vacation.
He will visit Oklahoma.
left

entertainment, with music and games.
The I>. of P. gave a pleasing entertain-

soon.

Mrs. J. E. Knight is very Ul.

The famhard time, as the

sale

for

the benefit

parent# here.
he

order.

April

C.

16.

as

his father.

_

The steamer Golden Rod is much appreciated by our citizens, she enabling them
to have the same length of time in Belfast

EAST FRANKLIN.

Joseph
April

Colson

and wife

Ells-

13.

of

son

in

were

and arrive home

Oscar Harriman is quite ill.
for his speedy recovery.

Irvin,

accompanied

was

this morning
far as Belfast by

On his return

a severe

All

at

a

Mrs. Laura A. Butler has returned from
Columbia, where she has been visiting
relatives.

on government work.
The schooner K. L. Tay, Capt. Clyde
Latty, bas been in the past week wailing
a chance to go to Red Reach to load.

Clark

A!-ms.« Wilbur, Mews Abbott and Percy
Woodworth were in Klisworth Vhursday
on

Carl Lawson came
Rockland, where
they have been scalloping w iih Capt. Gard
Clark, jr.,
Wednesday

Will

business.

home

the !»st winter.
Arthur Tracey

came

home from

Water-

E. Stover and wife, who
attack of croup, is better.

Mrs. Rosa Salisbury, housekeeper for J.
H. Patten, has gone to her home for a few
weeks.

from this place are working , The reading rooms, which have fceen
for Dan bar Bros, and other stone firms in j kept open by Mr. Carpenter in the building on Water street owned by Gapt. R. B.
Sullivan.
closed Saturday night for the
Orin Donnell and wife and G. H. Rutter Brown,
summer.
The boys gave a vote of thanks
and wife, who have been ill with grip, are !
to Mr. Carpenter for his generosity.

Many

men

improving.
The

Methodist church here

was

beauti-

The

lb.

Eastern Stars held

a

supjx*r at their
last, after which

hall on Thursday evening
fully decorated for Easter, but owing to the work was conferred on two
candidates.
BLU EHLLL.
bad traveling and the storm there was not
The supper was in charge of a committee
Bev. E. Bean returned from New York a large attendance.
consisting of Miss Alice Parker, Mrs.
April 14.
The Easter concert which was to have
Ralph Hodgkins, Mrs. F. V. Grmdle and
of
has
been
held
been
at
the
George Ralph,
Waldoboro,
Baptist church Sunday Miss Carrie Parker.
in town for a few days.
was
on
account
of
the
evening,
postponed
Owing to the rain of yesterday the EastMiss Adelaide Pearson is having some storm, and will be held next Sunday evener congregations were not an large as usual.
22.
Improvements made on her summer eot- ing, April
The floral displays in the several churches
R.
April 16.
tage.
were very tastefully arranged, and the exBenjamin Curtis and wife, of Boston,
ercises much enjoyed by those who braved
MARLBORO.
iiave been occupying their summer cottage
tbeelemcnts. There were no concerts at the
David Mosley is having
his
house
tor ten days.
Congregational and Methodist churches.
inside an 1 out.
Wallace Hinckley and Fred Hardin painted
The kindergarten department at the Conwife
and
who
have
Wesley
Ford,
went to Bangor last week, having embaby,
gregational Sunday school gave a concert
been
in
are
home.
visiting
Bangor,
ployment at carpenter work.
exercise daring the usual hour for Sunday
Mr.
has
Roberts
carpenters and pointers school in the forenoon. At the Cnitarian
Mrs. George R. Adams, Miss Edythe
at
work
on
the buildings he purchased of church the children held an
and Oliver arrived at the home of their
Easter concert. The exercises showed a great deal
aunt, Mrs. Morton, last week after an ex- John Douglass.
tended stay abroad with Mr. Adams.
Albert Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, spent of preparation and work, both on the part
Misses Mildred and Minnie Chase and Saturday night and Sunday with his of the children and their instructors.
(J.
April 16.
Frank Maddocks arrived from University parents. Ransom HoJgkins and wife.

been

a

summer

resident

ion,
Northeast*

of

Harbor.

April 18.
SEAL HARBOR.
Aik*, little daughter of Cheater
8mallidge and wife, baa been quite ill.
8. H. Pinkham is putting a
gasolene
gine in bis yacht the Como.

o. L. Stebbina and family
thla week.

are

en.

effected

The J. T. Morse made her first
trip here

Saturday, April 14.

Uvnon hare
fishing with Capt.
Willi* Bunker, and sailed .Saturday for
Booth bay for l>ait.

shipped

and

April

Ezra Conner has gone

a

more

patrons from Castine grange
Penobscot Saturday evening to be
a

schooner

Mrs. Isaac Dunbar end Mias Florence
Hutchins displayed their skill in manageing a row boat, last Friday, by taking a
trip up the Bagaducc to .South Penobscot,
combining business with healthful exercise.
OBITUARY.

to-day, taught by
at

Ex-Mayor Ashley ol New Bedford
Heads Big Boston
Syndicate—
Stock oi Maggie Murphy Copper
Company Has Risen from 25c to
60c Share.

ki.m a.

Mrs

ROfrros. Aprils. Kx-Mayor C harles S.
Ashley, oi New Bedford, ia the active head
of a new syndicate jus; formed, f.-r the
purp<*w of exploiting a new method for
•meltini; ore, which means a complete

McKinley last
here

Saturday

Frank A. Babbidge, who has been troubled with rheumatism, left last week for
the Maine general hospital at Portland for
treatment.

Hodgkins is with Mrs. M.
Babbidge, while her daughter, Mrs.
Frank A. Babbidge, is in Portland with
her husband, who h*s gone there fur
Mrs. Clara Y.

V.

treatment.

Miss Elizabeth 8. Peterson, of Lansaged eighty-seven !
is expected here next Friyears, died Tuesday, April 10, after a brief downe, Penn.,
illness of pneumonia, lie was absent but1 day, and will occupy her cottags Petit
Plsisant. Her mother, Mrs. Lawrence D.
one day from the postoffice, where he had
served the public faithfully and well, Peterson, will accompany her.
j
Chips.
The neatness and precision which had
j April ltt.
characterized bis work through a long
SOUTH
(CAST
HARBOR.
life, were kept up to the last and were apA cargo of coal hr a been landed recently
preciated by his many friends; while with
for H. \Y. Branscoui.
his erect form, keen intellect and unimAn Easter concert was given at Union
paired faculties, one would hardly conceive of his advanced age.
cht r h on Sunday evening.
In earlier years his business relations
Stephen Smallidge has been ill with
brought ftim in edntact with many differ- grip since his return from Lincoln.
of Maine last week. Miss Minnie Chase
Melvin and Homer Wilbur are working
ent persons, who esteemed him for his
Sshnm Leach, of Bluehill, arrived here
FRANKLIN.
begins a term of school in Brooksville for Mr. Stanley, of Man*et, who is buildhonest and upright dealings with his
last week, where he has employment.
John W. Blaisdell commenced sawing at fellow’ men.
April 16.
ing a herring weir in Raccoon Cove.
his mill this week.
Additions are being made to the KilnNews has been received of the death of
The friends of Mrs. James Ham will b»
Funeral services were conducted Thura- !
ball hotel, the work being in charge of J.
Mias Edith Ralph in Waldoboro. She died sorry to learn that she is not doing as well
Mrs. Uannah Doyle is clerking in the day by Rev. \V. C. Pierce at the residence
j
of John S. Snow, where he had made his H. Soulis.
Sunday morning, April 15, of consump- as was at first thought, after having an store for tienry Jellison.
j
tion. Miss Ralph was a graduate of the operation performed at the
Waltham
George E. Kimball, a student at Harvard
Frank Crabtree, of Ellsworth, was in home for several years. Me was laid to j
ill u eh ill academy, class of 1903.
( Mass.) hospital, March 30.
rest by the side of his wife at North law school, came home on Friday for the
town over Sunday with relatives.
1
Are.
Brooks ville.
Easter vacation.
April 16.
There was special music in the churches
Master Frank Lorimer, of Bangor, was a
L.
at Easter morning service, but on account
April 16.
Elizabeth and Judith Hemenway reguest at the Baptist parsonage last week.
of the storm the congregations were small.
turned to Miss White’s school at Portland
Jcuruisnnrnts.
SOUTH
The
Easter
BURRY.
concert
for
arranged
Sunday
The Easter concert which was to have
Wednesday of this week.
evening at the Baptist church was postValorus Gray returned to hia home in
been held in the Baptist church in the
An Easter party for the children of St.
one
week
on
account
of
the
poned
storm Penobscot yesterday.
evening was postponed.
Mary's Sunday school was given in the
and bad travelling.
Miss Flora Young is working in the
The Breezy Point club gave one of its
parish bouse Monday evening.
The storm of Sunday made expensive family of 8. A. McUraw, at Burry.
Rood entertainments in the town hall FriMrs. A. M. Fraser, of Sew York, who
havoc of dams, bridges and grist mill at
Schooner Hazel Dell sailed this
«iay evening, and as usual it was a marked

H.

Paining

Atlantic.
■

Boston.

John

Revolutionizes

Mrs. Philip Moore and her children are
visiting her mother, Mrs. Ldw in Joyce, at

grange.

Omaha, Capt. C. M.
Perkins, with Alfred Perkin* as mate,
cleared Saturday from Dodge's wharf for
The

New Smelter

Capt. William II. Harding has had a
gasoline engine put iu bU sloop.
Capt. Kdwin M. Joyce, who is helping
build the weir here, went home Saturday.

Several

present at the organization of

Th

The selectmen were
assessing taxes for 1906.

comfortable.

went to

16.

M. V. Babbidge was
Saturday on business.

C. M. Leach, who has been suffering
from facial neuralgia the past ten days, is

itbbfTtisfmrius.

Harold

corns ISLAND.

on

■

gone

School began
coast- j
Leslie Ober.

ing trip to Boston.
Mrs. Daniel Webster is spending some
time with her niece, Mrs. Eben Davis, in
Or land.

They Induce a mild, es-), bestnfut srtloii f ..b,
b.wels without griping.
A-k your druettg
for them. *5r —.4W*r.

from

Will Trask an:l

j
j

T.

NORTH CASTTNE.

Capt.

The ladies of the Rebekah lodge held a
supper at their lodge rooms on Monday
evening. The tables were in charge of a
committee consisting of Mrs. Bert Parker,
Mrs. J. C. M. Gardner, Mrs. Fred Conner,
j
Mrs. W. B. Bar tram.

vie.

and

Mrs. George \V, Lunt and daughter
Theresa and niece, latoli Kumlll, came
there having been one at Carl Butler’s. !
home Sunday from Mamet, where they
t.’laude ( lark’s, Sidney Ijawric’s and Everhave been the past week visiting her sisett Tracey’s; and yet there arc woodpiles
ter. Mrs. L. A. Clark.
unsawed.

much earlier hour

hope than formerly.

*h09

Mrs. John Qatcomh is in Hancock
visitily seem to have a
her mother, who is quite ill.
daughter died two weeks ago, and now ing
died
in
a
few
minute*
effects
and
from the
Mrs. Everett Jordan, who has had a
the mother la serionaly ill, but all are
had
of the chill received while in the water.
cold, t* out again.
hoping that she will be better soon.
Mrs. Charles Williams was in Bangor
Frank Phippen ia at work on
April 18._H.
Islcsfonl
for W. 8. Smaliidge, helping to
Thursday and Friday of last week.
complete
WEST TRE MONT.
the Dr. Smyth cottage, which «>< com.
School in this district begins to-day,
Misses Emma, Millie and Lucy Reed re- me need last fall.
Mias Knowles, of Addison, teacher.
turned to their home on Duck island the
April 18.
P
Mrs. Ernest Bragdon visited her mother,
past week.
Mrs. Charles Hardison, in Fast brook last
and Paniel Dow left
If you haven't the i<mc to exerrUc
Ashbury
Lopau#
week.
rcir,t„|r,
April 11 for Owl’s Head to work w ith Will Poor* Kcgutet* will prevent enn*tl|, u!in*

C. E. MeCluskey is having a new hard- v.lie
Wednesday evening, consisting of
Saturday for a few days’ visit. He
in bis store. The work is bewill tak a course in Keist’s business colmusic, reading and concluding with the wood ceiling
Bowden.
laughable farce, “the lTp-to-date Goosie ing done by Perkins &
lege upon his return.
Girls;” a social followed. Home-made j Walter Brown spent Sunday with his
Chopping bees are the order of the day,
of the
was on

Canada

Imildin,'

bought Uapt. Simhis family in

Owing to the storm of Tuesday the presiding elder did not hold the quarterly
conference here, as he had {dunned.
The storm Tuesday waa very severe here.
The schooner Gamecock, owned by James
I. Stinson, was driven on to Powder island, and was a total loss.

ment

candy

and

Clarence and Albert
McBride, who ham
been traveling in the West
daring
*
winter, returned to Nort heast last
week.
The cottage which ba. been
buildin,
the past w inter for Mrs. R. k.
HgbbanL
of Middletown, Conn., la fast
nearing com’
pletlon. It is a fine, spue ions
admirably sitnated opposite Rock Fad
hotel, and commanding an excellent
ol the harbor and
surrounding „la„d.
The work is in charge of B. C.
Candage 4
“on*, of Seal Harbor, C. A. Candace bein*
the architect. Mra. Huhbard ha,

move

Frank Bragdon, who was in Waltham
Saturday on business, was detained by the Lawson.
A. Chamberlain, the confectionery and nun of
Sunday.
Misses Evelyn and Mur 1*1 Lunt spent
fruit dealer, is having his store interior
Miss Susie Over was
Mrs. Hervey March and two daughters.
h<^stess Friday freshly painted, etc.
last wwk al Bar Harbor with their
afternoon and evening. An old-fashioned
Avis and Hard, are expected home to-day
father, Capt. Charles P. Lunt, on board
Rev. Mr. Pierce, of the Unitarian church, from Bar
candy puli was a feature of the evening’s
Harbor, where they have been of his schooner, the J. M. Harlow.

has had

trow Northeast

P*i

•«

in

monia.

[STABILITY

I9Q6.

E. R. Adams, of Emerson- Adama Co.,

K. \V. Nutter and wife, of Brooknn,
with their granddaughter, MissGeorgic
Blance, arrived Saturday for the summer.

worth

William Meader and wife have moved
from Northeast Harbor and will live with

I

COUNTY NEWS.
*****

For additional County Sew

was

with his

vest

»n

bssi

Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunfather, E. W. Cleaves.
The duplicate whist club was entertained
Friday night by Lula M. Bunker, with the
G. P.

day

usual enjoyable evening.
Miss Margaret Moore came over from
Bar Harbor Saturday to spend Sunday
with her jiarents, C'apt. S. O. Moore and

Rollins, of The America^, was
a couple of days last week, look-

or

ing
Sou

Bar Harbor

and Boston.

ACCURACY

wm

travel in .California
< oming season.

th'

Rockland Friday.
Mm. Levi Stinson is very ill with pneuMr*. Ida Pert

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

PROSPECT .HARBOR.
Miss Sybil Cole goes to the Pond district
to-day to teach.
Capt. A1 Welch left Saturday for Jones-

—•

i"-1

SOUTH PEEK ISLE.

COURTESY

A large number of people have said, “It is no use for me to try
and save, because 1 CAN’T.” That is not so. because a person
CAN if he, or she, will only try.
when
Quite a proportion of our depositors said the same thing
a little over
they opened their accounts in our Savings Department
two years ago. but the amount now entered on their bank books.
Droves they were wrong, aud the accounts are continually growing.
If you have not already an account, we invite you to open one
on our next interest quarter, APRIL 1, 1906.

Congregational sewing
picnic supper at Odd Fellows han,-all Tuesday evening, April 24.
«ju
ii ah sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs. port for a day or two.
Kwr *u Gott, whose little ten-months-old
L. P. Cole and daughter arrived from
«o >.
obert, died of pneumonia on April S. Bangor Monday night.
Alice Gilley, who makes her home
M.
Mrs. W. P. Hew ins and children left
with oer brothers at Baker’s lslapd, is this morning for Boston.
week
or
for
a
visiti .g Mrs. Will Mason
Miss Vida Cleaves left this morning for j
Tb

feMj

|

isst.

“Whatever your station in life,
Your duty perform like a mar.
Through the toils of this world and its strife,
Not I CAN’T wins, but always 1 CAN.”

Sixteen

Blodgett.
April 16.
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COUNTY NEWS.

aftbnti*rmint8.

subscribers at JOT and it is having a general overhauling
furnished by
7 post-offices in Hancock county. throughout. The lands are
the sewing circle of the Congregational
er paper s in the County comot reach so many. The Ameri- church.
ot *he only paper printed in
Brooks Grindie left here last Friday for
Dr.
■ounty. and has never claimed to Tremont, where he will have charge of
s the only paper that can prop
Tapley’s stables the coming summer.
>iUed a County paper; all the
(little
The Sunshine mission band
ierely local papers. The circula- circle) held a sale of fancy articles at the
rwK American, barring the Bar
chapel Friday afternoon and evening,
ecord’s summer list, is larger from which
they realised flO.
of aU the other papers printed
Mrs. Albert Mills died at her home Sun>ck county.
day morning, April 15, aged fifty-three
She leaves a husband, two sons
years.
and two sisters. Her friends were legion.
has

meric AN

Mather,

revolution in mining methods, says ibt*
; Boston Fo*t last Sunday. The new smelter
will coat only fab.ttiu, where to-day h p ant

to refine the same ore would cost
This smelter means every miner <*n do
hts own smelting and that properties heretofore not worked can he with low grade
ore at a hi# profit.
<*f the
Ex-Mavoe Ashley is the
one of
Maggie
Copper
1 the
largest copper properties in Wyoming.
Those who bought stock at 25c have rated
a
of 130 per cent., as the market
price has gone to 8De, and will advance
still higher before long. The remarkable
I story of howEx-Mayor Ashley secured
control of the
Murphy mine, and
the big copper strike, will be aent to »*>!
one.
Address Maggie Murphy Copper
Co., 16 Slate street, Boston.

president
Company,

Slurphy

profit

Maggie*

banking.

----

If

They presented this time, “The
Woman’s Reform Club.” The proceeds amounted to |35.3&.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Stover, who have
spent the winter with their sons in Camsuccess.

.New

a

Cow gave
Butter

mankind would have to
invent milk. Milk is Na-t
emulsion —butter
bridge and Boston, arrived home Friday. ture's
Their son Charles, of the firm of Stover &
put in shape for digesBillings, druggists, Cambridge, accompa- tion. Cod liver oil is exnied them and will remain a few
days.
but
Norman Mayo has gone on a week’s trip tremely nourishing,
with the University of Maine base tall it has to be emulsified
varsity team as first baseman. They weie before we can digest it.
scheduled for Cambridge and Amherst,
Mass., Exeter, N. H., and Northiield and
Burlington, Vt., playing two games at the

place.
April 16.

latter

Scott’s Emulsion

M.

combines the best oil;
with the valuable hypophosphites so that it is
easy to digest and does
All the Brooksville schools will begin
far more good than the
their spring terms this morning.
That
oil
alone
could.
Mrs. Keziah Jones will be the guest of
makes Scott’s Emulsion
Mrs. Maggie Blodgett for several weeks.
Schooner Clinton, with wood, and the the most strengthening,
schooner Omaha, brick, are at Negro isnourishing food mediland, w ind bound.
cine in the world.
_

WEST BROOKSV1ULE.
Mrs. E. P. Green returned Saturday
from a visit in Bangor.

Engineer George Arejr'g family, who
passed the w'inter in Bangor, are now here
in

their

own

home.

The parsonage is being kals mimed,
papered and painted, the kitchen enlarged

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists
New York
400-415 Pearl Street
50o. and *1.00. All druggists

West

Franklin

heavy

loss to those concerned.

which

will

result

in

a

morning
from Burry for Musquash, N. B.t to load
for
New
lumber
York.

A business meeting of
the cemetery
association is called for Wednesday afternoon at Mrs. K. C. Bunker’s.
The ladies’

Mrs. Sarah Young, who has been very
ill, is reported better. Her sister, Mrs.
Mary Witharn, is with her.
aid will hold a business meeting Tuesday
E. M. Curtis, assisted by all the men
afternoon.
who could do so, is getting his logs ready
Ex-Mayor Springer, of Norway, Mich., to raft to Bluehili, where they will be
has very generously
remembered the sawed into lumber w'ith which to build a
Methodist Sunday school, of which he new house to
replace the one destroyed by
was a member when a boy
here, with a fire last February.
donation of over thirty volumes of deApril 16._Tramp.
sirable books, for which the society is exLAMOINE.
tremely grateful.
Faster Sunday service at the Methodist
The Easter concert will be held next
church was unusually interesting. Mrs. Sunday evening, April 22.
Grace Butler French gave a reading with
Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins is .visiting relatives
organ accompaniment. Mrs. C. E. Petersen in Melrose and Sharon, Mass.
rendered a solo. The' choir music was
School opens to-day, Miss Elizabeth
voiced with gladness. Pastor Petersen,
McIntyre, of Blue hill, teacher.
as usual, gave an excellent sermon.
The
Miss Ellen Berry will upend the week in
decorations included evergreens, potted
Bar Harbor and Northeast Harbor.
plants and a lavish display of beautiful
Miss Olive
Easter lilies and cut flowers arranged by
Coolidge went to West
Franklin Saturday to teach the spring
Mrs. JL. Tyler Bunker.
term of grammar school.
April 16.
B.
H.
April 16.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Otis Orcutt lost

a cow

recently.

Colburn 8. Cousins has moved his family from East brook to his place here.
The horse of N. R. Collar, while being
across the pond
at township 33
day last week, broke through the ice

driven
one

Devil’s Island Torture
is no worse than the terrible case of Piles
that afflicted me ten years.
Then I was
advised to apply Bucklen’s Arnica Salve,
a
and less than
box permanently cured
of Rugies, Ky.
me, writes L. 8.
Heals all wounds. Burns and SoreB like
E.
25c
at
Q.
Moorb'b,
magic.
Druggist.

Napier,

for several consecutive seasons
pied the Savage colonial

has

cottage,

Is what your money will esru it
invested in sltares of the

Ellswortli Loan and BailDfi^a’i.
A
is

now

open,

occu-

ments, 81 per *h*irt.

will

WHY

E: RALPH,
Architect and Builder.

PAY

RENT

wheu you can borrow' on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payment* snd Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about teu year* you

aibmisrmrnta.

L

OWN

YOUR OWN
For

Northeast Harbor, Maine.

NEW SERIES
.sharts, 81 each; monthly pay-

A. W.

HOME.

particulars inquire of
Hkjtby W. Cushman.

SecjTi
Bldg-

First Nat’i Bank

Kino. President.

SHE. SHE!. CHtllP

POM!

FAIRBANKS
STATIONARY

PORTABLE

MARINE

ENGINES
start, run and stop right; need few repairs ; are
—3 uiuai
most rcuiiuiiiicat
economical; have many
;
exclusive advantages which make them
JR TO „.
SUPERIOR
ALL. Kvery Fairbanks
engine guaranteed faultless. Engin**
demonstrated at our store. Repair

parts and second-hand engines always on hand. Write us your power

needs TO-DAY

The Fairbanks Company
106

Exchange St., BANCOR.

rwilly white, but they »ie all gray.
In other word#, they neither believe in
the
truth o( the attack, nor in the honeatv
of the man who ia
attacked; they (trow aa
auapit'Kiua of the ai-imeation a» of the
offense; it becomn well-nigb hopeless to
stir them either to wrath against
wrongdoing or to enthusiasm for what is right:
and surh a mental attitude in the
public
glvea hope to every knave, and la the
no m»n

" I1H

THK MAN

the muck bake.
by

votabi-e address
4

presi-

PEST ROOSEVELT.

-f'BKD ATCORNKK-OTONK

D*

despair of honest

LAYIHU

of tbo

l.yin^otthcrorncr-rtonc

,t,h,

'0gler building for the House

HopWashington Saturday,
iD
the
priociliooaevelt delivered
Hl» e abject «u “The Man
and
tho
apeeoh waa
Mack Uake",

“tll ta.

of

one, and characteristic
'notable The
President said:

jpeafccr.

of the

Washington

capito!

irildernhere
find it netcaaary to provide by great
of
Sdtticnal building* for the huatncaa
rnuient. Thiagrowth In the need
govern—
•

_

tV housing of I heofgovernment
in
the

but

t«

which
way
grown aud the sphere of
government has
irtjci tvf\\ thenownational
administer the affair# of
Irown
Which the extraordinary
■alien in
tath of population baa been outstripped
t"tl* of wealth and the growth
probSample* interest*. The materialauch
gicomple*-aa
that face «• to-day are not
but tb«
k,y were in Washington’* time,
nature
are
human
the
of
■fldrrlyinff facta
Under alnew as they were then.
w
ured external form »e war ith the same
that wen? evident
evil
toward
ies
taodrn.
taft-hifiKton’i time and are helped by
th» «am«‘tendenciea for good. It is about
w ish to say a word
wan (A these that l

*Unii example
has
>

.....

.n

E°lb

__

tolifunyan

PdfrinPa Progress you

may

^oilt the des- nptton of the man wit h the
muck ra k». the man who could look no
wit tui downward, with the muck-rake
inti.- hand; who waa offered a celestial
crown f«*r hi* muck-rake, but who w ould
■either look up nor regard the crown he
wa*offered. J>ut continued to rako to himself the tilth of the floor.

engaged

MAN WITH THE MUCK-RAKE.

In Pilgrim * Progress the man with the
mork-rakt is set forth as the example of
him wli

is

vision

"

fist'd

carnal in-

on

ftcud of on spiritual things. Yet he also
typifies the man who in this life consist*
tolly refuse* to see aught that is lofty,
*nd fixe* his eyes w ith solemn Intent new*

war.

j

that which is vile and delating.
wo
Now, it is very no wary that
khould not flinch from seeing w list is vile
is
on
Then?
filth
the
»od dc(vising.
floor,
»nd it must he scraped up with the muck
rake; and there are times and place* where
thbservice i* the most needed of all tho
service* that tan be performed. Hut the
man who never does
elae, who

only

on

thinks

never

or

anything
or write#,

speaks

save

politics,

man who, on'the platform
book, magazine or newspaper, with
mercii*" severity
make* such attack,
provided always that he in his turn remember* that the attack is of use only if
iti* absolutely truthful. The liar is no
whit better than the thief, and if ha*
mnda* ily take* the form of slander, Be
may he worn* than moat thieves. It put* a
premium upon knavery untruthfully to
attack an honest man
or
even
with
hysterical exaggeration to assail a bad

speaker, every
or in

with untruth.

man

epidemic

An

ot iti-

dtKriininab assault ujM.»n character dot's
no good, but very gnat harm.
The soul
of every scoundrel is
gladdened whenever

h«mt«t man la assailed or even w hen a
scouudrel is untruthfully assailed.
Sow, it i« easy to twist out of shape
what I have just said,
easy to affect to
misunderstand it, and if it fa slurred over
in repetition, not difficult really to misunderstand it. **ome {lemmsaresincerely
incapable of understanding that to denounce mud alinging does not mean the
radorsement of whitewashing; and both
the interested individuals
who
need
and those others w ho practM» mud alinging, like to encourage such
confusion of ideas. One of the chief
count' against those who make indU*
criminate assault upon men in business or
men in public life, is that
they invite a
reaction which is sure to tell powerfully
in favor of the
unscrupulous scoundrel
who really ought to be
attacked, who
to be exposed, who ought, if
possible, to be put in the
If
Aristides i* praised overmuch as Just, people fet tired of hearing it: and overccnsure of the
unjust dually and from
similar reasons results in their favor.
an

whitewashing,

^*ht

penitentiary.

I'RNALTY OF KXCRMHKK.

Any excess is almost sure lo Invite a
w*ct»on; and unfortunately, the reaction,
instead of
the form of punishment
taking
o* excess, is very apt to take
in® #*
form either of punishment of the
unoffending, or of giving
immunity
*od even
The
strength to offenders.
to
make
financial or political
•JJ2
profit
out
of
the
of
destruction
character can only result
in
public
calamity. Grom and reckless assaults
w»
character, whether on the stump or

magazine.
book,
®orbid and vicious
public sentiment, and
the same time act as a
profound deter*
toabte men of normal sensitiveness
*wt tend to
prevent them from enuring
service at any price. As an inin point, I
may mention that one
“*r»ous
encountered in getting
me
right type of men to dig the Panama

~****1HP*P®|\

create

or

a

«

if* Pu9bc

difficulty

Polity that

tin© old

the)* know the manifold defects
every kind of regimen is subbut the secret lets and difficulties,
which in
are innumerable and inevitable, they have not ordithe judgment to consider.”
This truth should be kept constantly in
mind by every free people desiring to preserve the sanity and poise indispensable
to th*' permanent aueveaa of self-government. Vet, on the other hand, it is vital
not to permit this spirit of sanity and
self-command to degenerate into mere
mental stagnation.
Bad though a state
of
hysterical excitement is, and evil
though the results are which come from
the violent oscillations such excitement
invariably produces, yet a sodden acquiescence in evil is even worse.
cause
a hereunto

ject,

public proceedings

of !

hut feats with tin? muck-rake, speedily becomes, not a help in society, not an incitement to good, but one of the moat potent
forces for evil.
There are, in the nodv politic, economic
and social, many an«l grave evil*, and
there i* argent neerwity for the sternest
war upon them.
There should be relentless exposure of aud attack upon
every evil man, whether politician or
bo*im«* man, every evil practice, whether
in business, or in nociat life.
in
1 hit! as a benefactor every writer
or

In his rxtlMiMli<nl

Klixah* than divine, Bishop Hooker, wrote:
“lie that goeth about to persuade a
multitude that they are not ao well governed as they ought to be, shall never
want attentive and favorable hearers; be-

narily

j

ORRAT

HOCIAL

UNREST.

At this moment we are passing through
period oi great unrest social, political
and industrial unrest. It is of the utmost
importance for our future that this should
of mere rebelprove to be not the unrest
liousness against life, of men* dissatisfacof contion with the inevitable
ditions, but the unrest of a resolute and
ambition
to
secure
the
betterment
eager
of the individual and the nation. So far
ns this movement of agitation throughout
the country takes the form of a fierce discontent with evil, of a determination o
punish the authors of evil, whether in
industry or politics, the feeling is to be
heartily welcomed as a sign of healthy life.
If on the other hand, it turns into a
mere crusade of appetite against apjx*tite,
of a contest between the brutal greed of
the‘•have-nots” ami the brutal groel of
the “haves”, then it has no significance
for evil. If it seeks to
for good, but
establish a line of cleavage, not along the
line which divides good men from bad,
but along that other line running at right
angles thereto, w hich divides th<»se who
are well off from those who art less w ell off,
then it will be fraught with immeasurable
harrato the body i>olitic.
We can no more and no less afford to
condone evil in the man of capital than
evil in the man of no capital. The wealthy
man who exults because there is a failure
of justice in the eftort to bring some
trust magnate to account for his misdeeds is as bad as, and no worse than, the
so-called labor leader who clamorously
strives to excite a foul class feeling on behalf of some other labor leader who is implicated in murder. One attitudeiniseatash
laid as the other, aiul no worse;
case the accused is entitled to exact justice; and in neither case is there need of
action by others which can be construed
for crime.
into an expression of
It is a prime necessity that if the
in permanent
result
is
unrest
to
present
good the emotion shall be translated into
action, and that the action shall be
marked by honesty, sanity and self-restraint. There is mighty little good in a
The reform that
mere gpaam of reform.
that which comes through
counts is
steady, continuous growth; violent emotionalism leads to exhaustion.

a

inequality

only

sympathy

PROBLEM OF BIO FORT UK*8.
It in important to this peopla to grapple
with the problems connected with the
amassing of enormous fortunes, and the
and
use of Hum* fortunes, both
individual, in business. We should discriminate in the sharpest way between
fortunes well-won and fortunes ill-won;
between those gained as an incident to
great services to the commuin evil
nity as a whole, and those gained
fasnion by keeping just within the limits
Of course no
of mere
law-honesty.
amount of charity in spending such fortunes in any way compensates for misconduct in making them. As a matter of
pretendpersonal conviction, and without
the
ing to discuss the details or formulate
system, I feel that we shall ultimately
have to consider the adoption of some
tax
such scheme as that of a
a certain amount,
on all fortunes,
either given in life or devised or bequeathed upon death to any individual-a
tax so framed as to put it out of the power of the owner of one of these enormous
fortunes to hand on more* than a certain
amount to any one individual; the tax, of
national and
course, to be imposed by the
not the state government. Such taxation
at the
be
aimed
merely
should, of course,
inheritance or transmission in their enswollen
fortunes
beyond all
of those

corporate

!<!
certainty that they will be
2!?
exposed, both without, and, I am sorry to performing
within, Congress, to ut“J,sometimes
leny reckless assaults on
character
their

»nd

capacity.

risk of

tJh?*

J3JJ1

#

f°r

repetition

let me say
»* not ,or immunity
most unsparing exposure

P1®*

iny
the

Politician who betrays his trust, of
big business man who makes or spends
in illt'If‘tdnste or corrupt
*.vIor^n<:
9v1. There should be a resolute effort
such man out of the posi€‘very
to»7?nV
ae

disgraced. Expose the crime,
iB(f of*down
the criminal; but rem.mfunt1
mber that even In the case ot crime, if
in
sensational, lurid, and
unit ?Jt9<;ked
do
the attack
njonU\^Jul
d*malfe lo the public mind
‘Muiuii,

®

rrl
WB"

anacK

ilie

may
in#)

uo

than the
feel that

It it because I
^ no rest in the endless war
forces
of ev«l that 1 ask that
5”e
con<locted with sanity as well
resolution. The men with the

kiMki!s,
“8t
,£7

a#

m-J
wiiit

often indispensable to the
eoeiety 5 but only if they
8toP raking the muck, and

e# are

kn(!w

°*
lo

1tn

to inr.1,
shifts

beyond

progressive

tirety

healthy limits.

must in
Again, the national government
cor-

form exercise supervision
celestial crown
t,uPw»rd
the crown of wortbv en- porations engaged in insterstate business,
dfeot.?_^oenii* to®re
in
all
large corporations are engaged
beautiful things above and
.r‘ lhere
arwi rounrt
“aa
uim..t
business-whether by license or
to the

*1__„j

ulul

nc.y

l—w
'Jl*ek
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trim,

Jrf**,

iuvix
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power
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rr&dit

oi

usei

uuc
the "V*
tur*
picture
I)i<
there remains no hue where
ihe rascals lor distinct ioi

Su<‘h
Pointing finall.
imiuc«e.‘r7eliow*°* mor»l color-blindness

and

clus^f^u
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To Cur*

haova-.8

by

oo

it
is

nian
»

come

to the

really black,

Cold

ID One I>ay
UROMO Oulntne T
t.-““oey It H fafla to
cure.

„™l“nd
nature I#

on

each box.

2'c.

con
am

some

over

interstate

otherwise, so as to permit us to deal with
nathe far-reaching evils of over-capital
in-

tion. This year we are making a beg
effort to
ning in the direction of serious
settle some of these economic problems by
Such
legislalegislation.
the railway-rate
w ill be, as
tion, if so framed, as I am sure it
will
results,
and
tangible
definite
to secure
will
amount to something of lUelf, and it as it
far
so
In
more
deal
amount to a great
of a
is taken as a first step in the direction
over
policy of superintendence and control comcorporate wealth engaged in intestate
and control
merce, this superintenderc**

respecter of persons.

There

1

egal ISTottcr^

2t>brrtiefnunt«(

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer's Office,
(
Augusta. March 28. 1908. \
1 T"PON (be following townships or tractr. of
land not liable to be taxed in any town,
the following assessments for the State tax of
1906 were made by the legislature on the 24th
day of March, 1908.

es excan be
be no

can

HANCOCK COUNTY WILD LANDS.
thing as unilateral honesty. The
danger ts not really from corrupt corpora- No. 8, North Division,
itfrom
it
the
tions;
springs
corruption
No. 4, North Division,
self, whether exercised for or against Strip North of No. 8, North Division,
corporations.
The eighth commandment reads: “Thoc Strip North of No. 4, North Division,
No.
South
North

There is One Soda Cracker

such

shall not steal.” It does not read: “Thou
shalt not steal from the rich man.” It
does not read: “Thou shalt. not steal from
the poor man.”
It reads
simply and
plainly. “Thou shalt not steal.” No
w
ill
come
from
that warped
good whatever
and mock morality which denounces the
misdeeds of men of wealth, and forgets
the misdeeds practiced at their expense:
which denounces bribery, but blinds itself
to blackmail; which foams w ith rage if a
corporation secures favors by
methods, and merely leers with hideous
mirth if the
is itself wronged.
The only public servant who can
b©
trusted honestly to protect the rights of
the* public against tnc misdeed of a corporation is that public man who will just as
the corporation itself from
surely
wrongful aggression. If n public man is
willing to yield to popular clamor, and
do
wrong to the men of wculth or to rich
corporations, it may be set down as certain, that if the
comes, he
will secretly and furtively do wrong to
the public in the interest of a corporation.

public

laid the
,w,n ntury »«<>
..I
iL.i raanito! tn
tn VkJi.lt
what uav
waa
,nc of the
**
-•»'««
«
of
a
tract
woodod
han
t
more
tv-n little
K. r, Inside
haalde the
tl
Potomac. We

(c*

no

PACt.TB OF dUTICfWIM.
To assail the great and admitted evils of
our political and industrial life with
such
crude and sweeping gen-rnlirations as to
include decent men in the general condemnation mean.the scaring of the public conscience. There results a general
attitude either of cynical belief in and
indifference to
corrupt ion or else of
a distrustful
inability to discriminate
between the good and the bad. Kit her
attitude ia fraught with untold
damage to
the country as a whole. The fool who has
not sense to discriminate between what ia
good and what ia had ia well-nigh aa dangerous aa the man who does dincriminate
and yet choose* the had. There ia
nothing
more distressing to
every good patriot, to
American, than the hard, scoffing
apint which treats the allegation of dishonesty in a public man aa a cause for
laughter. Such laughter ia worse than
the < rack ling of thorns under a
pot, for it
denotes not merely the vacant mind, but
the heart in which high emotions have
been choked before they grow to fruition.
There ia any amount of good m the
world, and there never was a time when
loftier and more disinterested work for
the betterment of mankind was being
done than now. The forces that tend for
evil are gn at and terrible, but the forces
of truth and love and courage and honesty and generosity and symjwithy arc also
stronger than ever before. It is a foolish
and timid, no less than a wicked thing, to
blink the fad that the forces of evil are
strong, but it is even worse to fail to take
into account the strength of the forces
that tell for good.
Hysterica! sensationalism is the very poorest weapon wherewith to fight lor lasting righteousness.
The men who with stern sobriety and
truth assail the many evils of our time
w hether in the
public press, or in magazines, or in books, are the leaders and
allies of ail
in the work for
social and political betterment. But if
they give g<K»d reason for distrust of
what they say, if they chill the ardor of
those who demand truth as a primary
virtue, they thereby betray th*' good
cause, and play into the hands of the very
men against whom they aro nominally at

SATURDAY.

WABHWOTO**

ations, whether ns legislators or
ecutives, is honesty. This honesty

men.

SOMF.

NKW urrics boiuunq is

OF

not to bo exercised in a spirit of malevolence toward the men who have created
the wealth, but
with the firm purpose
both to do justice to them and to ace that
in
their
do justice to the public
turn
they
at large.
The first requisite in the public servants
who are to deal in this shape with corpor-

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Improper j

No.
No.
No.
No.

corporation

Tannery Lot",
No. 40, Middle Division,
No. 41, Middle Division.
Butter Island,
Eagle Island,
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Beach Island,
Hog Island,
Bradbury's Island,
Pond, near Little Deer Isle,

protect

opportunity

HONKWTY AND

SANITY NEEDED.

Rut, in addition to honesty,
sanity. No honesty will make

w*e

7,
Div.,
part,
7. South Div., South part,
8, South Division,
9, South Division,
10,
16, Middle Division,
2i. Middle Division, Moose Hill,
22. Middle Division,
28. Middle Division,
32, Middle Divlson,
33, Middle Division, Qreat Pond,
34. Middle Division,
35. Middle Dividen,
39, Middle Division part of,
89, Middle Division "Black Tract,

♦165 30
165 80
68 83
58 88
66 40
85 71
48 00
21 60
114 63
68 88
68 88
82 65
185 30
110 20
HO 20
192 85

need

and

Only

One.

You do not know that Soda
Cracker until you know

Uneeda Biscuit
To taste Uneeda Biscuit is to
fall in love with them. You
never forget that first taste, and
you renew it every time you eat

82 85

82 27
25 00
151 52
206 62
7 00
12 50
2 50
1 60
4 00
8 00
50
60

Uneeda Biscuit
In

a

—

dust tight,

moisture

proof package.

Western Island,
a public
useful if that man is timid or foolLittle Spruce Island,
63
if
he
is
a
hot-headed
or
an
zealot
ish,
Marshall's Island.
12 60
NATIONAL BISCUIT-COMPANY1
As we strive for Pickering's Island,
impracticable
8 25
reform we find that it is not at all merely
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
the case of a long uphill puli. On the
No. 3, North Division.
88 00
contrary, there is almost as much of
6 00
breeching work as of collar work; to de- No. 4, North Division,
No
7, South Division,
55
pend only on traces means that there will
soon be a runaway and an upset.
The 1*0. 10,
8 BO
men of wealth who to-day are trying to
No. 16, Middle Division,
1 80
prevent the regulation and control of ! No. 22. Middle Division,
2 40
their business in the interest of the
No. 28, Middle Division,
6 00
To the County Commiaaioners of Hancock
lic by the proper government authorities
To alt persons interested in either of the esNo. 32, Middle Division,
8 60
County:
tates hereinafter named.
will not succeed in
in
my
No.
Middle
At
a
20
court
held
at
in
and
rriHK
84,
7
Division,
Ellsworth,
undersigned, residents of Stoning*--ti*
probate
checking the progress of the movement.
for the county of Hancock, on the third
A
2 40
But if they did succeed they would find j No. 85, Middle Division,
respectfully petition your Honor;»We
of April, a. d. 1906.
to grant a license to William H Gi ut
day
body
that they had sown the wind and would No. 89. Middle Division,
2 40
the
to operate a ferry between Green Head i
following matters having been pre
surely reap the whirlw ip.d, for they would No. 40. Middle Division,
5 40
said town of Stonington and Crotch Ito udL
X sented for the action thereupon herein
located
reafter
it
is
ordered
that
notermini
of
said
to
be
The
indicated,
ultimately provotte the violent excesses No. 41, Middle Division,
hereby
ferry
7 80
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
which accompany a reform coming by
spectively, fifteen rods westerly of the * uarf
Oramandal Smith,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub- owned by Frank H. Warren on said Ur* n
convulsion instead of by steady and
lished three weeks successively in the EllsState Treasurer.
Head, aiid on land occupied by John < legfc
natural growth.
worth American, a newspaper published at
and near the house known as the David KobOn the other hand, the wild
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may ap- bins house on Crotch Island.
of unrest and discontent, the w ild agitaSaid license to be so made as not to c<* A ct
STATE OF MAINE.
pear at a probate court to be held at Eden,
tors against the entire existing order, the
on
the
first
in
said
county,
day ot in any manner with the present right* of
>
Treasurer's Office,
a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the
men w ho act crookedly, whetner because
May,
quarry owners in conveying men be»wte»
Augusta, April 11, 1906. i
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see Stonington village and said Crotch Island.
of sinister design or from mere puzzleFred E. Webb
PON the following townships oi tracts of
headed ness, the men who preach destrucand Twenty-one other*.
James Lord, late of Ellsworth, in said connland
not
liable
to
he
taxed
in
town
any
tion w ithout
any substitute for
A certain
deceased.
instrument purtry,
MAINE.
STATE
OF
what they intend to destroy, or who pro- the following assessments for county tax of porting to be the last will and testament of
Hancock s».:—Court of County Comes: i»*
pose a substitute which would be far I 1.08 were made by tte County Commissioners said deceased, together with petition for probate of same, presented by Arno W. King, sioners, April Term, A. D. 19(H.
worse than the existing evils-all these ! of Hancock
county on the 23d day of March, the executor
Upon the foregoing petition the Commisnamed
therein.
men are the most dangerous
opponents of | 1908:
being satisfied that the petition' rm
Alphonsine C. Madison, late of Franklin, in sioners
real reform. If they get their way they
are responsible, that an
inquiry into ha
deceased.
A certain instrument
said
county,
#68 12
merits is expedient, and that the petitiouers
will lead the
into a deeper pit than } No. 3, North Division,
be
the
last
will
and
testament
to
purporting
88 12
could fall; to get their No. 4, North Division,
of said deceased, together with petition for ought to be heard touching the matter -et
any into which
their petition; order that the County
23 53 probate of same, presented by George W. forth in
way they will still do incalculable harm Strip N. of No. 8. North Division,
meet
at the
Selectmen’s
Commissioners
the executor named therein.
by provoking the kind of reaction, which Strip N. of No 1. North Division,
S3 53 Madison, H.
Stonington, on Wednesday, th©
Charles
Closson, late of Sedgwick, in Office in
in its revolt against the senseless evil of
26 16 ! said county, deceased. A certain instrument 16th day of May, A. D. 1906, at 1 o'clock
No. 7, South Division, Norlh part,
their teaching, would enthrone more se- j
P. M., aud thence proceed to view the rc ita
19 20 1 purporting to be the last will and testament
South Division, South part,
No.
rawly than ever the very evils which : No. 7,
of said deceased, together with petition for mentioned in said petition, immediately alter
8 61
9, South Division,
which view, a hearing of the parties and wittheir misguided followers believe they are j
probate of same, presented by Henry W. Sar- nesses
will be had at some convenient pixie*
45 87 gent, the executor named therein.
No. 10,
attacking.
Albion F. Jordan, late of Eden, in said in the vicinity, and such other measuiea
27
No.
Middle
56
IB.
Division,
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
SYMPATHY FOR MAN.
deceased. A certain instrument purcouuty,
33 06
1 shall
judge proper. And it is further
More important than aught else is the No. 22, Middle Division,
porting to be the last will and testament of
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
86 12
said deceased, together with petition for prodevelopment of the broadest sympathy of j No. 28. Middle Division,
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforeHarriet
E.
Jordan,
bate
of
same,
by
44
08
presented
Middle
No.
32,
Division.
man for man.
The welfare of the wagesaid be given to all persons and corpora1. K.oa
1
executrix named therein.
44 08 the
interested by serving an attested copy of t ha
worker, the welfare of the tiller of the ! No. 33. Middle Division,
Ruble A. Hackman, late of Bucksport, in
soil, upon these depend the welfare of the No. i. Middle Division.
77 14 said county, deceased. A certain instrument petition and this order thereon, upon tha
Clerk of the Town of Stonington, a hkt- e<*py
and
testament
entire country; their good is not to be
to
be
the
last
will
33 06
purporting
No. 35, Middle Division,
upon Wm. H. Grant, and also a like copy up a
of said deceased, together with petition for
sought in pulling down others; but their No. J9, M ddle Division,
32 91
the petition;
Fred E.
Webb, one of
probate of same, presented by Henry C. Buck- and
good must be the prime object of all our • No. 39, Middle Division, Tannery Lot,
10 00
by posting up attested copies as afore*..id
named
therein.
the
executor
man,
statesmanship.
in three public places in said town of S! onIsaac Britton, laie of Bucksport, in said
60 61
Middle
No.
Division,
40,
Materially we must strive to secure a
deceased. A certain instrument pur- ington, thirty days at least before th*. lima
82 65 county, to be the lust will and testament
and b>
p 'bfor all men, No.il, Middle Division,
broad, economic
of appointed for said view,
porting
2 86
listing the petition and order thert.»r*.
»n that each shall Lave a better chance to
Rutter Is.and,
said deceased, together with petition for prothree weeks successively in the Ellswortb
of same, prest-nied by Mary 8. Britton,
bate
show the stuff of which he is made.
5
00
Eagle Island,
Americun, a newspaper published at Ellsthe executrix named therein.
1 00
Spiritually and ethically we must strive
worth, in the County of Hancock, the first
pruce Head and Bear Island,
Aaron G. Page, late of Orland, in said counto bring about clean living and right
60 ;
publication to be thirty days at least before
Reach Island,
deceased. A certain instrument purponty,
1 the time of said view, that
all person* and
thinking. We appreciate that the things, Hog Island,
of
said
last
will
and
testament
to
be
the
1 60 | ing
interested may attend aud b©
of the body are important; but we appredeceased, together with petition for probate | corporations
128
date also that the things of the soul are Bradbury's Islaud,
of same, presented by Melissa J. Page, the heard if they think fit.
20
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Cleric.
ex- cutrix named therein.
The Pond near Little Deer Isle,
immeasurably more important.
20
Schuyler A. Cobb, late of Bucksport, in said A true copy of the petition and order thereon*
foundation stone of national life is, and Western Island,
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
deceased. A certain instrument purcounty,
ev r must be, the high individual charac25
Little Spruce Island,
porting to be the last will and testament of
STATE OF MAINE.
ter of the average citizen.
5 00
Marshall's Island,
said deceased, together with petition for proHancock ss.—At a probate court held at
3 30 bate of same, presented by Mary L. Cobb, the
Pickeriug’s Island,
named
therein.
executrix
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
Women Who Cun Talk.
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in said on the third day of April, in the year of
2 40
Petition that .Joseph E. I our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
county, deceased'.
Speaker Reed once remarked that there No. 3, North Division,
be
other
suitable
or
some
apperson
2 40
six.
Tripp
No. 4, North Division,
was but one woman in Washington soadministrator of the estate of said deCERTAIN instrument purporting to >•
22 pointed
No. 7, South Division,
ceased,
a copy of the last will and testament
by Evie M. Wright, widow ;
ciety who could talk politics intelligently, j No. 10,
1 « of said deceased.
and codicils thereto of Emily Meigs Biddo,
and she is Mrs. Robert R. Hitt, wife of a
Charles A. Hunnewell, late of Lamoine, in late of Philadelphia, in the county of Pi. ila72
No. 16, Middle Division,
Petition that Electa i delphia, and state of Pennsylvania, deco** d*
said county, deceased.
06
representative from Illinois.
No. 22, Middle Division,
Hunnewell'or some other suitable person be and of the probate thereof in said state of
2 40 appointed administrate! of the estate of said ] Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
Mrs. Fairbanks realizes more nearly the No. 28, Middle Division,
having:
deceased, presented by Electa Hunnewell, 1 been presented to the judge of probate Tor
1 41
woman
who is such a force in British No. 82, Middle Division,
widow of said deceased.
our said county of Hancock for the purp< so
2
88
Mary Ann Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in said j of being allowed, filed and recorded in th©
political life. She is a lawyer and a pro- No. 34, Middle Division,
90
county, deceased. First account of Everard ! probate court of our said county of Hancock*
found student of sodal conditions. She No. 35, Middle Division,
H. Greely, executor, filed for settlement.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
96
Middle
No.
Division,
89,
is a worker in the Junior Republic, and ;
Charles Jarvis, late of EllBworth, in said ( all persons interested therein, by publishiug
2 18
No 40, Middle Division,
Third account of Everard a copy of this order three weeks successively
county, deceased
the present prosperous condition of that j
12
3
settlement.
filed
foH. Greely, administrator,
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
No. 41. Middle Division,
to
her
social
venture is largely due
John N. Swazey, late of Bucksport, in said ! printed at ElUworth. in said county of HanOramandal Smith,
county, deceased. First account of Albert C. | cock.
prior to the first day of May.
direction.
State Treasurer.
with
de
bonin
non
the
a.
d.
Swazey, administrator
1906, that they
appear at
may
Mrs. La Follette, wife of the newlywill annexed, filed for settlement.
then to be held at Eden,
a probate court
STATE OF MAINE.
J. Thomas Hinckley, minor, of Bluehill, in ! in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
elected Senator from Wisconsin, is also a
Hiuckof
Nahum
First
account
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
Hancock sh.—Cerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial said county.
lev. guardian, filed fer settlement.
lawyer, and is interested in social reform,
Court. Ellsworth, Me., April 13, 1906.
any they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
is hereby given, that Ellis StansEmily F. Farnsworth, late of Southwest
especially among the younger criminal
acI
First
of
deceased.
said
Harbor, in
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
county,
field, of Vinal Haven, in the County
class.
Knox, and State of Maine, has tiled in this count of Alton E. Farnsworth, administrator
STATE OF MAINE.
for Naturalization, ami with the will annexed, filed for settlement.
But the women of wealth, high position, I office his Application be
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
heard thereon, at the
Hancock 88.—At a probate court held at
prays that he may
and intellectual force of America, with term of said Court to be held at Ellsworth, A truecopy. Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
within and for the County and State aforeon the third day of April, in the year of oar
rare exceptions, are too fond of the frivLord one thousand nine hundred and six.
said, on the Second Tuesday of October A. D.
To the Honorable Board of County Commieolities to take an active interest in the 1906.
J. F. Knowlton, Clerk.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to le»
sinners for the County of Hancock:
copy of the last will and testament of
movements which engross the time of the
|
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Isabella Dove, late of Andover, in the count} of
rpHE
Gkntlkmen:
Old World, especially in Britian.
he has been duly
appointed administraEssex, and Commonwealth of Massachuse ts,
1
uly an
■'IIT’E, the undersigned, citizens of Hancock deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
tor of the estate of Saoin J. Hardison, late
county respectfully represent that Commonwealth of Massachosetts, duly auW
of Franklin, in the county of Hancock,
Removing Dust From Silk.
a
thenticated. having been presented to the
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. public necessity and convenience requi-e
esto All
the
to
be established between Castim and
Women often vigorously
demands
against
ferry
persons having
judge of probate for our said county of 11 unBrooksville. the termini of said ferry to be I cock for the
tate of said deceased are desired to present
purpose of being allowed, filed
remove the dust from a silk petticoat with
the old and recorded in
the probate court of our tuid
the same for settlement, and all indebted substantially the same as those of
a w hisk broom.
The result is always far ^ thereto are requested to make payment im- ••North Castlne Kerry”, so called, or between county of Hancock.
as
to
said
towns
such other points in
your
Ordered, That notice thereof be given lo
from satisfactory, for the dust refuses to mediately.
Honorable Board may seem expedient.
Hakbv L. Crabtree.
all persons interested therein, by publishin#?
April 3,1906.
Georok M. Wasrbn,
be removed in that way; but just try a
Feb’y 27, 1906.
of this order three weeks successively
a
and sixty-iour others. incopy
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
a
with
or
rather
magic rubbing,
wiping,
'iStUftUsm.mta.
OF
MAINE.
STATE
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanpiece of velvet. The brushing of silk
a.
d.
Court of County Commis- cock, prior to the ‘first day of May,
Hancock mb.
petticoats becomes almost a pleasure, the
1906. that they may appear at a probate
D.
190ft.
A.
sioners, April Term,
velvet does its work so ouickly and well.
at
iu
and
held
to
be
court
then
Eden,
ai"l I reinn
t
We promptly obtain C.
Upon the foregoing petition the Cora misof Hancock, at ten o’clock in
It is a good plan to make a sort of bag
siot ers being satisfied that the petitioners are for said county
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
of anv scraps of velvet that you have, put
responsible, that an inquiry into the merits is have, against the same.
together in crazy patchwork fashion.
expedient, and that the petitioners ought to
O. p. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probata.
be heard touching the matter set forth in
This convenient cleaner will still further'
A true copy.
their petition; order that the County Commissimplify the work.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
sioners meet at Dodges’ Wharf in Brookxville
on Friday, the 18th day of May. A. D. 1906, at
subscriber
hereby gives notice that
view
the
to
Count.
rpilE
the
I*aciflc
and
thence
Shriner » Tour to
1 o'clock P. M.,
proceed
Bend model, sketch or photo cl Invention for
JL he has been duly appointed executor of ti e
route mentioned in said petition, immediately
A very delightful aprlog tour to the Pacific
last will and testament and codicil of Joal aa
a hearing of the parties and
which
after
view,
rite i,
P. Hooper, late of Bucksport, in the coun y of
How to Secure
eoast lias been arranged to leave Boston April
witnesses will be bad at some convenieut place
to
no bonds being required
r intents and
in the vicinity, and such other measures Hancock, deceased,
37, and while under the auspices of the Mystic
by the terms of said will. All persona havinjr
as
the
Commissioners
in
the
taken
premises
Shrine, and a great reduction in rate has been
the estate of said deceased
demands
against
further
And
it
is
shall judge proper.
the same lor settlemade In consequence, the tour la available for
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and are desired to present
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
the general public. The party will travel in the
purpose of the Commissioners’ meetiug afore- to make
payment
immediately.
and
said be given to all persons
corporations
finest Pullman vestlbuled equipment, and all
Theodore H. Smith.
April 11.1906.
interested by serving an attested copy of the
meals en route will be in dining cars.
petition and this order thereon, upon the
OFFICE.
subscriber
PATENT
U
hereby
gives notice thak
S
OPPOSITE
like
a
Clerk of the Town of Castine,
On the outward Journey stops will be made at
copy
he has been duly appointed executor of
upon the Clerk of the Town of Brooksville. the last will and
testament of Eliza O.
Chicago, Denver, Colorado Springs and Salt
and a like copy upon George M. Warren, and
late of Sullivan, in the county of
Lake City, accommodations being provided at
by posting up attested copies as aforesaid in Hill,
three public places in each of said towns, Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
the best hotels. The Itinerary includes a side
the terms of said will. All persons bavin*
by
the
time
least
before
appointed
days
at;
thirty
trip to Clippie Creek, with au opportunity to
for said view, and by publishing the petition demands against the estate of said deceased
visit the celebrated gold mines, as well as the
and order thereon, three weeks successively are desired to present the same for settlethe
Rio
over
Denver
&
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper pub- ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested
ucomparable trip
lished at Ellsworth, in the County of Han- to make payment immediately.
Grande railroad, “The scenic line of the world.*
William O. Emery.
at
April 11, 1906.
cock, the first publication to be thirty
and the Rocky mountains. Ten days will be
least before the time of said view, that all
subscxlber
gives notice that
hereby
atinterested may
spent In touring the slate of California, wind Safe, Quick, Reliable Regulator. persons and corporations
he has been duly appointed executor
teud and be heard if they think fit.
Superior toother remedies sold at high prices.
testament of Maria D. U.
last
will
aud
tng up at San Francisco.
of
the
at
is.
drugCure guaranteed. Price ‘A5 On
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
late
of
in the county of
Eden,
Two routes are offered for the return, one via
gists or by mall. Testimony *nd bookies tree.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon. Fry,
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
F
elphla, Pa.
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, sod the other Dr. La Franco,
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
the terms of said will. All persons having
by
via Portland, 8e Ule, Vancouver, and the
demands against the estate of said deceased
subscriber hereby gives notice that are desired to present the same for settleCanadian Rockies, with stop-overs at Glacier
adminishas
been
he
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
duly
appointed
who
via
and Banff. For those
prefer to return
trator of the estate of Sylvester Snowman, late to make payment immediately.
*
other routes, Independent tlckita are provided.
Charles Fry.
AVING contracted with the City of Ells- of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
April 11,1906.
The party will travel In charge of an ex
worth to support and care for those who deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
the
flye
demands
esnext
years
All
against
persons having
y need assistance during the
periencea conductor, and all details are carried
if Hre legal residents of Ellsworth. 1 forbid tate of said deceased are desired to present
Illustrated Itinerary
out In first class style.
i all persons trusting them on tny wepount, as the same for settlement, and all indebted
may be obtained by calling on or addressing, there is plenty of room and accommodations to thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Geo. L. Williams, N. K. P. A., S?8 Washington care for them at the City Farm house.
Waltbr Showman.
cgchty
April 8, 1906.
M. J. Dmdmiwt.
Boston, Mass.—Advt.
man

visionary.
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DAMAGED

Abbmicrmrcu.

Atmrrtiftmnu*

afibctttBctTuntB

FIRE

BY

Having satisfactorily adjusted our losses caused by the fire
on the evening of April 7, we announce

AND WATER !

in

our

build

,,

The Most Sensational and Stupendous Sale of MEN’S and BOVS’ CLOTHING, FUl^
NISHINGS, HATS and CAPS, ever attempted in Eastern Maine.-—
-;

MORNING, April 18, at 0 o’clock sharp,
-DAVID FRIEND’S STORE, Main Street, Ellsworth, Me.
Sale Commences WEDNESDAY

A supreme master movement in under priced merchandise, dwarfing alt other events, eclipsing all other sales, inbest-selected stock of Clothing and Furnishing Goods to tie distributed into the homes
or real value.
This is to be a complete and comprehensive clearance as we intend to discontinue business, so everything must go at
some price. Forty years’ honest dealing with the people of Ellsworth and vicinity is our guarantee and your safeguard.

volving Ellsworth's newest and
of the people regardless of cost

NOTHING TO KEEP YOU AWAY

ALLOW

We Enumerate

Only

a

Many I'nparaleled Bargains

Few of the

at

which will make this the

Most

-_____-Sensational Sale of the fVntur.
Men’s Ions, lo *e-flitif»f overcoats,
well worlii $10.00; Henaat tonal Me
Pru'e.
Mcn’a Splendid Draaa OliWOitl in
nil the new Rtjln ind fashionable
fabric*. $15.00 value; Sensational

MEN'S SLITS
Variety of Scotch and Cheviot mixtures. Genuine |7.50 value. Sensational Sale Price.#4 89
Men’s Nobby Business Suits, well
worth *8.50and some f 10.00 values.
Sensational Sale Price.$41.98
Men’s Suita, single and doublebreasted models, never offered for
less than fl2.50, Sensational Sale

87

Bov»’ Wool Knee Pauls, reenlsr ?v
eeUan. Sensational Sale [’rice...

l3r

SHIRTS

One odd lot of 50c
Working Shirt.
Sale Price.$0.65
Sensational Sale Brice
opportunity in a life time to double the purchasing power of your dollars. Thousands of dollars’
Mcn’a Fancy Ne*l[*ec
Shirti.keat
a
a
to
low
need-for
as
chance
like
this
merchandise
sacrificed
the
dollar.
worth of iigh-class
year,
Anticipate your
patterns, laat colors rrallr worth
BOVS’ SUITS.
T5c. Sensational Sale Price
occurs hut once in a generation to clothe yourself and family in tine raiment at t ridiculously low cost.
£jr*'Owing
42c
Men s Soft or Stiff Bosom
Two-piece Knr-e Pant Soils; SensaCooitnxs
to the great amount of labor attendant upon arranging our stock and marking d
prices, our STORE WILL HE
Shirt* of Ovford Clolhand
tional Sole Price.$t.<W
Price.$798
French
Henworth
CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY, opening Wednesday. April is, atV A. M.
Suits,
Madras,
|3.00;
Men's suits in English finished worsliuaranleed
Two-piece
values fr.
il 8*1
$1.07
fl.OD to fl.50. Sensational
teds, excellent values at f!5.00.
Sensational Sale Price.$9,Oo »uil* "f Scotch Mixture*. real value
Price.
If an injustice but come at once
Do not do >
Can you afford to miss this—the greatest sale of the century
Men’a 10c Handkerchief., k [Ra- 7 le
Men’s Fine Dress Suits, extra v»!$5.00 t<> $6.00; Sensational Hale
will be duplicated.
before the lots are broken as this is to be an AilSOLUTE CLEARANCE and no
Pri '.$2.75
tional Sale Price.
ues, equal to any flb.OOsuit on the
3c
Men
market. Sensational sale price. .$10.98 Brh tions from one superb line of
sJBc Suspenders. Se national
Sale Price.
Boys' Suita, values up to fB.00;
Oe
s
alit-oal Sale Price.$.*t.f>8 Men’s lOe and IV Hose. Sriisati.',.'
MEN'S OVERCOATS
i>f one lot of Boy*’ Knee
al Sale price.
(*li
Men’a 18c Hose, Black and” Tan
Pant*, values up tofl.UO. SennaThe greatest *8.00coat on the mar21e
t !■
Ill S-li' Price.
Sensational Sale Price. 2 pairs f,,r.‘
ket to-day; Sensational Sale Price. $4.79
13c

As this i- the

one

s*I?

DAVID FRIEND, Main St., Ellsworth, Maine.
COi M V NEWS.

Jfc-

er*

Xhe*

Fate.
Two shall be born the whole wide worll apart
And apeak In different tongues a «1 tare no
thoaicht
Each of the other’s being, and no heed;
And the-e, o’er unknown seas, to unknown

P-W)«*

EAST SURRY.
has gone to Massachufew weeks.

Mrs. Clara
setts tor

a

Carey

Capt. Eaton,
second load of

of Deer

Isle,

wood from

third load for the

taking
this place,
is

Shall

escaping wreck, defying death;
And, all uncou«ciou»ly, shape every act
And bend each wandering step to this

his
his

cro a,

one

season.

That one day, out of darkness they shall meet
And read llle’s meaning In each other'a eye*.

Geneva Stinson is spending a
week at Bar Harbor with
her sisters
Snsie and Anna, who are teachers there.
Miss

And two aha 1 walk “ome narrow way of life.
So nearly side br aide that, should one turn
Ev r so little spac to left or right,
They needs roust stand acknowledged, face to

Carroll, who has boarded
with Mrs. Sabrina Stevens for several
Miss Lizzie

years, returned to her former
Massachusetts last week.

home in

face;
And yet, with wistful ayes that

never

meet.

Surry village was favored with a two- With sroplnc hands that never clasp, and >lpa
hours’ speech as the first gun to be fired Calling In vain to ears that never hear.
in the political campaign by John Brown, They seek e*cb other all their weary daya,
of Massachusetts, who is a resident of the And die unsatisfied. And this 1* Fate.
-Susan Marr Spaulding.
socialist colony at East Surry.
Charles L. Closson, of Bass Harbor, with
Water Cure for Rheumatism.
his wife and two oldest children, visited
“If people afflicted with rheumatism
his father, George E. Closson, Friday. His
would try a simple remedy right at hand
step-sister, Miss Beatrice Turner, who has
instead of scurrying all over the country
been at home ill for more than a year,
for a cure, they would get well a good
accompanied him home. All hope the
said a man who was once
change may be beneficial to her. Another sight quicker,"
so knotted up with rheumatism that he
Bister, Miss Cora Turner, accompanied
them.

She

w

ill teach

in

the

Tremont, at Goose Cove.
April 16.
Mrs. Viola

had to use crutches. “Just let them drink
water, quarts of it. That's what did the
business for me. I drink about three
quarts of water a day—not ice water,

of

town

C.

BASS HARBOR.

but

Mitchell, who bus been visit-

it

just

ordinary
from the

comes

cold

water

faucet.

I

as

drink

two glasses when I get up in the morning,
Rockland, is at home.
two when 1 go to bed and I drink it ail
Mrs. Henry Albee and daughter VerI have a big pitcher of it put on my
lette, who have been in Belfast for a few day. and
whenever I look up from my
desk,
weeks, came home last week.
work for a minute’s rest I drink a glass of
Schools begin to-day.
The primary water.
teacher is Miss Day and the grammar,
“No mineral water, no charged water, no
Miss McGee, both from the Castine normal
health water for me, but just plain, good,
school.

ing

in

old-fashioned

Cards

were

received last week

announc-

salt

water.

To be

sure,

water baths at the shore did

the

me

a

ing
marriage of Guy Parker, of this little good, but the damp days at the shore
place, and Miss Neva M. Lawn, of Har- took all the good away. Now I take fresh
rington. Mr. Parker is a successful water baths internally and spend
my
business man, junior member of the firm summers where it is
high and dry.”
of Parker Bros., and
his bride has
taught school here for several terms.
M’KIN LEY.
After they return from their wedding
School in this district begins Monday,
will
make
their
home
here.
tour, they
April 16, Miss Hazel Friend, teacher.
X. Y Z.
April 16.
Miss Gertrude Knowlton, who has been
LITTLE DEER ISLE.
spending the winter in Portland, is at
Capt. S. G. Hutchinson has returned home.
from a visit in Rockland.
Mrs. Lucy Richardson is spending a few
Mrs. Angeline Weed, who has been ill days at Southwest Harbor with
her
a long time, is no better.
daughter, Mrs. Fred Robinson.
16.
Axon.
April
John W. Spinney has gone to Salem to
join the schooner C. B. Wood.
DEDHAM.
Capt. Stillman Hutchinson has gone to
Horace Estes, who has been very ill, is
New York to join the schooner Brina
much better.
S. Pendleton, which he will command.
Mrs. Joseph Perkins is recovering from
E.
April 16.
a stroke of paralysis.
Miss Bertha Dorr, of Orland, spent a few
Slmntignnntts.
days in town last week.
Miss Bernice McLaughlin has returned
*fhe Cause of Many
to her school in Bangor.
April 16.
B.
Sudden Deaths.
the

There is a disease prevailing in this
Country most dangerous because so ri
tive.
Many sudden
\ deaths
are caused
by
it
heart
disease,
*
heart
pneumonia,
5 failure or apoplexy
are often the result
of kidney disease. If
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the
I kidney-poisoned
blood will attack the
vital organs or the
kidneys themselves break down and waste
cell
cell.
away
by
Bladder troubles most always result from
a derangement of the
kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
can make no mistake
by taking Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
go often during the day, and to get up many
times during the night.
The mild and the
extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar
sized bottles. You may
have a sample bottle of
this w
:.e\v dis- I
Cover/ and a book that
tells ail about it, both Home > f Swamp-Root,
•ent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer Sc Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention
■ceding this generous offer in this pauer.
~

God has placed

in barren soil,
not find the ele-

ments

—

Don’t make any mistake, bet remember tbe
Swamp-Root, Dr. EDmer'a Swamp Roov
address, Binghamton, ». Y, on evert

name.

being

where he may
of immortal life, none
where,
through perfect fidelity to its condition,
its roots may not reach out to embrace the
earth, and spread out branches and leaves
to heal and overshadow it.—N. A.
Staples.
no one

‘•Would you mind walking the other
way and not passing the horse?” said a
cabman with exaggerated politeness to
the fat lady who had just paid the mini-

■

and tbe
bottle.

no

mum
cause

i
;

i

a

fare.
if

’e

shilling

“Why?”
sees

a

answer.

Little self-denials, little honesties, little

passing

words of

sympathy,

little

name-

less acts of kindness, little silent victories
over favorite temptations—these are the
little threads of gold, which, when woven
together, gleam out so brightly in the
pattern of life that God approves.—F. If'.
Farrar.

Admiral Todd relates that an Erie
had guests to dinner the other
day, and during the progress of the meal
she entertained them with the history of
woman

County .Vmm

nee

April

RESOLUTIONS.
Whereat, The silent mease "ger, death, has
aasi-i entered our lodge aod borne from our
sight our esteemed sister, Clara Grindle, there
fore lie it
Retained, That in tbe death of our sister,
.Mountain Uebekah lodge lose® a valued member,
and the memory of herctuerfu) presence,aunny
temper, and willing »crTice will linger long to
inspire us to do better worn, and to exemplify
in our daily living the principles of our orderRetained, That we extend our warmest sympathy to the sorrowing huabaud and children.
Although the way is shadowy and the light of
the home lias so suddenly gone out, yet we
trust that their hearts are comforted In the
thought that their loved one is safe In her
beautiful new home, where there is fullness of
Joy and pleasure forevermore.
Retolved, That la token of our losa, our
charter be drained in mourning for thirty days,
that a memorial page be set apart to her mem
ory, and a copy of these resolutions be sent to
tne bemved family, and also to Trb Klla
worth American for publication.

L»

Lcland

has

Hansoom,

on

Mrs.
went to

^

And

t»od leads on

Resolved, That this tcetlmonlaj of our reand sympathy be sent to the bereaved
a
copy placed upon the records of
Mountain Bebekah lodge, and one sent to TliK
Ellsworth American for publication, and
that our charter remain diaped for thirty days
Fannie II. Parker,
Eliza jl. IIkkuick,
Etta I. Stoves,
Committee

oo

16.

a

crew

j
1

resolutions.

under

F. W. Rollins, of Ellsworth, was here ;
of last week in the interest of the !
favorite county paper, The Ella1worth !

American.
The schooner

E. T. Ham or, Capt. Charles
th* latter part of the

arrived here

week loaded with

freight

for the several

mercnants in town.

Miss Dorothy Lawson, accompanied by
aunt, Miss Mary Lawson, of this
place, returned this week to Miss Dorothy's home in Boston.
her

Services in the Union church Sunday
morning were conducted by Rev. C. D
Crane. He delivered a most interesting
and

helpful

blaster

sermon.

During

service Mrs. Maud Trask rendered
which was highly appreciated.

April

a

the
solo

J.

17.

trip

are

in

very poor health.

Mrs. Nellie Herrick spent part of last
week w ith her sister, Mrs. P. Friend.
Susie Wood left last Thursday for East
Bluehill to visit her aunt, Mrs. Cora Long.
Mr. Curtis, of Bluehill, and Eugene
Candage, of South Bluehill, have been
finishing the new' room in the Nevin cottage, the “Airly Beacon”, at Mill Island.
Crumbs.
April 16.

TREMONT.

is full. We soon
run
and need replenishing,
unto ail the fullness of

Rich.

Cuyler.

was

Dr. George Neal, of Southwest Harbor,
in town

Saturday taking

some

view's

about

day.

PENOBSCOT.

The

schooner

brought

McFarland, Gloucester,

Louisa

Frances
has
Buck's

the stone crusher for the

Harbor Granite Co.

Saturday.

Joseph Ladd

charge of the
schooner James A. Webster, of Vinalthis
season.
haven,

has arrived home from

to New York.

is to have

Mrs.

freshments

served.

were

School began

Monday,

with

a

good

attendance; Ueorge Patten, leather. Alt
were glad to welcome Mias lane
Koberteon hark to school, after an
absence o! two
years

on

account

April 17.

_

of lameness.
B,

_

south Hancock.
Little Mary Martin has pneumonia.
WUilam Bishop leaves for
Stoningtou
to-day where he has employment.
C. L. Smith baa Eugene Hodgkins at
for him at his stable at Hancock
Point painting carriages for the summer
business.

work

Cspt. C. E. Msrtln and 8. E. Oonld, who
recently went to Boston to bring the
schooner Ustberina to Sullivan, arrived si
that port Saturday with freight, (.'apt.
Martin will command the schooner this

summer.

Albert Haven, of the steamship Alsskwhich lately arrived in Philadelphia,
loaded with sugar from the Sandwich
lan,

Islands,

made

Hying

visit to his parents
absence of more thin
Haven left Saturday to
Join the ship, on which be experts toreturn to the Pacific coast.
W.
April 18.
s

last week, after
two years. Mr.

an

HI LL’S COVE.

opened to-day; teacher,
Kalph White is building • new hou»
Haskell, of Cape Rosier.
MANSET.
for himself. The cellar in completed.
Miss Hazel Friend left Friday for McMiu Addie Gurney baa gone to Corea to ;
Mrs. Lillian Fitxgcrsld, of Bar liar? r.
Kinley, where she is to teach.
visit Mrs. Emery Parker.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Melinda Brewer.
Mr*. I*. A. (Jrindle, who spent last week
Mrs. Edna Burns and little daughter,
Verney King and wife are receiving | in
Rrookiin, returned home Sunday.
of West Eden, spent Easter with Mrs.
congratulations on the birth of a daughter
who
has spent the week Frances
Virginia Allen,
Brewer.
Ed. Childs and wife will soon go to
with her grandmother, Mrs. M. L. Elhousekeeping in the bouse owned by
Hudson Kelley and Charles Sh* =i have
has
returned home.
well,
Emery Parker.
moved here from Bar Harbor, where they
Miss Hattie Carter has gone to Brooklin have
lived during the winter.
Watson Moore, a native of this place,
to work. She is hoarding with her gran ddied at his home in Malden, Mass., April
Harry McFarland and wife and Mrs.
Mrs. Emma Kane.
rnolher,
9. The remains were brought here for
Joseph Wood have returned from Booth
Miss Inez Ideiia Page, of this place,
interment Friday, April 13.
Carolina, where they have spent the
teaches
at
No.
9.
Miss Phebe May Dur- winter.
Mad.
April 16.
w
ill
teach
at No. 8, and Mina Cora
gain
Easter waa observed here by th* usual
AMHERST.
lianscom at No. 7, West Sedgwick.
service* in the church. There were pretty
Leonard Gillis is in town calling on
Carrie M. Grindle, formerly of this
decorations of (lotted plants and lister
friends.
place, was married to George Tibbetts lilies. There was s
baptism in the afterMyrl Chick has gone to Kingman, March 8 at Hampden Center. Her friends noon.
where he has employment.
here wish her a happy married life.
AJfXX.
April lfl.
J. G. Dunham is in Bar Harbor, visiting
Stage Driver Guy Hooper, who has carBOME8VILLE.
his daughter, Mrs. Irving Frost.
ried the mail from Sargentville to Bluebill
Obediah Allen is having slight repairs
The members of Good Will grange held Falls for six months, has left for his summer work in Brooklin.
All are sorry to made on his bouse.
a pie social Saturday evening.
Owing to
the bad traveling, the attendance was have him leave, as he was a very faithful
from
Mrs. Lyman Homes
returned
and obliging driver.
email.
Brewer Saturday, after a week’s visit with
18.
April
Rae.
her daughter, Mrs. Madolle Lethiecq.
D.
April 16.
Capt. Fray has had his launch “Babya
LEACH’S POINT.
WALTHAM.
Babya" made ready for the coming season.
Mrs. Flora Sparrow has been quite ill
Howard l>avi8 has moved into the
This is another reminder of approaching
McGown cottage.
during the past week.
spring.
Mrs. Deborah Conner is at Mrs. Walter
F. O. Rollins, while weighing hay, fell
Hare Richardson left Monday for Boston
Brewster's for a few days.
and injured his back severely.
after a short visit with relatives and

j

Miss Hazel Ames commenced school in
district No. 1, on Verona, Monday morning. This is Miss Ames’ third term in
that district.

April

16.

M.
BUCKS PORT.

Miss Daisy Eddy, daughter of Mrs. E. P.
Eddy, of this town, died suddenly at Belfast Sunday.

BLUEHLLL FALLS.

Capt. Hugh Duffce is not quite as well.
Mrs. B. A. Gray has rtfty chickens—no
incubator, either.
Mrs. L. P. Cand&ge and Mrs. Lucy Can-

Black, of Cape Rosier, aged
seventy, d:td vary suddenly Thurs-

Andrew

kin» is ■ rharming hostess, <Dd
all enjoyed her cordial hospitality. Llaintj re-

_

Friday

Brown,

M. D. Chat to, manager of the Buck's
Harbor Granite Co., is away on business.

J. 8. Haskell and daughter Kate
season Friday to Castino, bringing back »
have gone to North Sedgwick, wborv Mrs.
large load of freight.
Haskell is to teach this spring.
E. P. Per tins’ incubator brings him I
C.
April 16.
many visitors. He has sixty-five chickens j
at present, and more on the way.
NORTH S&DGW1CK.
G.
April 16.
School
Mn.

started work

Monday,

The village school, taught by Miss Minnie Chase, of Bluehili, begins to-day.

The Mianus made her first trip of the

upon the
the able management %of Road Commissioner Andrew
Reed.
a

There is to he an entertainment at the
Methodist churrh Friday, April 30.

8.

The Nelson J.
cleared

SOMESVILLE.

Quite

C. Condon, who is so dangerously ill, seems a little stronger.
Eugene San born was in this place over
Sunday, the guest of 8. B. Blake.
Mrs. 8.

in

Mrs. A. C. Condon is somewhat better.

Miss Teresa Ward returned home Saturday after a two-weeks’ stay in Bangor.
town roads

was

D. Q. Hall and daughter Edith
Pittsfield Saturday, where they

BOLTH

atttl!

family,

Hull's Cove,

D. Q. Hall has employed a new man for
the summer's work. He retains Sherman
Salisbury, who was with him last season.

through all the night.**

sped

of

fall of last week was a
great hindrance to farming. The roads
are in a very bad condition.

Yes; but only from tbine outward

Her spirit presence lingers with thee still.
To guide toy steps luto a fuller being,
As guardian angel her lost place to Ud.
Her ccaselcoa love thlce aching hearts

The schooner W. O. Nettleton has gone
Portland with gravel.

to

spent Sunday.
The heavy anow

April

p**g**

Franks’.
Bar

in

business last week.

Willard Bowden

!'

employment

Harbor.

town

*c# rth+1

Nason. of Ellsworth, is at Levi

Hiram

EDEN.

A. R.

NVwi

SOUTH BKOOKSVILLE.

17.

Harry

<iod In Ills wisdom has taken
Whereas,
from our midst our sister. Alice Whham, whose
patience and course through a lingering 111
ness bad endeared her to all;
Resol vad,
Thai the remora! of such a Ufc
from our ranks Icarea a vacancy that will be
deeply realized by her friends and sorrowing
relatives.
A sweet spirit has gone home and
left a devoted mother and brother desolate.
“Goat

-ui Utumal ('*>**

**■

MEMORIAL

The ladies’ aid society will meet Friday
they were devouring. “Yes,” she
concluded, “this was one of the best layin’ with Mrs. Kate Pray.
an’
I hated awful to kill her, but
hens,
Alton Farley and wife are here packing
she’d been so droopy and sick lookin’ their household
goods, previous to moving
lately, 1 thought I might as well, an’ get to Btonington.
some good out of her.”
The Sunday school Easter concert, on acThere are a great many times in our
count of the storm Sunday, was postI
lives
when our “strength is to sit still”.
|
Motion is good in its time, bat so is medi- poned till Tuesday evening.
tation, so is quiet study, so is patient
Miss M. Bennett, of Brewer, arrived
waiting on God. If a bucket is to be Friday to teach in the Head of the Harbor
filled from a spout of water, the best place
for that bucket is to keep it under the school. She will board with Mrs. Leslie

until it
empty of grace,
need to be “filled
God”.—Theodore

hem

NE\>v\

{ Ol N i \

Congregational church for the
society. They intend to have
printed on cards and trays to sell as

the

ladies’ aid
souvenirs.

the fowl

stream

of

other page•

BLUEH1LL.

inquired. “Becarrying for
fit,” was the freezing dage
she

wot Vs been

’e’ll ’ave

COUNTY NEWS.
Foe Additional

act) crtx* mini*.

HOW JAPS KEEP STRONG.

A. K.

j
1

llaslain.

ife and

son F.rlaud arc
Lisbon Falls.
Mrs. Mertie Rhodes and daughter Gladys

visiting
are

w

relatives in

visiting

friends in

Massachusetts.
board met recently and nominated Miss Isa be 11 Jordan as superintendent of schools.
The school

rhe Foresters ami

in

TRENTON.
Mr. Peris lost his cow Sunday night.
Mrs. George P. Butler w-as in Ellsworth

companions I. O. F.,
Saturday.
enjoyable time at the ball
George Stafford spent Sunday at bn
Saturday evening.
farm here.
Two chopping bees the past week—one
Benjamin Jordan was in Bangor Saturat Mra. Hannah Jordan’s and the other at
day on business.
Lorenzo Kingman's.
John Davis, who has been at Moose head
Schools are in session
had

a

very

with Mies Isa hell
beam Some- Jordan, ol this town, and hliaa Weed o(
of
Value
from
This.
thing
Searsport, as teachers.
Such a thing as a weakling is hardly
Charles Jordan, who has been in Boston
known in Japan. The wonderful en- lor several days, has returned. His
daughdurance of the Japanese soldiers and ter Carrie returned with him.
sailors in the recent war has been the
April 18.
jj
marvel of all nations. Both men and
ASHVILLE.
women are well, happy and strong.
E. J. Kobertson has
The reason for this, so careful inrecently purchased
vestigators tell us, is that the Japanese, a new horse and surrey in Boston.
from childhood up, know l.ow to keeo
Friends and neighbors of J. K.
Carpenwell through care of the digestive ter and wife
sympathise with them in the
If
have
trouble
with
inthey
system.
loss of their infant son,
aged four days.
digestion, heartburn, wind on the
The weir fishermen are
stomach, loss of appetite, sleeplessrebuilding for
the
ness,
headaches, rheumatic pains,
season, E. E. Bragdon at the old stand,
backaches or any of the other troubles J. K. Carpenter the same as
last year,
caused by a weak stomach, they treat Elwood Hammond and
Hanna Bros., at
themselves with some of the principal Hog
island. West Uonldsboro.
remedies that compose Miona, a stomMiss Blanche
ach remedy that has already a large
Gordon, of East Franklin,
sale in Ellsworth at G. A. Parcher’s. spent Saturday and Sunday with Ruth
So uniformly successful lias the and Abbie Bragdon before
going to South
remedy been in curing all stomach Gouldsboro to spend the summer with
troubles where it is used in accordance Mr. and Mrs. A.
B. Holt.
with the simple directions given with
Pupils of Miss Louise Hawkins who ateach box, that G. A. Parcher gives a
signed guarantee with every 50-eent tended the piano recital given at her home
package to refund the money if Miona in Sullivan Satureiay afternoon were much
fails to benefit.
pleased with the programme. Miss HawKllsworth Reutter* Can

here. He will at once resume hi*
a dental collage in that city, from
which he expects to graduate in June.
AApril 10.
friends

study

lake for the past five months, came born*

Saturday.
April 17,

ZUjbntiftcmtnte.

Hee^Ithy

at 70

A Good Record for “L. F's*
March 23. ■‘W
Dear Sirs:—
I have used your “L. F.” Iiittcrs
a number of
years and find them jus*
what they are recommended to be. 1 «*
best family medicine we have ever useo.
Abo have an uncle over (70)
years of age, who says: “There is not:*
ing that ever could take its place .01
mm."

sevt*!?

Respectfully,

MRS. C. S. MOODY,
Skowhegan, Me.

R.F.D..X0.7.
To keep well, beyond the usual active time of life, is a’ blessing. But it "
easily done if you use the True *1— t*.
Atwood's Bitters.

